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Chapter 1.

Introduction

In the Standard Model of particle physics quarks and leptons come in three generations each
containing a pair of up and down-type quarks or a charged lepton and a neutrino. The properties
of quark and lepton pairs in each generation are identical except for their masses. The masses
of the quarks and charged leptons are generated from their couplings to the Higgs field. These
couplings lead to a puzzling hierarchy between the masses of quarks and charged leptons across
generations. Furthermore, the reason for exactly three generations remains a mystery of nature.

The charged weak interactions are the only interactions which allow a change of flavour between
quarks and leptons. This was first observed with the discovery of radioactive �� emissions by
Henri Becqueral in 1896 which was later realised to be described by the weak d ! u transition,

n ! pe�⌫̄e , (1.1)

where a neutron, with quark content udd, decays to a proton (uud) and in the process a electron
and its anti-neutrino are emitted. While the weak force only couples leptons to neutrinos within
generations, for quarks cross-generational couplings are possible. In addition, while the weak
coupling for leptons to neutrinos is universal across the generations, for quarks the couplings are
proportional to the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [2, 3],

V CKM
=

0

BBB@

Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

CCCA
. (1.2)
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This structure arises from the cross-generational couplings of quarks to the Higgs boson which
leads to a misalignment between the weak and mass eigenstates for quarks. The CKM matrix has
an almost diagonal structure as illustrated in Fig 1.1. The smallest and least known element is
|Vub| (see Fig 1.1) with |Vtb| : |Vcb| : |Vub| ⇡ O(1) : O(0.1) : O(0.01). The hierarchy between the
cross-generational couplings again presents another puzzling feature of the Standard Model. An
important characteristic of the CKM matrix is that it is unitary, this provides for an essential test
of the Standard Model.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements, which displays an almost diagonal
structure (left). The matrix element |Vub| is the smallest of the CKM matrix elements and it
has the largest fractional uncertainty as shown on the right.

The CKM matrix may be parametrised by three real mixing angles and one complex phase.
The complex phase leads to CP violation, where C refers to a charge conjugation transformation,
Ce� ! e+, and P is a parity transformation, Pxi ! �xi. A violation of CP in the laws of nature
is required to explain the matter anti-matter asymmetry observed in the universe today [4]. Three
generations of quarks and leptons is the minimum number of generations for there to be CP

violation in the quark sector, which provides a potential explanation for the three generations of
nature. However, the CP violation observed in the quark sector is around nine orders of magnitude
too small to account for the observed matter-antimatter assymetry in the universe.

To test the unitarity of the CKM matrix and precisely determine the amount of CP violation in
the quark sector it is necessary to constrain the parameters of the CKM sector using measurements
of a number of observables including the magnitudes of CKM matrix elements. The large uncertainty
on |Vub| is one of the limiting factors in global fits for the four parameters of the CKM sector.
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Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and �.
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Figure 1: Representation in the complex plane of the nonsquashed triangles obtained from the o↵-diagonal
unitarity relations of the CKM matrix (Equation 8). (a) The three sides are rescaled by VcdV ⇤

cb. (b) The
three sides are scaled by VusV ⇤

cb.
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The CKM matrix is complex; thus, CP violation is allowed if and only if ⌘̄ di↵ers from zero.
To lowest order, the Jarlskog parameter measuring CP violation in a convention-independent
manner [10],

JCP ⌘
��=

�
Vi↵Vj�V

⇤

i�
V ⇤

j↵

��� = �6A2⌘̄, (i 6= j,↵ 6= �) , (7)

is directly related to the CP -violating parameter ⌘̄, as expected.

2.2 The Unitarity Triangle

To represent the knowledge of the four CKM parameters, it is useful to exploit the unitarity
condition of the CKM matrix: VCKMV †

CKM = V †

CKMVCKM = I. This condition corresponds to
a set of 12 equations: six for diagonal terms and six for o↵-diagonal terms. In particular, the
equations for the o↵-diagonal terms can be represented as triangles in the complex plane, all
characterised by the same area JCP /2. Only two of these six triangles have sides of the same
order of magnitude, O(�3) (i.e., are not squashed):
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ub| {z }
O(�3)

+VcdV
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+VubV
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= 0. (8)

Figure 1 depicts these two triangles in the complex plane. In particular, the triangle defined by
the former equation and rescaled by a factor VcdV ⇤

cb
is commonly referred to as the unitarity

triangle (UT). The sides of the UT are given by

Ru ⌘
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p
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q

(1� ⇢̄)2 + ⌘̄2. (9)

The parameters ⇢̄ and ⌘̄ are the coordinates in the complex plane of the nontrivial apex of the
UT, the others being (0, 0) and (1, 0). CP violation in the quark sector (⌘̄ 6= 0) is translated
into a nonflat UT. The angles of the UT are related to the CKM matrix elements as

3

Cabibbo angle

are related to the Yukawa coupling matrices as Mq = vY q/
p
2, where v is the vacuum expectation

value (the neutral component) of the Higgs field. At this stage, Mu and Md are general complex

matrices to be diagonalised using the singular value decomposition Mq = V †

qL
mqVqR, where

VL,R is unitary and mq is diagonal, real, and positive. The mass eigenstates are identified as
UL = VuLU 0

L
and UR = VuRU 0

R
, and similarly for D.

Expressing the interactions of quarks with gauge bosons in terms of mass eigenstates does
not modify the structure of the Lagrangian in the case of neutral gauge bosons, but it a↵ects
charged-current interactions between quarks and W±, described by the Lagrangian

LW± = �
g
p
2
U i�

µ
1� �5

2
(VCKM)

ij
DjW

+
µ + h.c., (2)

where g is the electroweak coupling constant and VCKM = V †

uL
VdL is the unitary CKM matrix:

VCKM =
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1

A . (3)

The CKM matrix induces flavour-changing transitions inside and between generations in the
charged sector at tree level (W± interaction). By contrast, there are no flavour-changing
transitions in the neutral sector at tree level (Z0 and photon interactions). The CKM matrix
stems from the Yukawa interaction between the Higgs boson and the fermions, and it originates
from the misalignment in flavour space of the up and down components of the SU(2)L quark
doublets of the SM (as there is no dynamical mechanism in the SM to enforce VuL = VdL).
The VCKM,ij CKM matrix elements (hereafter, Vij) represent the couplings between up-type
quarks Ui = (u, c, t) and down-type quarks Dj = (d, s, b). There is some arbitrariness in the
conventions used to define this matrix. In particular, the relative phases among the left-handed
quark fields can be redefined, reducing the number of real parameters describing this unitary
matrix from three moduli and six phases to three moduli and one phase [more generally, for N
generations, one has N(N � 1)/2 moduli and (N � 1)(N � 2)/2 phases]. Because CP conjugate
processes correspond to interaction terms in the Lagrangian related by Hermitian conjugation,
the presence of a phase, and thus the complex nature of the CKM matrix, may induce di↵erences
between rates of CP conjugate processes, leading to CP violation. This does not occur for only
two generations, where VCKM is real and parametrised by a single real parameter, the Cabibbo
angle.

According to experimental evidence, transitions within the same generation are characterised
by VCKM elements of O(1). Those between the first and second generations are suppressed by a
factor of O(10�1); those between the second and third generations by a factor of O(10�2); and
those between the first and third generations by a factor of O(10�3). This hierarchy can be
expressed by defining the four phase convention–independent quantities as follows:
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An alternative convention exists in the literature for the last two CKM parameters, corresponding
to

⇢+ i⌘ =
V ⇤

ub
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cb
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✓
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1

2
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◆
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The CKM matrix can be expanded in powers of the small parameter � (which corresponds to
sin ✓C ' 0.22) [9], exploiting the unitarity of VCKM to highlight its hierarchical structure. This
expansion yields the following parametrisation of the CKM matrix up to O

�
�6

�
:
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i.b Introduction: Unitarity Triangle (2/2)
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B-Meson Mixing
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l; p2
! ! 0; #10$

where mX is the mass of the final-state hadronic system.
Semileptonic decays for a fixed mass mX are described by

two kinematic quantities, which can be chosen to be the four-
momentum transfer squared q2 and the energy of the charged
lepton El:

q2 ! #pl "p!$2 ! #pB !pX$2; m2
l " q2 " #mB !mX$2;

El !
pBpl

mB
; ml " El "

1

2mB
#m2

B !m2
X "m2

l$: #11$

The two variables are not independent; Fig. 2 shows the
boundaries of the allowed region in the q2-El plane for the
specific case of a B ! D%l!̄ decay.
The various semileptonic B decay modes have spectra with

different end points. Figure 3 shows the lepton momentum
spectra for the different B ! Xcl! and B ! Xul! decays,
where Xc and Xu denote hadronic final states containing a
charm quark and an up quark, respectively.

In the context of the heavy-quark expansion (see Sec. II.D)
it is convenient to introduce velocities instead of momenta.
For the case of heavy mesons like B and D#%$ mesons we
define

vB ! pB

mB
; vD#%$ !

pD#%$

mD#%$
; w ! vBvD#%$ ; #12$

and the scalar product w of the two velocities is used instead of
the momentum transfer q2 ! m2

B "m2
D#%$ ! 2mBmD#%$w. The

point w ! 1 corresponds to the maximum momentum transfer
to the leptons q2max ! #mB !mD#%$ $2, while q2 ! 0 yields the
maximum value of w, thus

1 " w "
m2

B "m2
D#%$

2mBmD#%$
: #13$

Finally, for heavy-to-light transitions it is useful to define
light-cone components of the momenta. For a decay with the
kinematics given in Eq. (10), it is convenient to define

FIG. 2. Allowed kinematic region in the q2-El plane for B !
D%l!̄ decays. From Korner and Schuler, 1990.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) A leptonic B decay (B ! l!), and (b) a semileptonic
B decay (B ! Xl!).

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Lepton momentum distributions for semileptonic B
decays: (a) B ! Xcl! and (b) B ! Xul!. From Aubert et al.,
2006c.
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B-Meson decay constant
hB|Hµ|P i = (p+ p

0)µ f+

ℬ ∝ |Vqb |2 f 2

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

B → π, ρ, ω ℓν̄ℓ, Λb → pμν̄μ

Exclusive |Vub | Exclusive |Vcb |

Bs → Kμ ν̄μ
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the theoretical challenges of the project. An additional postdoc and four PhD students will work on
the required measurements with Belle II collision data. The PI and one PhD student will work on the
measurement of |Vcb| using ATLAS collision data. The PI has a longstanding collaborations with Dr.
Frank Tackmann and Prof. Dr. Kerstin Tackmann (both DESY), Prof. Dr. Ian Stewart (MIT), and
Dr. Zoltan Ligeti (LBNL). The PI also collaborated with Prof. Dr. Thomas Mannel (Siegen) and
Prof. Dr. Keri Vos (Maastricht), which will be beneficial to the project. Further collaborations with
other leading theory groups (e.g. Prof. Dr. Paolo Gambino) will also be established.

The Tensions that Span a Decade

Figure 1: |Vub| and |Vcb| values over time.

Determinations of the absolute value of Vub and
Vcb rely on measured (partial) branching frac-
tions �B and predictions from theory for the
(partial) semileptonic rate ��,

|Vqb| =

r
�B
⌧ ��

,

with ⌧ the lifetime of the beauty hadron. The
most precise exclusive determinations of |Vub|
and |Vcb| are from studying B ! ⇡`⌫̄` and B !
D

(⇤)
`⌫̄` transitions. Measured di↵erential distri-

butions are combined with information from lat-
tice QCD or other non-perturbative methods to
simultaneously determine transition form factors
and CKM matrix elements. The most precise
determination of inclusive |Vub| is from measure-
ments that extrapolate far into the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄`

dominated phase space, thereby trading a reduc-
tion of theory uncertainties on partial rates with
increased systematic uncertainties from controlling this background. Inclusive |Vcb| determinations
stem from global fits to B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` spectral moments and branching fraction. The experimental
precision of the input and the uncertainty on |Vcb| is dominated by theory uncertainties. Figure 1
shows the evolution of the world average of both CKM matrix elements over the last two decades [1].
The bands show the current world average for inclusive (blue) and exclusive (orange) determinations.
The grey band shows the expectation from CKM unitarity. The disagreement from inclusive and
exclusive approaches, taking into account also measurements which probe the ratio of CKM matrix
elements, is 3.3 standard deviations [2].

The future of CKM measurements at Belle II and LHCb

Precision determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb| are part of the core physics programs of Belle II and
LHCb. As can be seen by past and planned measurements, both experiments focus on replicating
the experimental approaches carried out by the previous B-factory experiments. LHCb cannot study
inclusive decays and therefore focuses on measurements of exclusive final states using form factor fits
or measurements of partial branching fractions in combination with lattice QCD. It also can only
probe ratios of CKM matrix elements or is dependent on absolute normalizations. Belle II will carry
out inclusive and exclusive measurements, but the inclusive program is mainly focusing on partial
branching fraction measurements, which for |Vub| will extend the measured phase space significantly
into the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` dominated region. These kinds of measurements have been carried out by BaBar
and Belle and are systematically limited, i.e. larger data sets will not necessarily result in a drastic
improvement on the precision. Belle II will be able to determine |Vub| from leptonic B decays in
the future, but such determinations will require large data sets and will not be competitive before
integrated luminosities of 10 ab�1 will be reached [3]. By 2027, Belle II is expected to record about
5 ab�1 of data and the proposal will focus on what is achievable with 1 ab�1 and 5 ab�1. In Run 3
of the LHC, ATLAS will record about 400 fb�1 of pp collision data, which combined with the Run 2
data set of 139 fb�1 is su�cient to carry out the proposed research.
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the theoretical challenges of the project. An additional postdoc and four PhD students will work on
the required measurements with Belle II collision data. The PI and one PhD student will work on the
measurement of |Vcb| using ATLAS collision data. The PI has a longstanding collaborations with Dr.
Frank Tackmann and Prof. Dr. Kerstin Tackmann (both DESY), Prof. Dr. Ian Stewart (MIT), and
Dr. Zoltan Ligeti (LBNL). The PI also collaborated with Prof. Dr. Thomas Mannel (Siegen) and
Prof. Dr. Keri Vos (Maastricht), which will be beneficial to the project. Further collaborations with
other leading theory groups (e.g. Prof. Dr. Paolo Gambino) will also be established.

The Tensions that Span a Decade

Figure 1: |Vub| and |Vcb| values over time.

Determinations of the absolute value of Vub and
Vcb rely on measured (partial) branching frac-
tions �B and predictions from theory for the
(partial) semileptonic rate ��,
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r
�B
⌧ ��

,
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D

(⇤)
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simultaneously determine transition form factors
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dominated phase space, thereby trading a reduc-
tion of theory uncertainties on partial rates with
increased systematic uncertainties from controlling this background. Inclusive |Vcb| determinations
stem from global fits to B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` spectral moments and branching fraction. The experimental
precision of the input and the uncertainty on |Vcb| is dominated by theory uncertainties. Figure 1
shows the evolution of the world average of both CKM matrix elements over the last two decades [1].
The bands show the current world average for inclusive (blue) and exclusive (orange) determinations.
The grey band shows the expectation from CKM unitarity. The disagreement from inclusive and
exclusive approaches, taking into account also measurements which probe the ratio of CKM matrix
elements, is 3.3 standard deviations [2].

The future of CKM measurements at Belle II and LHCb

Precision determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb| are part of the core physics programs of Belle II and
LHCb. As can be seen by past and planned measurements, both experiments focus on replicating
the experimental approaches carried out by the previous B-factory experiments. LHCb cannot study
inclusive decays and therefore focuses on measurements of exclusive final states using form factor fits
or measurements of partial branching fractions in combination with lattice QCD. It also can only
probe ratios of CKM matrix elements or is dependent on absolute normalizations. Belle II will carry
out inclusive and exclusive measurements, but the inclusive program is mainly focusing on partial
branching fraction measurements, which for |Vub| will extend the measured phase space significantly
into the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` dominated region. These kinds of measurements have been carried out by BaBar
and Belle and are systematically limited, i.e. larger data sets will not necessarily result in a drastic
improvement on the precision. Belle II will be able to determine |Vub| from leptonic B decays in
the future, but such determinations will require large data sets and will not be competitive before
integrated luminosities of 10 ab�1 will be reached [3]. By 2027, Belle II is expected to record about
5 ab�1 of data and the proposal will focus on what is achievable with 1 ab�1 and 5 ab�1. In Run 3
of the LHC, ATLAS will record about 400 fb�1 of pp collision data, which combined with the Run 2
data set of 139 fb�1 is su�cient to carry out the proposed research.
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hadrons make reliable predictions for the partial or total rate of hadronic B meson decays extremely
challenging and less precise than semileptonic predictions. Leptonic decays are theoretically very well
understood, but in the SM the decay to light leptons is suppressed by helicity considerations and
B ! ⌧ ⌫̄⌧ is experimentally very challenging and sensitive to new physics through e.g. charged Higgs
boson or leptoquark exchanges. Semileptonic decays o↵er a good middle ground between experimental
di�culties and the need for precise theoretical predictions.

There are two approaches to measure absolute values of Vub and Vcb from semileptonic decays:

1. Inclusive determinations remain agnostic about the specifics of the hadronic Xq system

2. Exclusive determinations explicitly reconstruct one specific hadronic final state

The theory input for both approaches is considered mature. For exclusive decays input from non-
perturbative methods is needed to calculate the hadronic matrix elements. The most reliable measure-
ments combine non-perturbative predictions from lattice QCD and/or QCD light-cone sum rules with
the experimental information about the dynamics of the form factors of the hadronic matrix elements.
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Figure 3: |Vub| & |Vcb| world averages

For inclusive decays the large mass of the b quark allows for
the systematic expansion of the SM Lagrangian in inverse
powers of mb. This expansion is called the Heavy Quark
Expansion (HQE) [28–30] and allows for predicting the to-
tal decay rate with uncertainties below 5% [31, 32], with
recent progress reducing this to below 3% [33, 34]. Unfor-
tunately for B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` , measurements of the total decay
rate are very challenging due to the abundant background
from the CKM-favored B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` decay. Experimentally
B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` and B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` have very similar signatures,
and measurements focus on regions of phase space where
B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` is suppressed2.

The determined values from inclusive and exclusive
approaches are only marginally compatible: Figure 3
shows the world average from the imminent update of Ref. [37]. The red ellipse shows the result of a
global fit of various determinations of exclusive |Vub| and |Vcb| with measurements of ratios of exclusive
|Vub| /|Vcb| (colored bands). The black marker shows the inclusive determinations and each exhibit a
tension of 3.3 standard deviations with respect to the corresponding exclusive values, resulting
in approximatively 10% di↵erence in the ratio of |Vub| /|Vcb| . The figure also shows the combined
disagreement, which corresponds to 4.6 standard deviations. This tension is not a recent occurrence,
but poses a long-standing problem (cf. B1).
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Figure 4: Future CKM test

Pushing the CKM test to its limits: With new mea-
surements from Belle II and LHCb, the sensitivity of the
CKM unitarity test will be significantly improved. Of partic-
ular importance is to test the compatibility of the position
of the apex of the unitarity triangle from tree-level mea-
surements (Vub , Vcb , CKM �) with loop-level constraints.
An incompatibility between both sets of constraints would
point to the presence of new physics [38]. Figure 4 shows
the estimated sensitivity of tree-level constraints on the apex
obtainable from measurements at Belle II with 50 ab�1 and
from the full HL-LHC dataset (adapted from [39], constraint from |Vub| /|Vcb| shown as green band
and from CKM � as olive green band). The two dark green circles show the impact of the present
day 10% di↵erence on |Vub| /|Vcb| on the constraint from inclusive and exclusive determinations. If not
resolved, the discrepancy will significantly weaken the reach for searches for new physics coupling to
the quark sector by comparing to the loop-level position of the apex (yellow-red regions).

2
The properties of semileptonic B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` decays beyond the 1S ground states are not very well understood. The

PI investigated this in e.g. Refs. [8, 14, 35, 36].
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Challenges of measuring inclusive |Vub |

Measurement of partial branching fractions of inclusive  
decays with hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 012008 (2021), arXiv:2102.00020]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ1.

2.

3.

Measurement of differential branching fractions of inclusive  decays 
with hadronic tagging [Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 261801 (2021), arXiv:2107.13855]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ

New measurement of ratio of inclusive  /  
with improved tagging and data-driven background templates

[to appear]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ B → Xcℓν̄ℓ
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Inclusive  measurements are 
extremely challenging due to dominant 

 background

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ

B → Xcℓν̄ℓ 7

were determined in Ref. [53] from a fit to B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

and B ! Xs� decay properties. At leading order, the
non-perturbative parameter aKN is related to the aver-
age momentum squared of the b quark inside the B meson
and determines the second moment of the shape function.

It is defined as aKN = �3⇤
2
/�1 � 1 with the binding en-

ergy ⇤ = mB � mKN
b and the kinetic energy parameter

�1. The hadronization of the parton-level B ! Xu `
+ ⌫`

DFN simulation is carried out using the JETSET al-
gorithm [54], producing final states with two or more
mesons. The inclusive and exclusive B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` pre-
dictions are combined using a so-called ‘hybrid’ approach,
which is a method originally suggested by Ref. [55], and
our implementation closely follows Ref. [56] and uses the
library of Ref. [57]. To this end, we combine both pre-
dictions such that the partial branching fractions in the
triple di↵erential rate of the inclusive (�B

incl
ijk ) and com-

bined exclusive (�B
excl
ijk ) predictions reproduce the inclu-

sive values. This is achieved by assigning weights to the
inclusive contributions wijk such that

�B
incl
ijk = �B

excl
ijk + wijk ⇥ �B

incl
ijk , (9)

with i, j, k denoting the corresponding bin in the three
dimensions of q2, EB

` , and MX :

q2 = [0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25] GeV2 ,

EB
` = [0, 0.5, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 3] GeV ,

MX = [0, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5] GeV .

To study the model dependence of the DFN shape func-
tion, we also determine weights using the BLNP model
of Ref. [58] and treat the di↵erence later as a systematic
uncertainty. For the b quark mass in the shape-function
scheme we use mSF

b = 4.61 GeV and µ2 SF
⇡ = 0.20 GeV2.

Figures detailing the hybrid model construction can be
found in Appendix A.

Table I summarizes the branching fractions for the sig-
nal and the important B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` background pro-
cesses that were used. Figure 2 shows the generator-
level distributions and yields of B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and
B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` after the tag-side reconstruction (cf. Sec-
tion III). The B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` yields were scaled up by a
factor of 50 to make them visible. A clear separation can
be obtained at low values of MX and high values of EB

` .

III. ANALYSIS STRATEGY, HADRONIC
TAGGING, AND X RECONSTRUCTION

A. Neutral Network Based Tag Side
Reconstruction

We reconstruct collision events using the hadronic full
reconstruction algorithm of Ref. [59]. The algorithm re-
constructs one of the B mesons produced in the col-
lision event using hadronic decay channels. We label

FIG. 2. The generator-level EB
` and MX distributions

of the CKM suppressed and favored inclusive semileptonic
processes, B ! Xu `+ ⌫` (scaled up by a factor of 50) and
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫`, respectively, are shown, using the models de-
scribed in the text.

such B mesons in the following as Btag. Instead of at-
tempting to reconstruct as many B meson decay cas-
cades as possible, the algorithm employs a hierarchi-
cal reconstruction ansatz in four stages: at the first
stage, neural networks are trained to identify charged
tracks and neutral energy depositions as detector stable
particles (e+, µ+, K+,⇡+, �), neutral ⇡0 candidates, or
K0

S candidates. At the second stage, these candidate
particles are combined into heavier meson candidates
(J/ , D0, D+, Ds) and for each target final state a neu-
ral network is trained to identify probable candidates. In
addition to the classifier output from the first stage, ver-
tex fit probabilities of the candidate combinations, and
the full four-momentum of the combination are passed
to the input layer. At the third stage, candidates for
D⇤ 0, D⇤ +, and D⇤

s mesons are formed and separate neu-
ral networks are trained to identify viable combinations.
The input layer aggregates the output classifiers from all
previous reconstruction stages. The final stage combines
the information from all previous stages to form Btag

candidates. The viability of such combinations is again
assessed by a neural network that was trained to dis-
tinguish correctly reconstructed candidates from wrong
combinations and whose output classifier score we denote
by OFR. Over 1104 decay cascades are reconstructed in
this manner, achieving an e�ciency of 0.28% and 0.18%
for charged and neutral B meson pairs [60], respectively.
Finally, the output of this classifier is used as an input
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such B mesons in the following as Btag. Instead of at-
tempting to reconstruct as many B meson decay cas-
cades as possible, the algorithm employs a hierarchi-
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stage, neural networks are trained to identify charged
tracks and neutral energy depositions as detector stable
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candidates. The viability of such combinations is again
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tinguish correctly reconstructed candidates from wrong
combinations and whose output classifier score we denote
by OFR. Over 1104 decay cascades are reconstructed in
this manner, achieving an e�ciency of 0.28% and 0.18%
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Belle recorded 711 fb�1 on the ⌥(4S) resonance.
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and combined with a range of event shape variables to
train a neural network to distinguish reconstructed B
meson candidates from continuum processes. The out-
put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
OCont. Both classifier scores are mapped to a range of
[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
and momentum of the decay constituents in combination
with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the Btag candidate. We require
the Btag candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
mass of

Mbc =
q

E2
beam � |ptag|

2 > 5.27 GeV , (10)

with ptag denoting the momentum of the Btag candidate

in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair.
Furthermore, Ebeam =

p
s/2 denotes half the center-of-

mass energy of the colliding e+e�-pair. The energy dif-
ference

�E = Etag � Ebeam , (11)

is already used in the input layer of the neural network
trained in the final stage of the reconstruction. Here Etag

denotes the energy of the Btag candidate in the center-

of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair. In each event
a single Btag candidate is then selected according to the
highest OFR score of the hierarchical full reconstruction
algorithm. All tracks and clusters not used in the re-
construction of the Btag candidate are used to define the
signal side.

B. Signal Side Reconstruction

The signal side of the event is reconstructed
by identifying a well-reconstructed lepton with
EB

` = |p
B
` | > 1 GeV in the signal B rest frame3 us-

ing the likelihood mentioned in Section II. The signal B
rest frame is calculated using the momentum of the Btag

candidate via

psig = p
e
+

e
� �

✓q
m2

B + |ptag|
2,ptag

◆
, (12)

with p
e
+
e
� denoting the four-momentum of the colliding

electron-positron pair. Leptons from J/ and photon
conversions in detector material are rejected by combin-
ing the lepton candidate with oppositely charged tracks

3
We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the

energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as

pX =
X

i

✓q
m2

⇡ + |pi|
2,pi

◆
+
X

j

�
Ej ,kj

�
, (13)

with Ei = |ki| the energy of the neutral energy depo-
sitions and all charged particles with momentum pi are
assumed to be pions. With the X system reconstructed,
we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,

M2
miss =

�
psig � pX � p`

�2
, (14)

which should peak at zero, M2
miss ⇡ m2

⌫ ⇡ 0 GeV2, for
correctly reconstructed semileptonic B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` and
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` decays. The hadronic mass of the X sys-
tem is later used to discriminate B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` signal
decays from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
grounds. It is reconstructed using

MX =
q

(pX)µ (pX)µ . (15)

In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as

q2 =
�
psig � pX

�2
. (16)

The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

Charged Tracks Neutral Clusters

m2
miss = (psig − pX − pℓ)

2
≈ m2

ν = 0 GeV2

8
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ing the lepton candidate with oppositely charged tracks

3
We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the

energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as

pX =
X
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with Ei = |ki| the energy of the neutral energy depo-
sitions and all charged particles with momentum pi are
assumed to be pions. With the X system reconstructed,
we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,

M2
miss =

�
psig � pX � p`

�2
, (14)

which should peak at zero, M2
miss ⇡ m2

⌫ ⇡ 0 GeV2, for
correctly reconstructed semileptonic B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` and
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` decays. The hadronic mass of the X sys-
tem is later used to discriminate B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` signal
decays from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
grounds. It is reconstructed using

MX =
q

(pX)µ (pX)µ . (15)

In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as

q2 =
�
psig � pX

�2
. (16)

The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved
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and combined with a range of event shape variables to
train a neural network to distinguish reconstructed B
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put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
OCont. Both classifier scores are mapped to a range of
[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
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with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the Btag candidate. We require
the Btag candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
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The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

1. Measurement of partial branching fractions of inclusive  
decays with hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 012008 (2021), arXiv:2102.00020]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ
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FIG. 4. The shape of the background suppression classifier
OBDT is shown. MC is divided into B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal, the
dominant B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` background, and all other contribu-
tions. To increase visibility, the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` component
is shown with a scaling factor (red dashed line). The uncer-
tainties on the MC contain the full systematic errors and are
further discussed in Section V.

TABLE II. The selection e�ciencies for B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal,
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and for data are listed after the reconstruc-
tion of the Btag and lepton candidate. The nominal selection
requirement on the BDT classifier OBDT is 0.85. The other
two requirements were introduced to test the stability of the
result, cf. Section VIII.

Selection B ! Xu `+ ⌫` B ! Xc `
+ ⌫` Data

Mbc > 5.27GeV 84.8% 83.8% 80.2%

OBDT > 0.85 18.5% 1.3% 1.6%

OBDT > 0.83 21.9% 1.7% 2.1%

OBDT > 0.87 14.5% 0.9% 1.1%

D. Tagging E�ciency Calibration

The reconstruction e�ciency of the hadronic full re-
construction algorithm of Ref. [59] di↵ers between simu-
lated samples and the reconstructed data. This di↵erence
mainly arises due to imperfections, e.g. in the simulation
of detector responses, particle identification e�ciencies,
or incorrect branching fractions in the reconstructed de-
cay cascades. To address this, the reconstruction e�-
ciency is calibrated using a data-driven approach and we
follow closely the procedure outlined in Ref. [32]. We re-
construct full reconstruction events by requiring exactly
one lepton on the signal side, and apply the same Btag

and lepton selection criteria outlined in the previous sec-
tion. This B ! X `+ ⌫` enriched sample is divided into
groups of subsamples according to the Btag decay chan-
nel and the multivariate classifier output OFR used in
the hierarchical reconstruction. Each of these groups of
subsamples is studied individually to derive a calibration
factor for the hadronic tagging e�ciency: the calibra-

TABLE III. The binning choices of the four fits are given.

Fit variable Bins

MX [0, 1.5, 1.9, 2.5, 3.1, 5.0]GeV

q2 [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 26]GeV2

EB
` 15 equidist. bins in [1, 2.5]GeV & [2.5, 2.7]GeV

MX : q2 [0, 1.5]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 26]GeV2

[1.5, 1.9]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 4, 6, 26]GeV2

[1.9, 2.5]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 4, 26]GeV2

[2.5, 4.0]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 26]GeV2

tion factor is obtained by comparing the number of in-
clusive semileptonic B-meson decays, N(B ! X `+ ⌫`),
in data with the expectation from the simulated sam-
ples, NMC(B ! X `+ ⌫`). The semileptonic yield is de-
termined via a binned maximum likelihood fit using the
the lepton energy spectrum. To reduce the modeling de-
pendence of the B ! X `+ ⌫` sample this is done in a
coarse granularity of five bins. The calibration factor of
each these groups of subsamples is given by

Ctag(Btag mode,OFR) =
N(B ! X `+ ⌫`)

NMC(B ! X `+ ⌫`)
. (19)

The free parameters in the fit are the yield of the semilep-
tonic B ! X `+ ⌫` decays, the yield of backgrounds from
fake leptons and the yield of backgrounds from true lep-
tons. Approximately 1200 calibration factors are deter-
mined this way. The leading uncertainty on the Ctag

factors is from the assumed B ! X `+ ⌫` composition
and the lepton PID performance, cf. Section V. We also
apply corrections to the continuum e�ciency. These are
derived by using the o↵-resonance sample and compar-
ing the number of reconstructed o↵-resonance events in
data with the simulated on-resonance continuum events,
correcting for di↵erences in the selection.

IV. FITTING PROCEDURE

In order to determine the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal yield
and constrain all backgrounds, we perform a binned like-
lihood fit in the discriminating variables. To reduce the
dependence on the precise modeling of the B ! Xu `+ ⌫`
signal, we use coarse bins over regions that are very sen-
sitive to the admixture of resonant and non-resonant de-
cays, cf. Section II. The total likelihood function is con-
structed as the product of individual Poisson distribu-
tions P,

L =
binsY

i

P (ni; ⌫i) ⇥

Y

k

Gk , (20)

with ni denoting the number of observed data events and
⌫i the total number of expected events in a given bin i.
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and combined with a range of event shape variables to
train a neural network to distinguish reconstructed B
meson candidates from continuum processes. The out-
put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
OCont. Both classifier scores are mapped to a range of
[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
and momentum of the decay constituents in combination
with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the Btag candidate. We require
the Btag candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
mass of

Mbc =
q

E2
beam � |ptag|

2 > 5.27 GeV , (10)

with ptag denoting the momentum of the Btag candidate

in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair.
Furthermore, Ebeam =

p
s/2 denotes half the center-of-

mass energy of the colliding e+e�-pair. The energy dif-
ference

�E = Etag � Ebeam , (11)

is already used in the input layer of the neural network
trained in the final stage of the reconstruction. Here Etag

denotes the energy of the Btag candidate in the center-

of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair. In each event
a single Btag candidate is then selected according to the
highest OFR score of the hierarchical full reconstruction
algorithm. All tracks and clusters not used in the re-
construction of the Btag candidate are used to define the
signal side.

B. Signal Side Reconstruction

The signal side of the event is reconstructed
by identifying a well-reconstructed lepton with
EB

` = |p
B
` | > 1 GeV in the signal B rest frame3 us-

ing the likelihood mentioned in Section II. The signal B
rest frame is calculated using the momentum of the Btag

candidate via

psig = p
e
+

e
� �

✓q
m2

B + |ptag|
2,ptag

◆
, (12)

with p
e
+
e
� denoting the four-momentum of the colliding

electron-positron pair. Leptons from J/ and photon
conversions in detector material are rejected by combin-
ing the lepton candidate with oppositely charged tracks

3
We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the

energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as

pX =
X

i

✓q
m2

⇡ + |pi|
2,pi

◆
+
X

j

�
Ej ,kj

�
, (13)

with Ei = |ki| the energy of the neutral energy depo-
sitions and all charged particles with momentum pi are
assumed to be pions. With the X system reconstructed,
we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,

M2
miss =

�
psig � pX � p`

�2
, (14)

which should peak at zero, M2
miss ⇡ m2

⌫ ⇡ 0 GeV2, for
correctly reconstructed semileptonic B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` and
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` decays. The hadronic mass of the X sys-
tem is later used to discriminate B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` signal
decays from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
grounds. It is reconstructed using

MX =
q

(pX)µ (pX)µ . (15)

In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as

q2 =
�
psig � pX

�2
. (16)

The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

Charged Tracks Neutral Clusters

m2
miss = (psig − pX − pℓ)

2
≈ m2

ν = 0 GeV2
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put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
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[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
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of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair. In each event
a single Btag candidate is then selected according to the
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electron-positron pair. Leptons from J/ and photon
conversions in detector material are rejected by combin-
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3
We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the

energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as
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we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,
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+ ⌫` signal
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+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
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In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as
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The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
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process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved
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and combined with a range of event shape variables to
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meson candidates from continuum processes. The out-
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ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

1. Measurement of partial branching fractions of inclusive  
decays with hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 012008 (2021), arXiv:2102.00020]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ
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FIG. 5. (Top) The MX and q2 spectra of the selected candidates prior to applying the background BDT are shown.
(Bottom) The EB

` spectrum of the selected candidates prior to applying the background BDT are shown for events with
MX < 1.7 GeV and MX > 1.7 GeV.

or other statistical uncertainties, are treated as uncorre-
lated. Both cases can be expressed as ⌃ks = �ks ⌦ �ks

or ⌃ks = Diag
⇣
�ks

2
⌘
, respectively. For particle identi-

fication uncertainties, we estimate ⌃ks using sets of cor-
rection tables, sampled according to their statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The systematic NPs are incor-
porated in Eq. 21 by rewriting the fractions fik for all
templates as

fik =
⌘MC
ikP
j ⌘MC

jk

!
⌘MC
ik (1 + ✓ik)P

j ⌘MC
jk

�
1 + ✓jk

� , (26)

to take into account changes in the signal or background
shape. Here ⌘MC

ik denotes the predicted number of MC
events of a given bin i and a process k, and ✓ik is the
associated nuisance parameter constrained by Gk.

VI. B ! Xc`⌫̄` CONTROL REGION

Figure 5 compares the reconstructed MX , q2, and EB
`

distributions with the expectation from MC before ap-
plying the background suppression BDT. All corrections

are applied and the MC uncertainty contains all system-
atic uncertainties discussed in Section V. The agreement
of MX and q2 is excellent, but some di↵erences in the
shape of the lepton momentum spectrum are seen. This
is likely due to imperfections of the modeling of the inclu-
sive B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background. The discrepancy reduces
in the MX < 1.7 GeV region. The main results of this
paper will be produced by fitting q2 and MX in two di-
mensions. We use the lepton spectrum to measure the
same regions of phase space, to validate the obtained re-
sults.

VII. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` SIGNAL REGION

Figure 6 shows the reconstructed MX , q2, and EB
`

distributions after the BDT selection is applied. The
B ! Xu `+ ⌫` contribution is now clearly visible at
low MX and high EB

` , while the reconstructed events
and the MC expectation show good agreement. The
B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background is dominated by contributions
from B ! D `+ ⌫` and B ! D⇤ `+ ⌫` decays, and the
remaining background is predominantly from secondary
leptons, and misidentified lepton candidates.

q2 = (pB − pX)2MX = p2
XHadronic Mass

MX ≈ mD,D*

Four-momentum transfer

squared

Lepton Energy in 

signal B rest frame EB

ℓ

Signal enriched Signal depleted

Signal

Xc Bkg

Before BDT selection
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FIG. 6. The MX , q2 and EB
` spectra after applying the background BDT but before the fit are shown. The B ! Xu `+ ⌫`

contribution is shown in red and scaled to the world average of B(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`) = (2.13± 0.30) ⇥ 10�3. The data and MC
agreement is reasonable in all variables. The EB

` spectra is shown with selections of MX < 1.7GeV and MX > 1.7GeV. The
cut of MX < 1.7GeV is later used in the fit to reduce the dependence on the B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` modeling of higher charmed states.

Signal enriched Signal depleted

q2 = (pB − pX)2MX = p2
XHadronic Mass Four-momentum transfer


squared

Lepton Energy in 

signal B restframe EB

ℓ

Signal

Xc Bkg

After BDT selection
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We report measurements of partial branching frac-
tions with di↵erent requirements on the properties of the
hadronic system of the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` decay and with
a lepton energy of EB

` > 1 GeV in the B rest-frame,
covering 31-86% of the available phase space. The size-
able background from semileptonic B ! Xc `+ ⌫` de-
cays is suppressed using multivariate methods in the
form of a BDT. This approach allows us to reduce such
backgrounds to an acceptable level, whilst retaining a
high signal e�ciency. Signal yields are obtained using a
binned likelihood fit in either the reconstructed hadronic
mass MX , the four-momentum-transfer squared q2, or
the lepton energy EB

` . The most precise result is ob-
tained from a two-dimensional fit of MX and q2. Trans-
lated to a partial branching fraction for EB

` > 1 GeV we
obtain

�B(B ! Xu`+ ⌫`) = (1.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.17) ⇥ 10�3 , (50)

with the errors denoting statistical and systematic un-
certainties. The partial branching fraction is compatible
with the value obtained by a fit of the lepton energy
spectrum EB

` and with the most precise determination
of Ref. [66]. In addition, it is stable under variations
of the background suppression BDT. From this partial
branching fraction we obtain a value of

|Vub| = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�3 (51)

from an average over four theoretical calculations. This
value is higher than, but compatible with, the value
of |Vub| from exclusive determinations by 1.3 standard
deviations. The compatibility with the value expected
from CKM unitarity from a fit of Ref. [73] of |Vub| =⇣
3.62+0.11

�0.08

⌘
⇥ 10�3 is 1.6 standard deviations. Fig-

ure 12 summarizes the situation. The result presented
here supersedes Ref. [16]: this paper uses a more e�-
cient tagging algorithm, incorporates improvements of
the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal and B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background
descriptions, and analyzes the full Belle data set of 711
fb�1. The measurement of kinematic di↵erential shapes
of MX , q2, and other properties are left for future work.
These results will be crucial for future direct measure-
ments with Belle II that will attempt to use data-driven
methods to directly constrain the shape function using
B ! Xu `+ ⌫` information.
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TABLE V. The fitted signal yields in (b⌘sig) and outside (b⌘sig�out) the measured phase-space regions, the background yields
(b⌘bkg) and the product of tagging and selection e�ciency are listed.

Phase-space region Additional Selection Fit variable(s) b⌘sig b⌘sig�out b⌘bkg 103
�
✏tag · ✏sel

�

MX < 1.7 GeV,

EB
` > 1 GeV

-
MX fit 1558± 66± 72 364± 51 6912± 138 0.26± 0.07

MX < 1.7 GeV,

EB
` > 1 GeV

MX < 1.7GeV EB
` fit 1285± 68± 136 22± 3 1362± 153 0.21± 0.07

MX < 1.7 GeV,

q2 > 8 GeV2,

EB
` > 1 GeV

MX < 1.7GeV q2 fit 938± 101± 98 474± 58 1253± 194 0.14± 0.07

EB
` > 1 GeV MX < 1.7GeV EB

` fit 1303± 69± 138 - 1366± 154 0.21± 0.19

EB
` > 1 GeV MX : q2 fit 1801± 81± 127 - 7032± 167 0.31± 0.12

by fitting EB
` , covering the same phase space (c.f. Fig-

ure 8):

�B(B ! Xu`+ ⌫`) = (1.69 ± 0.09 ± 0.26) ⇥ 10�3 . (31)

The uncertainties are larger, but both results are
compatible. The nuisance parameter pulls of all fits
are provided in Appendix D. The result of Eq. 30
can be further compared with the most precise mea-
surement to date of this region of Ref. [66], where
�B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.55 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3, and shows
good agreement. The measurement can also be com-
pared to Ref. [15] using a similar experimental approach.
The measured partial branching fraction of EB

` > 1 GeV
is �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.82 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�3, which is
compatible with Eq. 30 within 0.9 standard deviations.
Belle previously reported in Ref. [16] using also a similar
approach for the same phase space a higher value of
�B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.96 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�3. We cannot
quantify the statistical overlap between both results, but
by comparing the number of determined signal events
one can estimate it to be below 55%. The dominant
systematic uncertainties of Ref. [16] were evaluated
using di↵erent approaches, but fully correlating the
dominant systematic uncertainties and assuming a
statistical correlation of 55% we obtain a compatibility
of 1.7 standard deviations. The main di↵erence of this
analysis with Ref. [16] lies in the modeling of signal
and background processes: since its publication our
understanding improved and more precise measurements
of branching fractions and form factors were made
available. Further, for the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal process
in this paper a hybrid approach was adopted (see
Section II and Appendix A), whereas Ref. [16] used
an alternative approach to model signal as a mix of
inclusive and exclusive decay modes. Note that this
work supersedes Ref. [16].

B. |Vub| Determination

We determine |Vub| from the measured partial branch-
ing fractions using a range of theoretical rate predictions.
In principle, the total B ! Xu `+ ⌫` decay rate can be
calculated using the same approach as B ! Xc `+ ⌫` us-
ing the heavy quark expansion (HQE) in inverse pow-
ers of mb. Unfortunately, the measurement requirements
necessary to separate B ! Xu `+ ⌫` from the dominant
B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background spoil the convergence of this
approach. In the predictions for the partial rates cor-
responding to our measurements, perturbative and non-
perturbative uncertainties are largely enhanced and as
outlined in the introduction the predictions are sensitive
to the shape function modeling.

The relationship between measured partial branching
fractions, predictions of the rate (omitting CKM factors)
��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`), and |Vub| is

|Vub| =

s
�B(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`)

⌧B · ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`)
. (32)

with ⌧B = (1.579 ± 0.004) ps denoting the average of the
charged and neutral B meson lifetime [37]. We use four
predictions for the theoretical partial rates. All predic-
tions use the same input values as Ref. [6] chooses for
their world averages. The four predictions are:

- BLNP: The prediction of Bosch, Lange, Neubert,
and Paz (short BLNP) of Ref. [17] provides a pre-
diction at next-to-leading-order accuracy in terms
of the strong coupling constant ↵s and incorporates
all known corrections. Predictions are interpolated
between the shape-function dominated region (end-
point of the lepton spectrum, small hadronic mass)
to the region of phase space, that can be described
via the operator product expansion (OPE). As in-
put we use mSF

b = 4.58 ± 0.03 GeV and µ2 SF
⇡ =

0.20+0.09
�0.10 GeV2.

Fit kinematic distributions and measure partial BF
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TABLE VI. The theory rates ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`) from various theory calculations are listed. The rates are given in units of
ps�1.

Phase-space region BLNP [17] DGE [19, 20] GGOU [18] ADFR [21, 22]

MX < 1.7GeV 45.2+5.4
�4.6 42.3+5.8

�3.8 43.7+3.9
�3.2 52.3+5.4

�4.7

MX < 1.7GeV, q2 > 8GeV2 23.4+3.4
�2.6 24.3+2.6

�1.9 23.3+3.2
�2.4 31.1+3.0

�2.6

EB
` > 1GeV 61.5+6.4

�5.1 58.2+3.6
�3.0 58.5+2.7

�2.3 61.5+5.8
�5.1

average of the most precise determinations in Eq. 35 to
obtain

|Vub| = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�3 . (36)

This value is larger, but compatible with the ex-
clusive measurement of |Vub| from B ! ⇡ `+ ⌫` of
|Vub| = (3.67 ± 0.09 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3 within 1.3 standard
deviations.

D. Stability Checks

To check the stability of the result we redetermine the
partial branching fractions using two additional working
points. We change the BDT selection to increase and
decrease the amount of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` and other back-
grounds, and repeat the full analysis procedure. The
resulting values of �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) are determined us-
ing the two-dimensional fit of MX : q2 and are shown
in Figure 10. The background contamination changes by

FIG. 10. The stability of the determined partial branching
fraction �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) using the MX : q2 fit is studied
as a function of the BDT selection requirement. The clas-
sifier output selection of 0.83 and 0.87 correspond to signal
e�ciencies after the pre-selection of 22% and 15%, respec-
tively. These selections increase, or decrease the background
from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other processes by 37% and 33%,
respectively. The grey and yellow bands show the total and
statistical error, respectively, with the nominal BDT working
point of 0.85.

+37% and �33%, respectively. The small shifts in cen-
tral value are well contained within the quoted system-
atic uncertainties. To further estimate the compatibility
of the result we determine the full statistical and sys-
tematic correlations of the results and recover that the
partial branching fraction with looser and tighter BDT
selection are in agreement with the nominal result within
1.1 and 1.4 standard deviations, respectively.

E. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` Charged Pion Multiplicity

The modeling the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal composition is
crucial to all presented measurements. One aspect dif-
ficult to assess is the Xu fragmentation simulation: the
charmless Xu state can decay via many di↵erent channels
producing a number of charged or neutral pions or kaons.
In Section V we discussed how we assess the uncertainty
on the number of ss̄ quark pairs produced in the Xu frag-
mentation. Due to the BDT removing such events to sup-
press the dominant B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background, no signal-
enriched region can be easily obtained. The accuracy of
the fragmentation into the number of charged pions can
be tested in the signal enriched region of MX < 1.7 GeV.
Figure 11 compares the charged pion multiplicity be-
tween simulated signal and background processes and
data. The signal and background predictions are scaled
to their respective normalizations obtained from the two-

FIG. 11. The post-fit charged pion multiplicity is shown for
events with MX < 1.7 GeV. The uncertainties on the MC
stack include all systematic uncertainties.
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TABLE VI. The theory rates ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`) from various theory calculations are listed. The rates are given in units of
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average of the most precise determinations in Eq. 35 to
obtain

|Vub| = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�3 . (36)

This value is larger, but compatible with the ex-
clusive measurement of |Vub| from B ! ⇡ `+ ⌫` of
|Vub| = (3.67 ± 0.09 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3 within 1.3 standard
deviations.

D. Stability Checks

To check the stability of the result we redetermine the
partial branching fractions using two additional working
points. We change the BDT selection to increase and
decrease the amount of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` and other back-
grounds, and repeat the full analysis procedure. The
resulting values of �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) are determined us-
ing the two-dimensional fit of MX : q2 and are shown
in Figure 10. The background contamination changes by

FIG. 10. The stability of the determined partial branching
fraction �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) using the MX : q2 fit is studied
as a function of the BDT selection requirement. The clas-
sifier output selection of 0.83 and 0.87 correspond to signal
e�ciencies after the pre-selection of 22% and 15%, respec-
tively. These selections increase, or decrease the background
from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other processes by 37% and 33%,
respectively. The grey and yellow bands show the total and
statistical error, respectively, with the nominal BDT working
point of 0.85.

+37% and �33%, respectively. The small shifts in cen-
tral value are well contained within the quoted system-
atic uncertainties. To further estimate the compatibility
of the result we determine the full statistical and sys-
tematic correlations of the results and recover that the
partial branching fraction with looser and tighter BDT
selection are in agreement with the nominal result within
1.1 and 1.4 standard deviations, respectively.

E. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` Charged Pion Multiplicity

The modeling the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal composition is
crucial to all presented measurements. One aspect dif-
ficult to assess is the Xu fragmentation simulation: the
charmless Xu state can decay via many di↵erent channels
producing a number of charged or neutral pions or kaons.
In Section V we discussed how we assess the uncertainty
on the number of ss̄ quark pairs produced in the Xu frag-
mentation. Due to the BDT removing such events to sup-
press the dominant B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background, no signal-
enriched region can be easily obtained. The accuracy of
the fragmentation into the number of charged pions can
be tested in the signal enriched region of MX < 1.7 GeV.
Figure 11 compares the charged pion multiplicity be-
tween simulated signal and background processes and
data. The signal and background predictions are scaled
to their respective normalizations obtained from the two-

FIG. 11. The post-fit charged pion multiplicity is shown for
events with MX < 1.7 GeV. The uncertainties on the MC
stack include all systematic uncertainties.
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MX M2
X q2

EB
ℓ P+

P− light-cone momenta:

P± = EX ∓ |PX |

Background subtraction via coarse  fit:MX

Overlaid signal MC

(hybrid )B → Xuℓν̄ℓ

Measurement of 6 kinematic variables characterizing   in  region of PSB → Xuℓν̄ℓ EB
ℓ > 1 GeV

Selection and reconstruction analogous to partial BF measurement

Apply additional selections to improve resolution and background shape uncertainties

Bkg. 
subtracted 

data

2. Measurement of differential branching fractions of inclusive  decays 
with hadronic tagging [Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 261801 (2021), arXiv:2107.13855]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ
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Differential Spectra
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Quantitative comparison between measured spectra and various modelings

To quantify the agreement between the measured distributions and the three MC predictions (Hybrid, DFN [15],
BLNP [16]), we carry out a �2 test. For this test the full experimental correlations are taken into account and the
obtained �2 values are given in Table VIII. Note that no theory uncertainties were included. Overall the agreement
with the hybrid MC is fair for all measured distributions, but the comparisons in MX , M2

X and P+ show poor
agreement for DFN and BLNP. This is due to that in these measurements the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` resonance region is
resolved, which is not adequately modelled by fully inclusive predictions.

�2 EB
` MX M2

X q2 P+ P�

n.d.f. 16 8 5 12 9 10

Hybrid 13.5 2.5 2.6 4.5 1.7 5.2

DFN 16.2 63.2 13.1 18.5 29.3 6.1

BLNP 16.5 61.0 6.3 20.6 23.6 13.7

TABLE VIII. The �2 of the measured di↵erential branching fractions respect to various modelings. The number of degree of
freedom (n.d.f.) is equal to the number of bins, which is also listed.

The first three moments in the phase space region of EB
` > 1GeV

Using the measured di↵erential branching fractions, we determine the first to third moments of all measured
kinematic observables. The moments are determined with a progression of the kinematic variable and defined for the
partial phase-space with a selection of EB

` > 1GeV unless stated otherwise. As the moments are determined using
binned information, we validate their accuracy using binned and unbinned B ! Xu `+ ⌫` MC events. The resulting
biases from using binned information is negligible for all distributions, expect for the moments of the hadronic mass
spectrum. There, the resonance region leads to strong changes in the line-shape, which are not well captured by the
utilized binning. The resulting biases are still small in comparison to the experimental errors and for the hadronic
mass spectrum, we include them into the total experimental uncertainty. Figures 10-12 shows the results for each
measured kinematic variable, also showing the prediction from binned and unbinned B ! Xu `+ ⌫` hybrid MC.

FIG. 10. The first (left), second (middle) and third (right) moment of the measured di↵erential branching fraction of EB
` .

The full experimental uncertainty is included and shown for the extracted moments. The moments based on binned hybrid MC
(blue and including full modelling uncertainty) are compared to measured data and the event-wise treatment of generator-level
hybrid events (red dotted) in a ratio, respectively.

Agreement

(w/o theory uncertainties)
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FIG. 8. The full experimental (statistical and systematical) correlations of the di↵erential branching fractions are shown.

FIG. 9. Left: the total partial branching fraction with EB
` > 1GeV as calculated by each di↵erential measurement is compared

to the result of Ref. [1], which is based on the 2D fit of MX : q2 and obtained with a looser selection. The ratio compares
the total partial branching fractions to the result obtained by summing the measured MX distribution and the uncertainty
takes into account the full statistical and systematic correlations between the di↵erent results. Right: the full experimental
correlations between the total partial branching fractions from summing the individual bins are shown.
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Improved Hadronic Tagging

using Belle II algorithm 

(ca. 2 times more efficient) 8

and combined with a range of event shape variables to
train a neural network to distinguish reconstructed B
meson candidates from continuum processes. The out-
put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
OCont. Both classifier scores are mapped to a range of
[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
and momentum of the decay constituents in combination
with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the Btag candidate. We require
the Btag candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
mass of

Mbc =
q

E2
beam � |ptag|

2 > 5.27 GeV , (10)

with ptag denoting the momentum of the Btag candidate

in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair.
Furthermore, Ebeam =

p
s/2 denotes half the center-of-

mass energy of the colliding e+e�-pair. The energy dif-
ference

�E = Etag � Ebeam , (11)

is already used in the input layer of the neural network
trained in the final stage of the reconstruction. Here Etag

denotes the energy of the Btag candidate in the center-

of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair. In each event
a single Btag candidate is then selected according to the
highest OFR score of the hierarchical full reconstruction
algorithm. All tracks and clusters not used in the re-
construction of the Btag candidate are used to define the
signal side.

B. Signal Side Reconstruction

The signal side of the event is reconstructed
by identifying a well-reconstructed lepton with
EB

` = |p
B
` | > 1 GeV in the signal B rest frame3 us-

ing the likelihood mentioned in Section II. The signal B
rest frame is calculated using the momentum of the Btag

candidate via

psig = p
e
+

e
� �

✓q
m2

B + |ptag|
2,ptag

◆
, (12)

with p
e
+
e
� denoting the four-momentum of the colliding

electron-positron pair. Leptons from J/ and photon
conversions in detector material are rejected by combin-
ing the lepton candidate with oppositely charged tracks

3
We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the

energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as

pX =
X

i

✓q
m2

⇡ + |pi|
2,pi

◆
+
X

j

�
Ej ,kj

�
, (13)

with Ei = |ki| the energy of the neutral energy depo-
sitions and all charged particles with momentum pi are
assumed to be pions. With the X system reconstructed,
we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,

M2
miss =

�
psig � pX � p`

�2
, (14)

which should peak at zero, M2
miss ⇡ m2

⌫ ⇡ 0 GeV2, for
correctly reconstructed semileptonic B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` and
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` decays. The hadronic mass of the X sys-
tem is later used to discriminate B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` signal
decays from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
grounds. It is reconstructed using

MX =
q

(pX)µ (pX)µ . (15)

In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as

q2 =
�
psig � pX

�2
. (16)

The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

Charged Tracks Neutral Clusters

m2
miss = (psig − pX − pℓ)

2
≈ m2

ν = 0 GeV2
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and combined with a range of event shape variables to
train a neural network to distinguish reconstructed B
meson candidates from continuum processes. The out-
put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
OCont. Both classifier scores are mapped to a range of
[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
and momentum of the decay constituents in combination
with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the Btag candidate. We require
the Btag candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
mass of

Mbc =
q

E2
beam � |ptag|

2 > 5.27 GeV , (10)

with ptag denoting the momentum of the Btag candidate

in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair.
Furthermore, Ebeam =

p
s/2 denotes half the center-of-

mass energy of the colliding e+e�-pair. The energy dif-
ference

�E = Etag � Ebeam , (11)

is already used in the input layer of the neural network
trained in the final stage of the reconstruction. Here Etag

denotes the energy of the Btag candidate in the center-

of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair. In each event
a single Btag candidate is then selected according to the
highest OFR score of the hierarchical full reconstruction
algorithm. All tracks and clusters not used in the re-
construction of the Btag candidate are used to define the
signal side.

B. Signal Side Reconstruction

The signal side of the event is reconstructed
by identifying a well-reconstructed lepton with
EB

` = |p
B
` | > 1 GeV in the signal B rest frame3 us-

ing the likelihood mentioned in Section II. The signal B
rest frame is calculated using the momentum of the Btag

candidate via

psig = p
e
+

e
� �

✓q
m2

B + |ptag|
2,ptag

◆
, (12)

with p
e
+
e
� denoting the four-momentum of the colliding

electron-positron pair. Leptons from J/ and photon
conversions in detector material are rejected by combin-
ing the lepton candidate with oppositely charged tracks

3
We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the

energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as

pX =
X
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+ ⌫` signal
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+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
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In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as

q2 =
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. (16)

The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved
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put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
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cellent candidates. We retain Btag candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that OFR > 10�4 and OCont > 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
and momentum of the decay constituents in combination
with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the Btag candidate. We require
the Btag candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
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s/2 denotes half the center-of-

mass energy of the colliding e+e�-pair. The energy dif-
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is already used in the input layer of the neural network
trained in the final stage of the reconstruction. Here Etag

denotes the energy of the Btag candidate in the center-

of-mass frame of the colliding e+e�-pair. In each event
a single Btag candidate is then selected according to the
highest OFR score of the hierarchical full reconstruction
algorithm. All tracks and clusters not used in the re-
construction of the Btag candidate are used to define the
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The signal side of the event is reconstructed
by identifying a well-reconstructed lepton with
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(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged Btag candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the Btag charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
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as
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sitions and all charged particles with momentum pi are
assumed to be pions. With the X system reconstructed,
we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,
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, (14)

which should peak at zero, M2
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⌫ ⇡ 0 GeV2, for
correctly reconstructed semileptonic B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` and
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+ ⌫` decays. The hadronic mass of the X sys-
tem is later used to discriminate B ! Xu `

+ ⌫` signal
decays from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other remaining back-
grounds. It is reconstructed using
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(pX)µ (pX)µ . (15)

In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q2, as
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The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+ ⌫` is

shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B0

! ⇡� `+ ⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+ ⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+ ⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

3. New measurement of ratio of inclusive  /  with 
improved tagging and data-driven background templates [to appear]

B → Xuℓν̄ℓ B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

• Search for well identified lepton
• Reconstruct 𝑋 system: 

𝑝𝑋 = 
𝑖∈ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠

𝑚ℎ,𝑖
2 + 𝒑𝑖 2, 𝒑𝑖 + 

𝑗∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝐸𝑗, 𝒑𝑗

𝐵 → 𝑋ℓ𝜈 Reconstruction at Belle

Υ(4𝑆)

𝐵+

𝐵−

𝐷0
𝜋

𝜋

𝜋

𝜈 ℓ+

𝑋

𝐾
𝜋

Tag Side Signal Side

𝑿𝒄
𝑿𝒖

Marcel Hohmann 4

• Analyse full Belle sample, 711 𝑓𝑏−1, in Belle II software.

• Belle II tagging algorithm - Full Event Interpretation

• Hierarchically reconstruct 𝒪(10 000) hadronic channels.

• 𝒪 200 Boosted Decision Trees to select good 
candidates.

• Up-to 50% higher efficiency 
than previous Belle tagging 
algorithm, Full Reconstruction
- 1104 channels.
[Comput.Softw.Big Sci. 3 (2019) 1, 6]

𝐵±
Belle Preliminary

[Comput.Softw.Big Sci. 3 (2019) 1, 6]

[Full Event Interpretation, T. Keck et al,

Comp. Soft. Big. Sci 3 (2019), 
arXiv:1807.08680]

New!
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 ExtractionB → Xuℓν̄ℓ

Cut-based selection to suppress :B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 Selection

• Precise 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 extraction complicated by large 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 background.

• ℬ 𝐵→𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈
ℬ 𝐵→𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈

≈ 50 with similar experimental signature.

• Focus on high inclusivity 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 extraction, 𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 GeV/c (𝑓𝑢~86%).

• Simple cut-based selection to suppress 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 background 
- loose to minimise bias towards resonances and 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 sculpting.

• |𝑚𝜈
2| ≈ |𝑚𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠

2 | < 0.43 𝐺𝑒𝑉2/𝑐4

• Charged slow pion veto.
• Kaon veto: even 𝑁𝐾± + 𝑁𝐾𝑠0

• 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 Efficiency:

Marcel Hohmann 5

Belle Simulation Belle Simulation Belle Simulation

𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 Sample

• Data excess at high 𝑝ℓ𝐵, 𝑞2.
• Repeated indications seen by 

Belle, BaBar, and 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈
moments analysis. 
Bernlocher, et al. 2014 [Eur.Phys.J.C 74 
6, 2914], 
BaBar 2012 [PRD 86, 032004], 
Belle 2021 [PRD 104, 012008], 
Belle 2021 [PRD 104, 112011])

• Reason unclear, 𝐵 → 𝐷∗∗ℓ𝜈
modelling?

• Mismodelling might cause bias 
in inclusive 𝑉𝑢𝑏 determinations.

6

Belle Preliminary

Belle Preliminary

𝑞2 = (|𝒑𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠|, 𝒑𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠) + 𝑝ℓ 2

.

Belle Preliminary

Extraction of  in 2D fit to B → Xuℓν̄ℓ q2 : pB
ℓ

𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 Sample

• Data excess at high 𝑝ℓ𝐵, 𝑞2.
• Repeated indications seen by 

Belle, BaBar, and 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈
moments analysis. 
Bernlocher, et al. 2014 [Eur.Phys.J.C 74 
6, 2914], 
BaBar 2012 [PRD 86, 032004], 
Belle 2021 [PRD 104, 012008], 
Belle 2021 [PRD 104, 112011])

• Reason unclear, 𝐵 → 𝐷∗∗ℓ𝜈
modelling?

• Mismodelling might cause bias 
in inclusive 𝑉𝑢𝑏 determinations.

6

Belle Preliminary

Belle Preliminary

𝑞2 = (|𝒑𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠|, 𝒑𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠) + 𝑝ℓ 2

Use  shape from Kaon anti-cut 
region with MC based transfer factors

B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

Signal

Signal

Signal

B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

Secondary & 
 Fakes Continuum
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 /  ExtractionB → Xuℓν̄ℓ B → Xcℓν̄ℓ

𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 Extraction

• Extract 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 yield via simple 
background subtraction in total B →
Xℓ𝜈 sample. 

• Normalize 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 by fit result.

• Continuum scaled by calibration in off-
resonance sample.

• Secondary and fake lepton 
contribution fixed after calibration to 
high 𝑀𝑋, low 𝑝ℓ𝐵 control region.

Belle Preliminary

Marcel Hohmann 9

𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 Extraction

• Extract 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 yield via simple 
background subtraction in total B →
Xℓ𝜈 sample. 

• Normalize 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈 by fit result.

• Continuum scaled by calibration in off-
resonance sample.

• Secondary and fake lepton 
contribution fixed after calibration to 
high 𝑀𝑋, low 𝑝ℓ𝐵 control region.

Belle Preliminary

Marcel Hohmann 9

• Take ratio as:

Δℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈: 𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐
𝛥ℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈: 𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐

=
𝜖𝐵 →𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈

𝜖𝐵 →𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈
𝑁𝐵→𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈

𝑁𝐵→𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈

𝛥ℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈: 𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐
𝛥ℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈: 𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐

= 1.95 1 ± 8.4%𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 ± 7.2%𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 × 10−2

• Final Step: Extract 𝑉𝑢𝑏
|𝑉𝑐𝑏|

= Δℬ 𝐵→𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈
𝛥ℬ 𝐵→𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈

ΔΓ 𝐵→𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈
𝛥Γ 𝐵→𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈

Need theory predictions for 
ratio of partial rates! 

Ratio of Partial Branching Fractions

Belle Preliminary

Marcel Hohmann 10

545100 ± 1400 ± 2300

5390 ± 440 ± 3101.98 ± 0.0 ± 0.04

Determine directly ratio of

Naïve |𝑉𝑢𝑏| Extraction (𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐)

𝑉𝑢𝑏 =
1

𝜏𝐵ΔΓ
Δℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈
Δℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈

Δℬ 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈
Belle, 2007 [PRD 75, 032001]: 8.41 ± 0.15 ± 0.17 %
Babar, 2010 [PRD 81, 0032003]: 8.63 ± 0.17 %

Naïve average: 8.55 ± 0.13 % - Assume uncorrelated.  

1.95(1 ± 0.084 ± 0.072) × 10−2

𝜏𝐵 = 1.579 ± 0.004 ps

BLNP: 61.5−5.1+6.4 𝑝𝑠−1 [PRD 72, 073006]

GGOU: 58.5−2.3+2.7 𝑝𝑠−1 [JHEP 0710:058]

DGE: 58.2−3.0+3.6 𝑝𝑠−1 [JHEP 0601:097]

Consistent with Belle, 2021 [PRD 104, 012008]  

Marcel Hohmann 15

Just for this 

workshop!

Can also convert this for now into a direct determination of |Vub |

∝
|Vub |2

|Vcb |2
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GGOU: 58.5−2.3+2.7 𝑝𝑠−1 [JHEP 0710:058]
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Consistent with Belle, 2021 [PRD 104, 012008]  

Marcel Hohmann 15

Just for this 

workshop!
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 /  ExtractionB → Xuℓν̄ℓ B → Xcℓν̄ℓ𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈

• Extract 𝐵 → 𝑋𝑐ℓ𝜈 yield via simple 
background subtraction in total B →
Xℓ𝜈 sample. 
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= 1.95 1 ± 8.4%𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 ± 7.2%𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 × 10−2

• Final Step: Extract 𝑉𝑢𝑏
|𝑉𝑐𝑏|

= Δℬ 𝐵→𝑋𝑢ℓ𝜈
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Need theory predictions for 
ratio of partial rates! 

Ratio of Partial Branching Fractions
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Marcel Hohmann 10

545100 ± 1400 ± 2300

5390 ± 440 ± 3101.98 ± 0.0 ± 0.04

Determine directly ratio of

Can also convert this for now into a naive determination of |Vub |

∝
|Vub |2

|Vcb |2

→

Continuum scaled by calibration in off-

fixed after calibration to 

Belle Preliminary

P. Gambino, P. Giordano, G. Ossola, and N. Uraltsev, JHEP 10, 058 (2007), arXiv:0707.2493 [hep-
ph]. 

Naïve |𝑉𝑢𝑏| Extraction (𝑝ℓ𝐵 > 1.0 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐)

𝑉𝑢𝑏 =
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Naïve average: 8.55 ± 0.13 % - Assume uncorrelated.  
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𝜏𝐵 = 1.579 ± 0.004 ps

BLNP: 61.5−5.1+6.4 𝑝𝑠−1 [PRD 72, 073006]

GGOU: 58.5−2.3+2.7 𝑝𝑠−1 [JHEP 0710:058]

DGE: 58.2−3.0+3.6 𝑝𝑠−1 [JHEP 0601:097]

Consistent with Belle, 2021 [PRD 104, 012008]  

𝑉𝑢𝑏 𝐺𝐺𝑂𝑈 = 4.25 ± 0.18 ± 0.16 −0.09
+0.09 × 10−3

𝑉𝑢𝑏 𝐵𝐿𝑁𝑃 = (4.15 ± 0.17 ± 0.15 −0.20
+0.18) × 10−3

𝑉𝑢𝑏 𝐷𝐺𝐸 = (4.26 ± 0.18 ± 0.16 −0.13
+0.11) × 10−3

Good agreement with HFLAV averages!
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Both Belle results are

very compatible with each other

Other 
Belle 
result

GGOU
BLNP
DGE

P. Gambino, P. Giordano, G. Ossola, and N. Uraltsev, 
JHEP 10, 058 (2007), arXiv:0707.2493 [hep-ph].
B. O. Lange, M. Neubert, and G. Paz, 

Phys. Rev. D 72, 073006 (2005), arXiv:hep-ph/0504071.

J. R. Andersen and E. Gardi, 

JHEP 01, 097 (2006), arXiv:hep-ph/0509360.
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New Developments in inclusive |Vcb |
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Operator Product Expansion (OPE)

Established approach: Use hadronic mass moments, lepton energy moments 
etc. to determine non-perturbative matrix elements (ME) of OPE and extract |Vcb| 


Bad news: number of these matrix elements increases if one increases 
expansion in 1/mb,c
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Innovative idea from [JHEP 02 (2019) 177, arXiv:1812.07472] 

(M. Fael, T. Mannel, K. Vos)

→ Number of ME reduce by exploiting reparametrization invariance, 
but not true for every observable (e.g. not for )
⟨MX⟩

But it holds for  and at  the # of ME reduces from 13 → 8(!)⟨q2⟩ 1/m4
b

Established approach: Use hadronic mass moments, lepton energy moments 
etc. to determine non-perturbative matrix elements (ME) of OPE and extract |Vcb| 


Bad news: number of these matrix elements increases if one increases 
expansion in 1/mb,c
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2. Measurements of Lepton Mass squared moments in inclusive 
 Decays with the Belle II Experiment  

[Submitted to PRD, arXiv:2205.06372]
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hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 112011 (2021), arXiv:2109.01685]
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Third order correction to the semileptonic  and the muon 
decays [Phys.Rev.D 104 (2021) 1, 016003, arXiv:2011.13654]

Three loop calculations and inclusive [Phys.Lett.B 822 (2021) 
136679, arXiv:2107.00604 ]


First determination of  from  moments [to appear]

b → c

|Vcb |

Vcb q2
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Inclusive  |Vcb |

Operator Product Expansion (OPE)

Traditional approach: Use hadronic mass moments, lepton energy moments 
etc. to determine non-perturbative matrix elements (ME) of OPE and extract |Vcb| 


Bad news: number of these matrix elements increases if one increases 
expansion in 1/mb,c
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Key-technique: hadronic tagging

Can identify Xc 
constituents

q2 = (psig − pXc)
2

8

FIG. 2. The resolution of the reconstructed MX and q2 values for B ! Xc `
+ ⌫` signal is shown as a residual with respect to

the generated values.

FIG. 3. The reconstructed MX and q2 distributions are
shown. The error band of the simulated samples incorporates
the full set of systematic uncertainties discussed in Section V.

of phase space below 3.0 GeV2 is dominated by processes
other than B ! Xc `+ ⌫`: secondary leptons from cas-
cade decays and fake lepton candidates make up a promi-
nent fraction of the selected event candidates.

Fig. 3 compares the selected events with the expec-
tation from simulation: the small continuum contribu-
tion is normalized using the off-resonance event sample,
while the remaining simulated events are normalized to
the number of reconstructed events from ⌥(4S) ! BB̄.
In the following, we separate the electron and muon can-
didates and analyze them separately.

C. Background Subtraction

In order to subtract background events, we carry out
a two-step procedure. First a binned likelihood fit of
the MX distribution determines the number of expected
signal and background events. For this fit we construct a
likelihood function L as the product of individual Poisson
distributions P,

L =
binsY

i

P(ni; ⌫i) ⇥

Y

k

Gk ⇥ Pcont , (17)

where ni denotes the number of observed data events
and ⌫i is the total number of expected signal and back-
ground events in a given bin i. Furthermore, the Gk de-
note nuisance-parameter (NP) constraints, whose role is
to incorporate systematic uncertainties on e.g. signal and
background shapes directly into the fit procedure, with
the index k labelling a given uncertainty source. More
details of this procedure will be given in Section V. The
Poisson term Pcont constrains the normalization of the
continuum contribution to its expectation as determined
from off-resonance collision events. The number of ex-
pected signal and background events in a given bin, ⌫i,
is estimated using simulated collision events and is given
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other than B ! Xc `+ ⌫`: secondary leptons from cas-
cade decays and fake lepton candidates make up a promi-
nent fraction of the selected event candidates.

Fig. 3 compares the selected events with the expec-
tation from simulation: the small continuum contribu-
tion is normalized using the off-resonance event sample,
while the remaining simulated events are normalized to
the number of reconstructed events from ⌥(4S) ! BB̄.
In the following, we separate the electron and muon can-
didates and analyze them separately.

C. Background Subtraction

In order to subtract background events, we carry out
a two-step procedure. First a binned likelihood fit of
the MX distribution determines the number of expected
signal and background events. For this fit we construct a
likelihood function L as the product of individual Poisson
distributions P,

L =
binsY
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P(ni; ⌫i) ⇥
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Gk ⇥ Pcont , (17)

where ni denotes the number of observed data events
and ⌫i is the total number of expected signal and back-
ground events in a given bin i. Furthermore, the Gk de-
note nuisance-parameter (NP) constraints, whose role is
to incorporate systematic uncertainties on e.g. signal and
background shapes directly into the fit procedure, with
the index k labelling a given uncertainty source. More
details of this procedure will be given in Section V. The
Poisson term Pcont constrains the normalization of the
continuum contribution to its expectation as determined
from off-resonance collision events. The number of ex-
pected signal and background events in a given bin, ⌫i,
is estimated using simulated collision events and is given

MX = (pXc
)μ(pXc

)μ

q2

MX

1. Measurements of  moments of inclusive  decays with 
hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 112011 (2021), arXiv:2109.01685]

q2 B → Xcℓν̄ℓ
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FIG. 6. The residual bias and acceptance correction factors, denoted as Ccal (circles) and Cacc (diamonds), respectively, are
shown for the first to fourth q2 moment for electrons. The corresponding plots for muons can be found in Appendix B.

q2 threshold selection and order of moment under study.
Lastly, since different selection efficiencies are observed
for different B ! Xc `+ ⌫` processes, we determine an
additional factor accounting for selection and acceptance
effects. The correction factor, Cacc, is calculated by
comparing the moments of the generator-level simulated
events with a sample without any selection criteria ap-
plied. Fig. 6 shows the size of both calibration factors
for the first to fourth q2 moment for electrons. Both fac-
tors are close to unity and the corresponding factors for
muons, displaying a similar behavior, are found in Ap-
pendix B. In addition, selection and acceptance efficien-
cies for generator-level simulated B ! Xc `+ ⌫` samples
are shown in Appendix D.

The q2 moments are then given by

hq2m
i =

Ccal · CaccPevents
i w(q2

i )
⇥

eventsX

i

w(q2
i ) · q

2m
cal i . (21)

Here the sums run over all selected events and q2
i denotes

the measured four-momentum transfer squared of a given
event i with a corresponding calibrated four-momentum
transfer squared q2m

cal i to the power of m. The continuous
signal probability w(q2

i ) is calculated for each event, while
the calculated moments are normalized by the sum of sig-
nal probabilities. The full background subtraction and
calibration procedure was tested on ensembles of statis-
tically independent simulated samples and no statistical
significant biases in the unfolded moments are observed.

V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Several systematic uncertainties affect the measured q2

moments and their impact on the background subtrac-
tion and calibration procedure are discussed in the fol-
lowing sections. The most important sources of system-
atic uncertainty are associated with the assumed compo-
sition of the B ! Xc `+ ⌫` process: the decays involving
the higher mass states beyond the 1S D and D⇤ meson
are poorly known and the composition affects the back-
ground subtraction as well as the calibration of the mea-
sured moments. In addition, we observe systematic shifts
in the energy and momentum of the X system, whose size
we use to estimate a q2 scale uncertainty. Tables II and
III summarize the relative statistical and systematic un-
certainties on the measured q2 moments for electron and
muon final states, given in permille.

A. Background Subtraction

We evaluate the uncertainties on the background sub-
traction by considering various sources of systematic un-
certainty included as NP constraints in the binned like-
lihood fits. By taking into account the full experimen-
tal covariance of the background shapes when perform-
ing the �2 minimization, we directly propagate these
sources of uncertainty into the signal probability func-
tions, w(q2). Subsequently, we determine orthogonal

Event-wise Master-formula

Step #1: Subtract Background Step #2: Calibrate moment

Step #3: If you fail, try again
Step #4: Correct for selection effects

9

FIG. 4. The reconstructed q2 distributions with an example q2 threshold selection of 3.0GeV2 (top) for electron (left) and
muon (right) candidates and the determined binned signal probabilities (bottom) are shown. The background contributions
are scaled to their estimated values using the fit described in the text. The binned signal probabilities are obtained by a fit of
a polynomial of a given order n (red curve).

by

⌫i = ⌘sigf sig
i + ⌘B bkgfB bkg

i + ⌘contf cont
i . (18)

Here, ⌘sig is the total number of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` sig-
nal events. Furthermore, ⌘B bkg denotes the back-
ground events stemming from double semileptonic cas-
cades, B ! Xu `+ ⌫` decays, and from hadrons misiden-
tified as leptons originating from B meson decays. The
number of continuum events is denoted as ⌘cont. Fur-
thermore, fi denotes the fraction of events being recon-
structed in a bin i with shapes as determined by the
MC simulation for a given event category. Eq. 17 is nu-
merically maximized to determine both the total num-
ber of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` and background events from the
observed event yields. This is done using the sequen-
tial least squares programming method implementation
of Ref. [59, 60]. The fit is carried out in 20 equidistant
bins of MX ranging from 0 to 3.5 GeV to determine the
number of background events for each studied threshold
selection on q2, taking into account systematic uncertain-
ties on the composition of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` and background
templates (more details about these will be discussed in
Section V). The continuum constraint Pcont is adjusted
to reflect the number of continuum events for a given q2

selection value as determined by the off-resonance sam-
ple, for which the Mbc selection was adjusted to account
for the difference in center-of-mass energies.

In a second step, the determined number of back-
ground (b⌘bkg) and continuum (b⌘cont) events are used to
construct binned signal probabilities as a function of q2,
which is defined as

wi = 1 �
b⌘bkgf̃ bkg

i + b⌘contf̃ cont
i

ni
. (19)

Here, f̃i denotes the estimated fractions of events being
reconstructed in a bin i of q2 for a given background
category as determined by the MC simulation. Fig. 4
shows the q2 spectrum for electron and muon candidates
and the wi distribution for the threshold selection with
q2 > 3.0 GeV2. To avoid dependence on binning effects,
we fit the binned signal probabilities for each q2 selec-
tion with a polynomial function of a given order n to
determine event-by-event weights, w(q2), by performing
a �2 minimization. The order of the polynomial is de-
termined using a nested hypothesis test and we accept a
polynomial of order n over n � 1 if the improvement in
�2 is larger than one. Furthermore, the �2 takes into ac-
count the full experimental covariance of the background
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shown for the first to fourth q2 moment for electrons. The corresponding plots for muons can be found in Appendix B.

q2 threshold selection and order of moment under study.
Lastly, since different selection efficiencies are observed
for different B ! Xc `+ ⌫` processes, we determine an
additional factor accounting for selection and acceptance
effects. The correction factor, Cacc, is calculated by
comparing the moments of the generator-level simulated
events with a sample without any selection criteria ap-
plied. Fig. 6 shows the size of both calibration factors
for the first to fourth q2 moment for electrons. Both fac-
tors are close to unity and the corresponding factors for
muons, displaying a similar behavior, are found in Ap-
pendix B. In addition, selection and acceptance efficien-
cies for generator-level simulated B ! Xc `+ ⌫` samples
are shown in Appendix D.

The q2 moments are then given by
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Ccal · CaccPevents
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w(q2
i ) · q
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cal i . (21)

Here the sums run over all selected events and q2
i denotes

the measured four-momentum transfer squared of a given
event i with a corresponding calibrated four-momentum
transfer squared q2m

cal i to the power of m. The continuous
signal probability w(q2

i ) is calculated for each event, while
the calculated moments are normalized by the sum of sig-
nal probabilities. The full background subtraction and
calibration procedure was tested on ensembles of statis-
tically independent simulated samples and no statistical
significant biases in the unfolded moments are observed.

V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Several systematic uncertainties affect the measured q2

moments and their impact on the background subtrac-
tion and calibration procedure are discussed in the fol-
lowing sections. The most important sources of system-
atic uncertainty are associated with the assumed compo-
sition of the B ! Xc `+ ⌫` process: the decays involving
the higher mass states beyond the 1S D and D⇤ meson
are poorly known and the composition affects the back-
ground subtraction as well as the calibration of the mea-
sured moments. In addition, we observe systematic shifts
in the energy and momentum of the X system, whose size
we use to estimate a q2 scale uncertainty. Tables II and
III summarize the relative statistical and systematic un-
certainties on the measured q2 moments for electron and
muon final states, given in permille.

A. Background Subtraction

We evaluate the uncertainties on the background sub-
traction by considering various sources of systematic un-
certainty included as NP constraints in the binned like-
lihood fits. By taking into account the full experimen-
tal covariance of the background shapes when perform-
ing the �2 minimization, we directly propagate these
sources of uncertainty into the signal probability func-
tions, w(q2). Subsequently, we determine orthogonal

Determine Background 
normalizations by fitting  MX

Exploit linear dependence 
between rec. & true moments

q2m
cal i = (q2m

reco i − c)/m

very small 
> 1%

Overall event reconstruction itself

also biases measured

moment by 1-2%

1. Measurements of  moments of inclusive  decays with 
hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 112011 (2021), arXiv:2109.01685]

q2 B → Xcℓν̄ℓ
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FIG. 8. The expectation of lepton flavor universality of the moments are tested for the first to fourth q2 moments: in the ratio
of electron to muon moments many of the associated systematic uncertainties cancel and all reported moments are compatible
with the expectation of lepton flavor universality (bottom top). Note that the individual electron and muon moments are
highly correlated. Furthermore, the measured and generated-level moments for all the threshold selections on q2 are compared
as a ratio (bottom middle) and difference (bottom lower) for both electrons and muons.
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FIG. 8. The expectation of lepton flavor universality of the moments are tested for the first to fourth q2 moments: in the ratio
of electron to muon moments many of the associated systematic uncertainties cancel and all reported moments are compatible
with the expectation of lepton flavor universality (bottom top). Note that the individual electron and muon moments are
highly correlated. Furthermore, the measured and generated-level moments for all the threshold selections on q2 are compared
as a ratio (bottom middle) and difference (bottom lower) for both electrons and muons.

Lepton flavor universality ratio

⟨q2⟩ ⟨q8⟩

Prediction from Xc cocktail

(from sum of exclusive modes)

1. Measurements of  moments of inclusive  decays with 
hadronic tagging [PRD 104, 112011 (2021), arXiv:2109.01685]

q2 B → Xcℓν̄ℓ
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2. Measurements of Lepton Mass squared moments in inclusive  
Decays with the Belle II Experiment [Submitted to PRD, arXiv:2205.06372]

B → Xcℓν̄ℓ
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FIG. 4. MX and q2 spectra with B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` and background
components normalized to the results of the MX fits.

The event-wise signal probability w is obtained by con-
structing a binned probability as a function of q2 via

wi(q
2) = (ni � ⌘̃BB f̃BB

i � ⌘̃qq̄ f̃
qq̄
i )/ni , (15)

where f̃i is the estimated fraction of events reconstructed
in bin i of q2 for a given background category estimated
from the simulation and ⌘̃ denote the sum of the esti-
mated number of background events from the MX fits.

We calculate a continuous signal probability w(q2) by
interpolating the binned distribution with smoothed cu-
bic splines [52]. Negative probabilities are set to zero.
The cubic-spline fit and statistical uncertainties of the
signal probability are shown in Fig. 5. The statistical
uncertainty on hq2ni is evaluated by a bootstrapping pro-
cedure [53] and a selection of spline fits from replicas is
shown in Fig. 5. The statistical uncertainty of w(q2) in-
creases towards large q2.

B. q2
Calibration

The q2 distribution from the kinematic fit is calibrated
exploiting the linear relationship between reconstructed
and generated moments. Figure 6 shows the linear rela-
tionship for simulated events for the first moment and as

FIG. 5. Binned signal probability wi together with a
smoothed cubic-spline fit (dark red). In addition, variations
of the signal spline fit (light red) determined with bootstrap
replicas are shown.

functions of q2 threshold between the reconstructed and
true q2 distribution. We calibrate each event with

q2ncalib = (q2nreco � cn)/mn, (16)

with cn and mn the intercept and slope of the linear
relationship for a given moment of order n. More details
on the linear calibration for the higher moments can be
found in Appendix B.

Due to the linearity of the calibration, a small bias
remains, which we corrected with an additional multi-
plicative calibration factor in Eq. (13) calculated from
simulated events by comparing the calibrated hq2ncalibi and
true generated hq2ngen,seli moments,

Ccalib = hq2ngen,seli/hq
2n
calibi . (17)

The Btag reconstruction and the Belle II detector accep-
tance and performance result in an additional bias. To
account for these effects we apply a second multiplica-
tive calibration factor Cgen by comparing the generated
moments with all selection criteria applied (hq2ngen,seli) to
their value without any selection applied (hq2ngeni),

Cgen = hq2ngeni/hq
2n
gen,seli . (18)

The hq2ngeni are determined from an MC sample without
Photos simulation and also corrects for FSR.

Both Ccalib and Cgen are determined for each q2 thresh-
old and from independent samples from those used to
determine the linear calibration function. The Ccalib fac-
tors range between 0.98 and 1.02 depending on the lower
q2 threshold. The Cgen factors vary between 0.90 and
1.00 with lower selection threshold values tending to have
higher corrections. More details on the event-wise cali-
bration can be found in Appendix C.

Improved Hadronic Tagging

using Belle II algorithm 

(ca. 2 times more efficient)

[Full Event Interpretation, T. Keck et al,

Comp. Soft. Big. Sci 3 (2019), 
arXiv:1807.08680]
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mated number of background events from the MX fits.

We calculate a continuous signal probability w(q2) by
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bic splines [52]. Negative probabilities are set to zero.
The cubic-spline fit and statistical uncertainties of the
signal probability are shown in Fig. 5. The statistical
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cedure [53] and a selection of spline fits from replicas is
shown in Fig. 5. The statistical uncertainty of w(q2) in-
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The q2 distribution from the kinematic fit is calibrated
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functions of q2 threshold between the reconstructed and
true q2 distribution. We calibrate each event with

q2ncalib = (q2nreco � cn)/mn, (16)

with cn and mn the intercept and slope of the linear
relationship for a given moment of order n. More details
on the linear calibration for the higher moments can be
found in Appendix B.

Due to the linearity of the calibration, a small bias
remains, which we corrected with an additional multi-
plicative calibration factor in Eq. (13) calculated from
simulated events by comparing the calibrated hq2ncalibi and
true generated hq2ngen,seli moments,

Ccalib = hq2ngen,seli/hq
2n
calibi . (17)

The Btag reconstruction and the Belle II detector accep-
tance and performance result in an additional bias. To
account for these effects we apply a second multiplica-
tive calibration factor Cgen by comparing the generated
moments with all selection criteria applied (hq2ngen,seli) to
their value without any selection applied (hq2ngeni),

Cgen = hq2ngeni/hq
2n
gen,seli . (18)

The hq2ngeni are determined from an MC sample without
Photos simulation and also corrects for FSR.

Both Ccalib and Cgen are determined for each q2 thresh-
old and from independent samples from those used to
determine the linear calibration function. The Ccalib fac-
tors range between 0.98 and 1.02 depending on the lower
q2 threshold. The Cgen factors vary between 0.90 and
1.00 with lower selection threshold values tending to have
higher corrections. More details on the event-wise cali-
bration can be found in Appendix C.

Improved Hadronic Tagging

using Belle II algorithm 

(ca. 2 times more efficient)

[Full Event Interpretation, T. Keck et al,

Comp. Soft. Big. Sci 3 (2019), 
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FIG. 3. Comparison of reconstructed, fitted and generated q2

for B ! Xc ` ⌫̄`. The residuals are the difference of generated
(’gen’) and estimated (’reco’) values.

constraints,

bp 2
X > 0 , bp 2

Btag
= m2

B , (bp` + bpX + bp⌫)
2 = m2

B , (11)

and
⇣
bp
e
+
e
� � bpBtag

� bp` � bpX � bp⌫
⌘
= 0 (12)

using Lagrange multipliers. For each event the �2 func-
tion is numerically minimized with the constraints, fol-
lowing the algorithm described in Ref. [48] implemented
in SciPy [49].

Figure 3 show the distribution of the residuals of q2

before and after the kinematic fit with simulated signal
events. Here the residual is calculated from the recon-
structed and generated values. The kinematic fit results
in more symmetric residuals and a reduction in the tails
of the residuals. The RMS improves from 5.76GeV2/c4

to 2.65GeV2/c4 and the bias reduces from 3.43GeV2/c4

to 1.20GeV2/c4.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF LEPTON MASS

SQUARED MOMENTS

To measure the lepton mass squared moments, back-
ground contributions from other processes must be sub-
tracted from the q2 distribution. Binned likelihood fits
are applied to the MX distribution to determine the num-
ber of signal and background events. With this infor-
mation and the shapes of backgrounds from simulation,
an event-wise signal probability w is constructed as a
function of q2. We correct for acceptance and recon-
struction effects by applying an event-wise calibration
q2reco ! q2calib and two additional calibration factors Ccalib
and Cgen, discussed in Section IV B. The background-
subtracted q2 moment of order n is calculated as a

weighted mean

hq2ni =

PNdata
i w(q2i )⇥ q2ncalib,iPNdata

j w(q2j )
⇥ Ccalib ⇥ Cgen ,

(13)

with sums over all events. For each q2 threshold, the
binned likelihood fit to MX is repeated to update the
event-wise signal probability weights. We use thresholds
in the range [1.5, 8.5]GeV2/c4 in steps of 0.5GeV2/c4.

A. Background Subtraction

The likelihood fit to the binned MX distribution is
carried out separately in the B+`�, B0`�, and B0`+

channels to account for efficiency differences in the FEI
algorithm. Electron and muon channels are not sep-
arated. Contributions from B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` decays are
treated as background and have on average high q2.
We suppress this background by fitting the range with
MX > 0.5GeV/c2. To determine the number of back-
ground events in each of these channels as well as for each
q2 threshold, we distinguish the following three event cat-
egories:

1. B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` signal (with yield ⌘sig),

2. e+e� ! qq̄ continuum processes (⌘qq̄), and

3. BB background dominated by secondary leptons
and hadronic B decays misidentified as signal lep-
ton candidates (⌘BB).

The likelihood is the product of Poisson likelihoods for
each bin i with ni observed events and ⌫i expected events,
with

⌫i =
X

k

⌘k fki , (14)

where fki is the fraction of events of category k recon-
structed in bin i as determined with simulated events.
The yield ⌘qq̄ is constrained to its expectation as deter-
mined from off-resonance data. To reduce the depen-
dence on the modeling of signal and backgrounds, the fit
is carried out in five MX bins. For each channel and q2

threshold, an adaptive binning is chosen. The likelihood
is numerically maximized using the Minuit algorithm [50]
in scikit-hep/iminuit [51].

The sample composition projections for q2 >
1.5GeV2/c4 are shown in Appendix A. The MX and
q2 distributions with the fitted MC yields are shown in
Fig. 4 for q2 > 1.5GeV2/c4 with finer granularity than
used in the fit. The agreement is fair and the p value
from a �2 test for the q2 distribution in the range of
1.5� 15GeV2/c4 is 30%.

Use kinematic fit 
to improve 
resolution on q2
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FIG. 8. q2 moments (blue) as functions of q2 threshold with full uncertainties. The simulated moments (orange) are shown
for comparison.

FIG. 9. Central q2 moments as functions of q2 threshold with full uncertainties. The simulated moments (orange) are shown
for comparison.
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FIG. 7. Total (gray) and grouped (colored histograms) rela-
tive systematic uncertainties of the raw q2 moments as func-
tions of q2 threshold are shown.

and B ! D(⇤)⌘`⌫̄` decays. The second model replaces
them with decays to D⇤⇤ states (D⇤

0 and D0
1). Although

there is no experimental evidence for additional decays
of charm 1P states into other final states or the existence
of an additional broad state in semileptonic transitions,
this provides an alternative kinematic description of the
three-body decay, B ! D⇤⇤

gap `⌫̄`. We also evaluate the
sensitivity of the calibration functions and factors to the
B ! D ` ⌫̄` and B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` BGL form-factor parame-
ters. For each orthogonal variation of the BGL parame-
ters we repeat the calibration.

Modeling of the photon and charged-particle multiplic-
ities directly affects the resolution on q2 and contributes
a systematic uncertainty caused by differences between
data and MC in how final-state particles are assigned to
the signal and tag side. We select a signal-enriched re-
gion by requiring MX < 3.0GeV/c2 and p⇤` > 1GeV/c
and calculate correction factors for both multiplicities in-
dependently.

We observe differences between data and MC in
Emiss � |pmiss|. We parameterize the differences using
a smoothed cubic spline and correct MC events to eval-
uate the impact on the calibration.

We evaluate the uncertainty from the track finding ef-
ficiency and of PID efficiency on the calibration curves.

We propagate the statistical uncertainty on the param-
eters of the calibration function by varying the calibra-
tion curve parameters by one standard deviation. For the
calibration factors, we vary the statistical uncertainty on
Ccalib⇥Cgen within one standard deviation and repeat the
calculation of the q2 moments.

The deviation from the closure for the measurement
method discussed in Section IVC is assigned as an un-
certainty. Its size is subdominant for all moments.

C. Breakdown of the systematic uncertainties

Figure 7 shows the relative systematic uncertainty for
the raw moments. A more detailed breakdown of the rela-
tive systematic uncertainties is given in Appendix D. For
each moment, the total systematic uncertainty decreases
with increasing q2 threshold, whereas the statistical un-
certainty increases. At low q2 thresholds and for the first
and second moments, the q2 resolution from mismodel-
ing of the number of charged particles in the X system,
the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` modeling, and the uncertainty from the
background subtraction are of similar size.

The branching fraction and BGL parameter uncertain-
ties of the resonant decays B ! D ` ⌫̄` and B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄`
are smaller than the uncertainty due to the composition
of the higher mass states of the Xc spectrum.

At high q2 thresholds, MC simulation statistics also
can be sizeable sources of uncertainty for the first and
second moments. For the third and fourth moments, the
dominant uncertainty at high q2 thresholds is from the
mismodeling of the number of charged particles in the X

Belle II already reaches similar 
precision to Belle and we could 

lower  threshold to q2 1.5 GeV2
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Total partonic decay rate in the kinetic (a) and 1S
scheme (b) as a function of the renormalization scale µs. See
text for details. Note that the normalization chosen for the y
axis is scheme independent.

N3LO. Fig 3(b) shows the corresponding results for the
1S scheme where mc is defined via a HQET relation.

The total partonic rate in the kinetic and in the 1S
scheme di↵er for the following reason. Higher power cor-
rections are not included in our partonic b ! c`⌫̄` predic-
tion. In particular the kinetic scheme absorbs µ2/m2

b and
µ3/m3

b terms from the redefinition of µ2
⇡ and ⇢3D, while in

the 1S scheme we neglect higher 1/mb and 1/mc power
corrections when expressing the charm mass in terms of
meson masses within HQET. Only the B ! Xc`⌫̄` total
rate predictions can be compared.

In general the large-�0 terms provide dominant contri-
butions. However, in all cases the remaining terms are
not negligible and often have a di↵erent sign. In the ki-
netic scheme where the charm quark is renormalized in
the MS scheme the remaining contributions are numeri-

FIG. 4. The third-order coe�cient to�q introduced in Eq. (1)
as a function of me/mµ.

cally even bigger than the large-�0 terms.
It is impressive that the expansion in � shows a good

converge behaviour even for � ! 1 which corresponds to
a massless daughter quark. This allows us to extract the
coe�cient X3 for the decay b ! u`⌫̄. A closer look to
the �10, �11, and �12 terms in Fig. 2 indicates that the
convergence is quite slow for ⇢ ! 0. As central value
for the three-loop prediction we use our approximation
based on the �12 term and estimate the uncertainty from
the behaviour of the one- and two-loop [66, 67] results for
⇢ = 0, where the exact results are known. Incorporating
expansion terms up to order �12 we observe a deviation
of about 3.5% whereas the �12 terms amount to less than
1%, both at one and two loops. At three loops the �12

term amounts to about 2%. We thus conservatively esti-
mate the uncertainty to 10% which leads to

Xu
3
⇡ �202± 20 . (10)

In this result the contributions with closed charm loops
are approximated with mc = 0.
In the remaining part of this paper we specify our re-

sults to QED and study the corrections to the muon de-
cay. A comprehensive review of the various correction
terms is given in Ref. [42] where �q in Eq. (1) is param-
eterized as

�q =
X

i�0

�q(i) . (11)

�q(0) is given by X0 � 1 (see Eq. (4)) with ⇢ = me/mµ

and �q(1) [41] and �q(2) [67, 68] are easily obtained af-
ter specification of the QCD colour factors to their QED
values (see Ref. [42] for analytic results). We introduce
�q(3) = (↵(mµ)/⇡)3X

µ
3
, where ↵(mµ) is the fine struc-

ture constant in the MS scheme [42]. In Fig. 4 we show
the third-order coe�cient Xµ

3
for 0  ⇢  0.3. At

the physical point me/mµ ⇡ 0.005 the convergence be-
haviour is similar to QCD. We estimate Xµ

3
using the

same approach as for Xu
3
and examine the one- and two-

loop behaviour. Up to an overall factor CF the one-loop

Fantastic progress on the theory side: 
semileptonic rate @ N3LO!

2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 1. Sample Feynman diagrams which contribute to the
forward scattering amplitude of a bottom quark at LO (a),
NLO (b), NNLO (c) and N3LO (d-f). Straight, curly and
dashed lines represent quarks, gluons and leptons, respec-
tively. The weak interaction mediated by the W boson is
shown as a blob.

compute for the first time ↵3 corrections to �q by spec-
ifying the colour factors of our b ! c`⌫̄ result to QED
and taking the limit mc ! 0. This allows for the deter-
mination of the third-order coe�cient with an accuracy
of 15%.

II. CALCULATION

We apply the optical theorem and consider the forward
scattering amplitude of a bottom quark where at leading
order the two-loop diagram in Fig. 1(a) has to be consid-
ered. It has a neutrino, a lepton and a charm quark as
internal particles. The weak interaction is shown as an
e↵ective vertex. Our aim is to consider QCD corrections
up to third order which adds up to three more loops.
Some sample Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1(b-
f).

The structure of the Feynman diagrams allows the in-
tegration of the massless neutrino-lepton loop which es-
sentially leads to an e↵ective propagator raised to an ✏-
dependent power, where d = 4� 2✏ is the space-time di-
mension. The remaining diagram is at most of four-loop
order.

From the technical point of view there are two basic
ingredients which are crucial to realize our calculation.
First, we perform an expansion in the di↵erence between
the bottom and charm quark mass. It has been shown
in Ref. [27] that the expansion converges quite fast for
the physical values of mc and mb. Second, we apply the
so-called method of regions [44, 45] and exploit the simi-
larities to the calculation of the three-loop corrections to

the kinetic mass [46].
The method of regions [44, 45] leads to two possible

scalings for each loop momentum kµ

• |kµ| ⇠ mb (h, hard)

• |kµ| ⇠ � ·mb (u, ultra-soft)

with � = 1 �mc/mb. We choose the notion “ultra-soft”
for the second scaling to stress the analogy to the cal-
culation of the relation between the pole and the kinetic
mass of a heavy quark, see [46, 47]. Note that the mo-
mentum which flows through the neutrino-lepton loop,
`, has to be ultra-soft since the Feynman diagram has
no imaginary part if ` is hard since the corresponding
on-shell integral has no cut.
Let us next consider the remaining (up to three) mo-

mentum integrations which can be interpreted as a four-
point amplitude with forward-scattering kinematics and
two external momenta: ` and the on-shell momentum
p2 = m2

b . This is in close analogy to the scattering ampli-
tude of a heavy quark and an external current considered
in Ref. [46]. In fact, at each loop order each momentum
can either scale as hard or ultra-soft:

O(↵s) h, u

O(↵2
s) hh, hu, uu

O(↵3
s) hhh, hhu, huu, uuu

Note that all regions where at least one of the loop mo-
menta scales ultra-soft leads to the same integral families
as in Ref. [46, 47]. The pure-hard regions were absent
in [46, 47]; they lead to (massive) on-shell integrals.
At this point there is the crucial observation that the

integrands in the hard regions do not depend on the loop
momentum `. On the other hand, the ultra-soft integrals
still depend on `. However, for each individual integral
the dependence of the final result on ` is of the form

(�2p · `+ 2�)↵ (2)

with known exponent ↵. This means that it is always
possible to perform in a first step the ` integration which
is of the form

Z
dd`

`µ1`µ2 · · ·

(�2p · `+ 2�)↵(�`2)�
. (3)

A closed formula for such tensor integrals with arbitrary
tensor rank and arbitrary exponents ↵ and � can easily
be obtained from the formula provided in Appendix A
of Ref. [45]. We thus remain with the loop integrations
given in the above table. Similar to Eq. (3) we can in-
tegrate all one-loop hard or ultra-soft loops which leaves
us with pure hard or pure ultra-soft contributions up to
three loops.
A particular challenge of our calculation is the high

expansion depth in �. We perform an expansion of all
diagrams up to �12. This leads to huge intermediate ex-
pressions of the order of 100 GB. Furthermore, for some
of the scalar integrals individual propagators are raised

Renormalization scale
SL

 R
at

e

Kinetic Scheme

LO

NLO

NNLO N3LO

M. Fael, K. Schönwald, M. Steinhauser

[Phys.Rev.D 104 (2021) 1, 016003, arXiv:2011.13654]
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mkin
b mc(2GeV) µ2

⇡ ⇢3D µ2
G(mb) ⇢3LS BRc`⌫ 103|Vcb|

4.573 1.092 0.477 0.185 0.306 -0.130 10.66 42.16

0.012 0.008 0.056 0.031 0.050 0.092 0.15 0.51

1 0.307 -0.141 0.047 0.612 -0.196 -0.064 -0.420

1 0.018 -0.010 -0.162 0.048 0.028 0.061

1 0.735 -0.054 0.067 0.172 0.429

1 -0.157 -0.149 0.091 0.299

1 0.001 0.013 -0.225

1 -0.033 -0.005

1 0.684

1

TABLE I. Results of the updated fit in our default scenario (µc = 2GeV, µb = mkin
b /2). All parameters are in GeV at the

appropriate power and all, except mc, in the kinetic scheme at µ = 1GeV. The first and second rows give central values and
uncertainties, the correlation matrix follows.

UPDATING THE SEMILEPTONIC FIT

Despite ongoing analyses of the q2 and MX -moments at Belle and Belle II [31, 32], no new experimental result on
the semileptonic moments has been published since the 2014 fit [4]. On the other hand, new lattice determinations
of mb and mc have been presented, improving their precision by roughly a factor 2. We use the FLAG 2019 averages
[17] with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 for mb and mc,

mc(3GeV) = 0.988(7)GeV,

mb(mb) = 4.198(12)GeV, (7)

which correspond to mc(2GeV) = 1.093(8) and mkin
b (1GeV) = 4.565(19)GeV, where for the latter we have used

option B of [3] for the definition of mkin
b . We now repeat the 2014 default fit with both these constraints, slightly

updating the theoretical uncertainty estimates. In view of the small impact of the O(1/m4
b , 1/m

5) and O(↵s⇢3D)
corrections discussed in the previous section, we reduce the theoretical uncertainties used in the fit to the moments
with respect to Ref. [4]. In particular, we consider a 20%, instead of a 30%, shift in ⇢3D and ⇢3LS , and reduce to 4 MeV
the safety shift in mc,b. For all of the other settings and for the selection of experimental data we follow Ref. [4].

While the central values of the fit are close to those of 2014, the uncertainty on mkin
b (mc(3GeV)) decreases from

20(12) to 12(7) MeV, and we get |Vcb| = 42.39(32)th(32)exp(25)� 10�3 with �2
min/dof = 0.46. The very same fit

performed with µc = 2GeV and µb = mkin
b /2 gives

|Vcb| = 42.16(30)th(32)exp(25)� 10�3 (8)

with �2
min/dof = 0.47 and we neglect the very small shift due to the O(↵s⇢3D) correction to �sl. This is our new

reference value and in Table I we display the complete results of this fit.

Let us now comment on the interplay between the fit to the moments and the use of Eq. (1). First, we observe
that the fit to the moments is based on an O(↵2

s) calculation [20, 33–36] without O(↵s⇢3D) contributions, and that
the lower precision in the calculation of the moments with respect to the width inevitably a↵ects the determination of
|Vcb|. This is clearly visible in Eq. (6), where the theoretical component of the error is larger than the residual theory
error associated with the width. However, only a small part of that uncertainty is related to the purely perturbative
corrections, which are relatively suppressed in some semileptonic moments but sizeable in �sl, as we have seen above.
In other words, an O(↵3

s) calculation of the moments is unlikely to improve the precision of the fit significantly, and
the inclusion of O(↵3

s) corrections only in �sl is perfectly justified. On the other hand, an O(↵s/m3
b) calculation of the

moments can have an important impact on the |Vcb| determination. This is because the semileptonic moments, and
the hadronic central moments in particular, are highly sensitive to the OPE parameters. Since the power correction
related to ⇢3D amounts to about 3% percent in Eq. (1), an O(↵s) shift on ⇢3D induced by perturbative corrections to
the moments can have a significant impact in the determination of |Vcb|. Our estimates of the theoretical uncertainties
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Updated inclusive fit to  moments:⟨Eℓ⟩, ⟨MX⟩

M. Bordone, B. Capdevila, P. Gambino

[Phys.Lett.B 822 (2021) 136679, arXiv:2107.00604]

!Δ |Vcb | / |Vcb | = 1.2 %
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 from  mom.|Vcb | q2 F. Bernlochner, M. Fael, K. Olschwesky, E. Persson,

R. Van Tonder, K. Vos, M. Welsch [arXiv:2205.10274]

Also first extraction of  from  moments:|Vcb | q2

Figure 4: Fit projections for the central q2 moments as a function of the q
2 threshold,

combined with the measurement moments from both Belle and Belle II.

Figure 5: Comparison between Belle, Belle II and the combined fit for the correlation
between |Vcb| and ⇢

3

D. The crosses indicate the best-fit points.

For completeness, we also performed fits for di↵erent sets of ⇢mom and ⇢cut. The fit
results for Vcb, ⇢3D, r

4

E and r
4

G are given in Appendix C. These scans confirm the above
conclusion, that Vcb is stable against variations of ⇢mom and ⇢cut. A similar conclusion was
found in [10].
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h(q2)ni tree ↵s ↵
2

s ↵
3

s

Partonic 3 3

µ
2

G 3 3

⇢
3

D 3 3

1/m4

b 3

Included corrections

on the mom. predictions

|Vcb|⇥ 103 mb mc µ
2

G
µ
2

⇡ ⇢
3

D
r
4

G
r
4

E
⇥ 10 s

4

E
s
4

qB
s
4

B
⇢cut ⇢mom

Value 41.69 4.56 1.09 0.37 0.43 0.10 -0.12 0.04 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.05 0.10

Uncertainty 0.59 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.24 0.18 0.68 0.31 0.95 0.99 0.95 0.13 0.81

Table 5: Fit result including all 1/m4

b parameters with a Gaussian constraint with a mean
of zero and a standard deviation of one. All parameters are expressed in GeV at the
appropriate power.

Gaussian constraint (mean of zero, standard deviation one). The results of this fit is given in
Table 5. We observe no significant deviations from the default fit results. As expected, this
fit shows that the most sensitive O(1/m4

b) HQE parameters are r4G and r
4

E, since the post-fit
parameter uncertainties can be reduced. For the remaining O(1/m4

b) HQE parameters, no
significant uncertainty reduction is seen. Most importantly, we obtain exactly the same
Vcb value as from our default fit. Nevertheless, to be rather conservative, we do add an
additional uncertainty due to the neglected s

4

E, s
4

B and s
4

qB parameters. To assess this
additional uncertainty, we consider the e↵ect on |Vcb| by varying these parameters by ±1
GeV4. In total, we find an additional uncertainty of 0.23 · 10�3 on Vcb, dominated by the
contribution of s4E. Our final result is therefore

|Vcb| = (41.69± 0.59|fit ± 0.23|h.o.) · 10�3 = (41.69± 0.63) · 10�3
, (44)

where we have added the total fit uncertainty and the additional uncertainty from missing
higher orders in quadrature.

5 Conclusion and outlook

We have presented the first determination of Vcb from q
2 moments of the inclusive B !

Xc`⌫̄` spectrum based on [20]. These moments have the benefit that they depend on an RPI
reduced set of HQE parameters, requiring only 8 non-perturbative parameters up to order
1/m4

b . This opens the way to determination of Vcb including 1/m4

b terms based solely on
data. In this first determination, we are able to include two out of five 1/m4

b parameters. In
addition, we performed an in-depth analysis of the theoretical correlations for the moments
predictions, with a default scenario where these parameters are determined from data.

Using the recently measured q
2 moments from both Belle and Belle II, we find

|Vcb| = (41.69± 0.59|fit ± 0.23|h.o.) · 10�3 = (41.69± 0.63) · 10�3
, (45)

which has an incredible percent-level precision. Our new value present an independent cross-
check of previous inclusive Vcb determinations, using both new data and a new method. We
find good agreement with the previously obtained inclusive Vcb determination quoted in
(1) from [8] which was obtained from lepton-energy and hadronic invariant mass moments.
This shows once again that inclusive Vcb can be reliably obtained using the HQE and that
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Two  

terms in fit

1/m4
b
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New Developments in exclusive |Vcb |

Very exciting times:  

After more than 10 years in the making, we have first beyond zero recoil 
LQCD predictions beyond zero recoil for    :-)B → D*ℓν̄ℓ

One is finished, two are nearly finished:
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FIG. 9. Left: di↵erential decay rate calculated using only lattice data (red and maroon) and lattice plus experimental data
(green and blue). The higher curves are for a massless lepton, whereas the lower curves are for the ⌧ . Although the pure lattice
curves are consistently below the experimental ones, especially at large recoil, both of them agree within 2�. Right: test of the
kinematic constraint at maximum recoil Eq. (5.19). Shown is a contour plot up to 2� of the form factors F1 and F2 resulting
from the lattice-data-only fit and the joint fit of lattice and experimental data. The constraint is satisfied along the diagonal.
We see both fits satisfy the constraint within errors.

C. Determination of R(D⇤)

From the fit results in Table XII we can calculate R(D⇤) through direct integration of the di↵erential decay rate over
the whole kinematic range. In Fig. 9, we show the di↵erential decay rate as a function of the recoil parameter extracted
using lattice-only data (red and brown curves), compared with that of our joint fit. The curves below (maroon and
blue) show the di↵erential decay rate for the ⌧ case. Our final result for R(D⇤) from our purely lattice-QCD calculation
is

R(D⇤)Lat = 0.265± 0.013. (5.23)

If we assume that new physics e↵ects are visible only at large lepton masses (i.e., the ⌧), we can use our joint fit of
the light-lepton lattice and experimental data to obtain a more precise SM value of R(D⇤). We note that in our joint
fit, the curve corresponding to light leptons is determined mainly from experiment, and the one corresponding to the
⌧ comes mainly from the lattice data. In that case, we obtain

R(D⇤)Lat+Exp = 0.2483(13). (5.24)

We emphasize, however, that Eq. (5.23) is the SM prediction, relying only on lattice QCD, while Eq. (5.24) and the
assumption that there is no new physics in the semieletronic and semimuonic modes. Our values agree with previous
theoretical determinations [20, 21, 94–96]. We note that more recent experimental measurements have found R(D⇤)
to be consistently smaller than before, hence reducing the tension between theory and experiment [1]. The current
status of the R(D)-R(D⇤) determinations is summarized in Fig. 10.

D. Tests

1. Imposing the constraint at maximum recoil

As we explained above, our preferred analysis does not impose the kinematic constraint in Eq. (5.19). That
maximum-recoil constraint is trivially satisfied in the HQET basis of form factors (the hX), which we use in our

FNAL/MILC

A. Bazavov et al. [FNAL/MILC] [Under Review, arXiv:2105.14019]
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New Developments in exclusive |Vcb |

Also experimentally very exciting times:  

LHCb keeps producing impressive results probing  decays, 
Belle II also presented first determinations of  using 

Bs → D(*)
s ℓν̄ℓ

|Vcb | B → D*ℓν̄ℓ

1.

2. First glimpse at  in   with Belle II data 
[Preliminary]

|Vcb | B0 → D(*)−ℓ+νℓEx
cl

us
iv

e

Measurement of  with  decays  
[Phys. Rev. D 101, 072004, arXiv:2001.03225]

|Vcb | Bs → D(*)
s μν̄μ

Belle

Small taste of what there is to come from both experiments !
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1. Measurement of  with  decays  
[Phys. Rev. D 101, 072004, arXiv:2001.03225]

|Vcb | Bs → D(*)
s μν̄μ
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Systematic uncertainty dominated by knowledge of D(s)→KKπ Dalitz structure 
and background contamination. 

Branching-fractions and !Vcb !

!(B0
s " D#

s !+"!) = (2.40 ± 0.12(stat) ± 0.15(syst) ± 0.12(ext)) %

!(B0
s " D*#

s !+"!) = (5.19 ± 0.24(stat) ± 0.47(syst) ± 0.19(ext)) %

!(B0
s " D#

s !+"!)
!(B0s " D*#s !+"!) = 0.464 ± 0.013(stat) ± 0.043(syst)

!Vcb !CLN = (40.8 ± 0.6(stat) ± 0.9(syst) ± 1.1(ext)) $ 10#3

!Vcb !BGL = (41.7 ± 0.8(stat) ± 0.9(syst) ± 1.1(ext)) $ 10#3

42
1. Measurement of  with  decays  

[Phys. Rev. D 101, 072004, arXiv:2001.03225]
|Vcb | Bs → D(*)

s μν̄μ
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Figure 6: Background-subtracted distribution of p?(D�
s ) for (left) B

0
s ! D�

s µ
+⌫µ and (right)

B0
s ! D⇤�

s µ+⌫µ decays obtained from the fit based on the (red closed points, dashed line) CLN
and (blue open points, solid line) BGL parametrizations, with corresponding fit projections
overlaid.

Table 6: Fit results in the BGL parametrization. The uncertainty is split into two contributions,
statistical (stat) and that due to the uncertainty on the external inputs (ext).

Parameter Value

|Vcb| [10�3] 42.3 ± 0.8 (stat)± 1.2 (ext)
G(0) 1.097 ± 0.034 (stat)± 0.001 (ext)
d1 �0.017 ± 0.007 (stat)± 0.001 (ext)
d2 �0.26 ± 0.05 (stat)± 0.00 (ext)
b1 �0.06 ± 0.07 (stat)± 0.01 (ext)
a0 0.037 ± 0.009 (stat)± 0.001 (ext)
a1 0.28 ± 0.26 (stat)± 0.08 (ext)
c1 0.0031± 0.0022 (stat)± 0.0006 (ext)

the CLN and BGL fits. No significant di↵erences are found between the two fits for
both B

0
s ! D

�
s µ

+
⌫µ and B

0
s ! D

⇤�
s µ

+
⌫µ decays. The fit results for the parameters of

interest are reported in Table 6. Detailed fit results for all parameters, including their
correlations, are reported in Appendix B. The values found for the form-factor coe�cients
satisfy the unitarity bounds of Eqs. (24) and (32). The value of |Vcb| is found to be
(42.3± 0.8 (stat)± 1.2 (ext))⇥ 10�3, in agreement with the CLN analysis. The correlation
between the BGL and CLN results is 34.0%. When only G(0) is constrained and d1 and d2

are left free, |Vcb| is found to be (42.2± 1.5 (stat)± 1.2 (ext))⇥ 10�3. The constraints on
d1 and d2 improve the statistical precision on |Vcb| by about 50% and that on G(0) by 10%.
Without such constraints, the fit returns d1 = 0.02± 0.05 (stat) and d2 = �0.9± 0.8 (stat),
both in agreement with the LQCD estimations, and within the unitarity bound of Eq. (32).

Variations of the orders of the form-factor expansions have been probed for the

17

Table 5: Results from di↵erent fit configurations, where the first uncertainty is statistical and
the second systematic.

CLN fit

Unfolded fit ⇢
2 = 1.16± 0.05± 0.07

Unfolded fit with massless leptons ⇢
2 = 1.17± 0.05± 0.07

Folded fit ⇢
2 = 1.14± 0.04± 0.07

BGL fit

Unfolded fit
a
f
1 = �0.005± 0.034± 0.046

a
f
2 = 1.00+0.00

� 0.19
+0.00
� 0.38

Folded fit
a
f
1 = 0.039± 0.029± 0.046

a
f
2 = 1.00+0.00

� 0.13
+0.00
� 0.34

normalised event yields taking into account the e�ciency and resolution, which then is
fit to the experimental spectrum. Both procedures provide similar results with small
di↵erences induced by slightly di↵erent bin-by-bin correlations shown in Tab. 5.
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Figure 6: Unfolded normalised di↵erential decay rate with the fit superimposed for the CLN
parametrisation (green), and BGL (red). The band in the fit results includes both the statistical
and systematic uncertainty on the data yields.
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Background subtracted and fitted distributions:

External input (theory)

Table 3: External inputs based on experimental measurements.

Parameter Value Reference

fs/fd ⇥ B(D�
s ! K

�
K

+
⇡
�)⇥ ⌧ [ps] 0.0191± 0.0008 [22,48]

B(D� ! K
�
K

+
⇡
�) 0.00993± 0.00024 [37]

B(D⇤� ! D
�
X) 0.323± 0.006 [37]

B(B0 ! D
�
µ
+
⌫µ) 0.0231± 0.0010 [37]

B(B0 ! D
⇤�
µ
+
⌫µ) 0.0505± 0.0014 [37]

B
0
s mass [GeV/c2] 5.36688± 0.00017 [37]

D
�
s mass [GeV/c2] 1.96834± 0.00007 [37]

D
⇤�
s mass [GeV/c2] 2.1122± 0.0004 [37]

Table 4: External inputs based on theory calculations. The values and their correlations are
derived in Appendix A, based on Ref. [21].

Parameter Value Reference

⌘EW 1.0066± 0.0050 [24]
hA1(1) 0.902± 0.013 [16]

CLN parametrization
G(0) 1.07± 0.04 [21]
⇢
2(D�

s ) 1.23± 0.05 [21]

BGL parametrization
G(0) 1.07± 0.04 [21]
d1 �0.012± 0.008 [21]
d2 �0.24± 0.05 [21]

7 Fit to the signal sample

The fit function for the D
�
s µ

+ sample features five components: the two signal de-
cays, B0

s ! D
�
s µ

+
⌫µ and B

0
s ! D

⇤�
s µ

+
⌫µ; a background component made by the sum

of semimuonic B
0
s feed-down decays and b-hadron decays to a doubly charmed final

state; a background component made by the sum of cross-feed semileptonic B
0 decays

and semitauonic B
0
s decays; combinatorial background. The B

0
s ! D

⇤�
s µ

+
⌫µ template

is generated assuming a fraction of approximately 94% for D⇤�
s ! D

�
s � decays and 6%

for D⇤�
s ! D

�
s ⇡

0 decays, according to the measured D
⇤�
s branching fractions [37]. The

physics background components that are merged together in the two templates have very
similar shapes in the mcorr vs. p?(D�

s ) plane and cannot be discriminated by the fit when
considered as separate components. They are therefore merged according to the expected
approximate fractions.

The yields of the five components are free parameters in the fit, with the signal
yields expressed in terms of the parameters of interest according to Eq. (33), when
determining |Vcb|, or Eq. (37), when determining R(⇤). The measurement relies on the
external inputs reported in Tables 3 and 4. Correlations between external inputs, e.g.,
between Nref and N

⇤
ref or between the LQCD inputs, are accounted for in the fit. The
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FIG. 8: Final result for fs

0,+(q2) against q2 at the physical
point .

lattice masses.

As discussed in Section II E an alternative approach to
the fit is to take ratios of the form factors to the Hc de-
cay constant and fit the ratios to the fit form of Eqs. (27)
and (29). This fit is described in Appendix B. It has the
advantage of smaller discretisation e↵ects but the dis-
advantage of larger lattice spacing uncertainties because
the ratios being fit are dimensionful. In the end the ra-
tio method has larger uncertainty for the final physical
form factors. We therefore take the results from the di-
rect method as our final result, and use the ratio method
results as a consistency test. Since the two approaches
have quite di↵erent systematic errors, their comparison
supplies a strong consistency check. In Figure 10, we
plot the form factors from the two methods on top of
each other. As is clear from this plot, the results are in
good agreement. The direct method gives a more accu-
rate result for both form factors and at all q

2.

We compare the coe�cients from our fits to unitarity
bounds in Appendix C as a further test.

In Figure 11, we compare our final form factors to those
determined from the lattice QCD calculation using the
NRQCD approach for the b quark already used as a com-
parison at q

2
max in Figure 4 [35]. The NRQCD calcula-

tion works directly at the b quark mass but on relatively
coarse lattices and hence is unable to obtain results at
large physical momenta for the Ds meson. The results
close to zero-recoil are extrapolated to q

2 = 0 using a z-
space parameterisation. As the Figure shows, our results
are in excellent agreement with the NRQCD calculation
but are more precise for both f

s

0 (q2) and f
s

+(q2) through-
out all q

2. This is because we can avoid the significant
systematic uncertainty that the NRQCD calculation has
from the perturbative matching to continuum QCD of
the NRQCD current that couples to the W .

FIG. 9: Error budget for fs

0,+(q2) as a function of q2 .

Source % Fractional Error

Statistics 1.11

z-space fit 1.05

Quark Mass Mistuning 0.12

Total 1.54

TABLE VII: Error budget for our result for R(Ds) in the
SM. z-space fit refers to the error associated with the fit of
the dependence on heavy quark mass and lattice spacing and
interpolation in q2.

A. R(Ds)

Using our calculated form factors f
s

0,+(q2), we can cal-
culate the di↵erential rate for Bs ! Ds`⌫ decay from
Equation (1). This is a function of the lepton mass and
so di↵ers between the heavy ⌧ and the light e, µ leptons.
The di↵erential rate for µ and ⌧ is compared in Figure 12.
We take the meson and lepton masses needed for Equa-

HPQCD collaboration

Use LQCD data for Bs decays to constraint FF 

- Bs→Ds*μν at w=1 [PRD 99 (2019) 114512]   

- Bs→Dsμν calculations on the full q2 range  
[PRD 101 (2020) 074513] 

- HPQCD data improve statistical precision on     
|Vcb| by 20% (50%) for CLN (BGL) 

- Checked that FF fitted from data w/o 
constraints are compatible with values  
from LQCD

1212

Combined fit 
with HPQCD

LQCD

Also provide unfolded

 spectrum for w Bs → D*s μν̄μ

(TODO: add missing 
reference)
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2. First glimpse at  in   with Belle II data 

[Preliminary]
|Vcb | B → D(*)ℓν̄ℓ

Belle

Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vcb| from B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` (` = e, µ)

d�
dw

/ F
2(w)|Vcb|

2⌘2
EW

w =
(m2

B +m2
D(⇤) � q2)

2mBmD(⇤)

Under HQET a single form
factor F2(w)

F
2(w) parametrised by F (1),

⇢2, R1(1) and R2(1)
CLN param. [Nucl. Phys. B530, 153 (1998)]

⌥(4S)

B0
tag✏D⇤+e�⌫̄ ⇠ 0.1%

B̄0

D
0

K
�

⇡+

D
⇤+

⇡+

`�

⌫̄l

e+e�

measure ⌘EWF (1)|Vcb| and ⇢2.

M2
miss = (pe+e� � pBtag � p` � pD⇤)2

q2 = (pe+e� � pBtag � pD⇤)2

William Sutcli↵e on behalf of Belle II Semileptonic B decays at Belle II 14 March 2022, Moriond EW 6 / 12

Reconstructed with hadronic tagging 
and using 189.3/fb

D*

With hadronic tagging can reconstruct


m2
miss = (psig − pD* − pℓ)2 ∼ p2

ν = 0
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2. First glimpse at  in   with Belle II data 

[Preliminary]
|Vcb | B0 → D(*)−ℓ+νℓ

Belle

Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vcb| from B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` (` = e, µ)

d�
dw

/ F
2(w)|Vcb|

2⌘2
EW

w =
(m2

B +m2
D(⇤) � q2)

2mBmD(⇤)

Under HQET a single form
factor F2(w)

F
2(w) parametrised by F (1),

⇢2, R1(1) and R2(1)
CLN param. [Nucl. Phys. B530, 153 (1998)]

⌥(4S)

B0
tag✏D⇤+e�⌫̄ ⇠ 0.1%

B̄0

D
0

K
�

⇡+

D
⇤+

⇡+

`�

⌫̄l

e+e�

measure ⌘EWF (1)|Vcb| and ⇢2.

M2
miss = (pe+e� � pBtag � p` � pD⇤)2

q2 = (pe+e� � pBtag � pD⇤)2
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Reconstructed with hadronic tagging 
and using 189.3/fb

With hadronic tagging can reconstruct


m2
miss = (psig − pD* − pℓ)2 ∼ p2

ν = 0

Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vcb| from B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` (` = e, µ)

B(B0 ! D
⇤+`⌫) = 0.0527 ± 0.0022(stat) ± 0.0038(sys)

⌘EWF (1)|Vcb| = (34.6 ± 2.5) ⇥ 10
�3 ⇢2

= 0.94 ± 0.21

|Vcb| = (37.9 ± 2.7) ⇥ 10
�3
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Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vcb| from B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` (` = e, µ)

B(B0 ! D
⇤+`⌫) = 0.0527 ± 0.0022(stat) ± 0.0038(sys)

⌘EWF (1)|Vcb| = (34.6 ± 2.5) ⇥ 10
�3 ⇢2

= 0.94 ± 0.21

|Vcb| = (37.9 ± 2.7) ⇥ 10
�3
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Background subtracted & unf. w spectrum

Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vcb| from B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` (` = e, µ)

B(B0 ! D
⇤+`⌫) = 0.0527 ± 0.0022(stat) ± 0.0038(sys)

⌘EWF (1)|Vcb| = (34.6 ± 2.5) ⇥ 10
�3 ⇢2

= 0.94 ± 0.21

|Vcb| = (37.9 ± 2.7) ⇥ 10
�3
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D*

Determined :|Vcb |
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New Developments in exclusive |Vub |

First measurement with  

LHCb presented a year ago a spectacular first measurement of exclusive 
from  decays

Bs → Kμν̄μ

|Vub | / |Vcb | Bs

1.

2. First glimpse at  in   with Belle II data 
[Preliminary]

|Vub | B0 → π−ℓ+νℓEx
cl

us
iv

e

First observation of the decay  &  meas. of  
[Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 8, 081804, arXiv:2012.05143]

B0
s → K−μ+νμ |Vub | / |Vcb |

Belle

Small taste of what there is to come from both experiments !
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1. First observation of the decay  &  meas. of  

[Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 8, 081804, arXiv:2012.05143]
B0

s → K−μ+νμ |Vub | / |Vcb |

EPS-HEP Anna Lupato 9

Signal and normalization fits

  

 
● The measured ratio is

● A binned maximum likelihood 1t to the Bs corrected mass 

● If only missing particle is a neutrino the corrected mass distribution will peak at the Bs 

mass
● the resolution on the corrected mass is signi1cantly improved if one rejects events with a 

large corrected mass uncertainty (>100 MeV/c2)

[Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 081804]

Again use corrected mass  to separate signal from background and 
normalization:

mcorr

Directly aim to measure via the ratio|Vub | / |Vcb |

ℛ =
ℬ(B0

s → K−μ+νμ)
ℬ(B0

s → D−
s μ+νμ)

=
NK

NDs

ϵDs

ϵK
× ℬ(D−

s → K+K−π−)
efficiency ratio

# of signal / 
normalization events

mcorr = m2(Yμ) + p2
⊥(Yμ) + p⊥(Yμ) with Y = K−, D−

s
EPS-HEP Anna Lupato 10

Signal and normalization fits 

  

 
●

● The largest systematical uncertainty is
from the 1t templates 

● First observation of the decay Bs
0 → K-μ+ν

[Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 081804]
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1. First observation of the decay  &  meas. of  

[Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 8, 081804, arXiv:2012.05143]
B0

s → K−μ+νμ |Vub | / |Vcb |

Extract  at low and high ℛ q2 = (pB − pK)2

the templates are accounted for in the fits [25]. The main
background Hb ! Hc!! K!X"!#X0, whose yield is free
in the fit, is obtained with a simulated inclusive sample. The
B0
s ! K$!!! K!"0"!##! background is modeled by sim-

ulating a mixture of three resonances [K$!!892",
K$!

0 !1430", and K$!
2 !1430"] with a substantial branching

fraction to the K!"0 final state. Though the overall yield is
free, the mixture is fixed to certain proportions that are
varied up to a factor of 2.5 for systematic studies, according
to available measurements of the decays B! ! K$!!#!!

and B! ! K$!$=% [26]. The impact of a possible B0
s !

K!"0!##! nonresonant decay has also been considered and
found to be absorbed by the resonant mixture. The
charmonium background is dominated by B! ! J=&!!
!#!!"K!X decays, with the fraction of the B! ! J=&!!
!#!!"K! channel exceeding 75%. Its shape is determined
with simulated B! ! J=&!! !#!!"K!X events, while its
yield is derived from the yield of the B! ! J=&!!
!#!!"K! signal peak in data. To recover that peak from
K!!# combinations, the missing momentum of the !! is
calculated from the B! flight direction and the known J=&
mass. The background originating from the misidentifica-
tion (misID) of a pion, proton, or muon as a kaon—or a
kaon, proton, or pion as a muon—is modeled using data
samples of h!# (K!h) candidates with an identical selec-
tion as for the main sample, but where h is a charged track

that fails the kaon (muon) identification criteria. These
control samples are thus enriched in misidentified tracks
of the different species. The different contributions to
the kaon and muon misID are unfolded using control
samples of kinematically identified hadrons and muons
[27]. These samples are used to derive the probabilities
that a particle belonging to a given species and with
particular kinematic properties would pass the kaon or
muon criteria. With this method, both the mcorr shape
and the yield of the misID are constrained. The combina-
torial background is modeled with a separate data sample,
where a kaon and a muon from different events are
combined. The obtained pseudocandidates undergo the
same selection as the signal candidates and are corrected
to reproduce the kinematic properties of the standard
candidates. The fit to the normalization channel B0

s !
D!

s !##! employs shapes obtained from simulation. The
B0
s ! D!

s !##! decay is modeled with the recent form factor
predictions of Ref. [28]. The main background originates
from B0

s semimuonic decays to excitations of the D!
s

meson, with the dominant D$!
s ! D!

s ' decay represented
by a specific shape, and higher excitations D$$!

s %
&D$!

s0 !2317"; D!
s1!2460"; D!

s1!2536"' ! D!
s X modeled by

a combined shape. Other sources of background are the
decays of the form B ! D!

s DX and the semitauonic decay
B0
s ! D!

s (#!! !##!#̄("#(. Because of the similarity of
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FIG. 1. Distribution ofmcorr for (top) the signal B0
s ! K!!##!, with (left) q2 < 7 GeV2=c4 and (right) q2 > 7 GeV2=c4, and (bottom)

the normalization B0
s ! D!

s !##! channel. The points represent data, while the resulting fit components are shown as histograms.
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ranges is related to the difference in the theoretical
calculations of the form factors. To illustrate this, the
LQCD calculation in Ref. [31] gives FFK ! 0.94"
0.48 ps!1 at low q2, which can be compared to the chosen
LCSR value, 4.14" 0.38 ps!1 [32]. Figure 2 depicts the
jVubj=jVcbjmeasurements of this Letter, jVubj=jVcbj#low$ !
0.061" 0.004 and jVubj=jVcbj#high$ ! 0.095" 0.008,
with the uncertainties combined. The jVubj=jVcbj measure-
ment obtained with the !0

b baryon decays [7], for which a
form factor model based on a LQCD calculation [33] was
used, is also shown.
In conclusion, the decay B0

s ! K!!%"! is observed for
the first time. The branching fraction ratios in the two q2

regions reported in this Letter represent the first exper-
imental ingredient to the form factor calculations of the
B0
s ! K!!%"! decay. Moreover, the jVubj=jVcbj results

will improve both the averages of the exclusive measure-
ments in the #jVcbj; jVubj$ plane and the precision on the
least known side of the CKM unitarity triangle.
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q2 < 7 GeV2

the templates are accounted for in the fits [25]. The main
background Hb ! Hc!! K!X"!#X0, whose yield is free
in the fit, is obtained with a simulated inclusive sample. The
B0
s ! K$!!! K!"0"!##! background is modeled by sim-

ulating a mixture of three resonances [K$!!892",
K$!

0 !1430", and K$!
2 !1430"] with a substantial branching

fraction to the K!"0 final state. Though the overall yield is
free, the mixture is fixed to certain proportions that are
varied up to a factor of 2.5 for systematic studies, according
to available measurements of the decays B! ! K$!!#!!

and B! ! K$!$=% [26]. The impact of a possible B0
s !

K!"0!##! nonresonant decay has also been considered and
found to be absorbed by the resonant mixture. The
charmonium background is dominated by B! ! J=&!!
!#!!"K!X decays, with the fraction of the B! ! J=&!!
!#!!"K! channel exceeding 75%. Its shape is determined
with simulated B! ! J=&!! !#!!"K!X events, while its
yield is derived from the yield of the B! ! J=&!!
!#!!"K! signal peak in data. To recover that peak from
K!!# combinations, the missing momentum of the !! is
calculated from the B! flight direction and the known J=&
mass. The background originating from the misidentifica-
tion (misID) of a pion, proton, or muon as a kaon—or a
kaon, proton, or pion as a muon—is modeled using data
samples of h!# (K!h) candidates with an identical selec-
tion as for the main sample, but where h is a charged track

that fails the kaon (muon) identification criteria. These
control samples are thus enriched in misidentified tracks
of the different species. The different contributions to
the kaon and muon misID are unfolded using control
samples of kinematically identified hadrons and muons
[27]. These samples are used to derive the probabilities
that a particle belonging to a given species and with
particular kinematic properties would pass the kaon or
muon criteria. With this method, both the mcorr shape
and the yield of the misID are constrained. The combina-
torial background is modeled with a separate data sample,
where a kaon and a muon from different events are
combined. The obtained pseudocandidates undergo the
same selection as the signal candidates and are corrected
to reproduce the kinematic properties of the standard
candidates. The fit to the normalization channel B0

s !
D!

s !##! employs shapes obtained from simulation. The
B0
s ! D!

s !##! decay is modeled with the recent form factor
predictions of Ref. [28]. The main background originates
from B0

s semimuonic decays to excitations of the D!
s

meson, with the dominant D$!
s ! D!

s ' decay represented
by a specific shape, and higher excitations D$$!

s %
&D$!

s0 !2317"; D!
s1!2460"; D!

s1!2536"' ! D!
s X modeled by

a combined shape. Other sources of background are the
decays of the form B ! D!

s DX and the semitauonic decay
B0
s ! D!

s (#!! !##!#̄("#(. Because of the similarity of
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FIG. 1. Distribution ofmcorr for (top) the signal B0
s ! K!!##!, with (left) q2 < 7 GeV2=c4 and (right) q2 > 7 GeV2=c4, and (bottom)

the normalization B0
s ! D!

s !##! channel. The points represent data, while the resulting fit components are shown as histograms.
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q2 > 7 GeV2
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2. First glimpse at  in   with Belle II data 

[Preliminary]
|Vub | B0 → π−ℓ+νℓ

Belle

Reconstructed with hadronic tagging 
and using 189.3/fb

π−

Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vub| from B ! ⇡e⌫e

⌥(4S)

B0
tag/B

�
tag

B̄0/B�

⇡+/⇡0

e
�

⌫̄e

e+e�

✏⇡0e+⌫ ⇠ 0.2%, ✏⇡�e+⌫ ⇠ 0.4%

Fit p2
⌫ = M2

miss in 3 bins of q2.

M2
miss = (pe+e� � pBtag � pe � p⇡)

2

q2 momentum transfer squared

q2 = m2
`⌫ = (pe+e� � pBtag � p⇡)

2

Measure:
dB
dq2

(B ! ⇡`⌫) / |Vub|
2f 2

+(q
2)

LQCD theory inputs from:

Fermi MILC, Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015) 1 014024, arXiv:1503.07839.
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Fit   


in 3 bins of  to separate signal from background

m2
miss = (psig − pπ − pℓ)2 ∼ p2

ν = 0

q2
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2. First glimpse at  in   with Belle II data 

[Preliminary]
|Vub | B0 → π−ℓ+νℓ

Belle

Reconstructed with hadronic tagging 
and using 189.3/fb

π−

Exclusive Measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb|

Measuring |Vub| from B ! ⇡e⌫e

⌥(4S)

B0
tag/B
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Form Factor &  fit:|Vub |

|Vub | × 103 = 3.88 ± 0.45

with LQCD data from FNAL/MILC
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Summary
Measuring |Vub| and |Vcb|

* Decays don’t happen at quark level, non-perturbative physics make things
complicated
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* Hadronic transition matrix element needs to be Lorentz covariant

! Function of Lorentz vectors and scalars of the decay ! p
2
B , p

2
X , pB · pX

! On-shell B ! X decay: form factors encode non-perturbative physics

* Form factors unknown functions of q
2 = (pB � pX )2 = (p` + p⌫)2

* E.g. decay rate in the SM for B ! scalar ` ⌫̄` decay: f = single form factor

|Vqb|2 ⇥ �(B ! X ` ⌫̄`) = |Vqb|2 ⇥ G
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12 / 31
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q
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He may look cute, but that 
might be deceiving…

… the long-standing discrepancy is not going away

We need to tackle this problem:

‣ There are three culprits that can cause this:


‣ Experimental Problem / Theory Problem / New Physics  

We need new experimental and theory results that challenge what we think we know

∼ 4.9 σ
With new 

N3LO Incl. |Vcb |
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Figure 57: The B ! ⇡`⌫ q2 spectrum measurements and the average spectrum obtained from
the likelihood combination (shown in black).

common and individual uncertainties and correlations for the various measurements. Shared2871

sources of systematic uncertainty of all measurements are included in the likelihood as nuisance2872

parameters constrained using normal distributions. The most important shared sources of2873

uncertainty are due to continuum subtraction, branching fractions, the number of B-meson2874

pairs (only correlated among measurement by the same experiment), tracking efficiency (only2875

correlated among measurements by the same experiment), uncertainties from modelling the2876

b ! u ` ⌫` contamination, modelling of final state radiation, and contamination from b ! c `⌫`2877

decays.2878

The averaged q2 spectrum is shown in Fig. 57. The probability of the average is computed
as the �2 probability quantifying the agreement between the input spectra and the averaged
spectrum and amounts to 6%. The partial branching fractions and the full covariance matrix
obtained from the likelihood fit are given in Tables 82 and 83. The average for the total
B0

! ⇡�`+⌫` branching fraction is obtained by summing up the partial branching fractions:

B(B0
! ⇡�`+⌫`) = (1.50± 0.02stat ± 0.06syst)⇥ 10�4. (207)

7.3.2 |Vub| from B ! ⇡`⌫2879

The |Vub| average can be determined from the averaged q2 spectrum in combination with a
prediction for the normalization of the B ! ⇡ form factor. The differential decay rate for light
leptons (e, µ) is given by
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Figure 58: Fit of the BCL parametrization to the averaged q2 spectrum from BABAR and Belle
and the LQCD and LCSR calculations. The error bands represent the 1 � (dark green) and
2 � (light green) uncertainties of the fitted spectrum.

Table 85: Covariance matrix for the combined fit to data, LQCD and LCSR results.

Parameter |Vub| b0 b1 b2
|Vub| 2.064⇥ 10�8

�1.321⇥ 10�6
�1.881⇥ 10�6 7.454⇥ 10�6

b0 1.390⇥ 10�4 8.074⇥ 10�5
�8.953⇥ 10�4

b1 1.053⇥ 10�3
�2.879⇥ 10�3

b2 1.673⇥ 10�2
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Likelihood combination with 
systematic Nuisance Parameters 

of all measurements

Now also available for  : B → ρ/ωℓν̄ℓ

Figure 60: The averaged q2 spectrum of the measurements listed in the text for the ⇢ (left)
and ! (right) final state on top of the latest Belle and BABAR measurements. The isospin
transformation is applied to the B0

! ⇢�`+⌫ measurements. In the right figure we also show
the model (green band) which was used to split the bins in the averaging procedure.

average bin xi, i = 2 or 5, is split into two parts delimited by the lower bin edge, the q2 value2911

where the bin is split, and the upper bin edge. We label the two parts of the split bin as ‘left’2912

and ‘right’, respectively, in the following and define:2913

xi,left = Ii,left/Ii(1 + ✓i"i,left) ,

xi,right = Ii,right/Ii(1� ✓i"i,right) ,
(216)

where Ii,left (Ii,right) is the integral of the model function on the support of the left (right) part2914

of the split bin, the sum Ii = Ii,left + Ii,right is the integral over the entire bin, "i,left ("i,right) the2915

uncertainty of the integration given by the model uncertainty, and ✓i the nuisance parameter2916

for the model dependence. We point out that the averaged spectrum does not depend on |Vub|,2917

as |Vub| cancels in the ratios Ii,left/Ii (Ii,right/Ii).2918

The averaged spectra are shown in black in Fig. 60 and tabulated in Table 88.2919

7.3.4 |Vub| from B ! ⇢`⌫` and B ! !`⌫`2920

We fit the LCSR results from Ref. [572] combined with the averaged spectra in Sec. ?? over2921

the whole q2 region, thereby generating new predictions for the BSZ parameters beyond the2922

q2 . 14GeV2 regime of validity for the LCSR results. To this end, we define a �2 function of2923

the form2924

�2(|Vub|,~c) = �~cTC�1
LCSR�~c+�~yTC�1

Spectrum�~y ,

�~c = ~cLCSR � ~c ,

�~y = ~ySpectrum � ~��(|Vub|,~c)/ ~�q2 .

(217)

Here, ~c denotes the vector of BSZ parameters and ~y is the binned differential decay rate. Note2925

that |Vub| is included in the �2 function and fitted simultaneously with the BSZ expansion2926

coefficients. The result of the fit is tabulated in Tables 91, 92 and 93. The differential rates2927

for the leptonic and tauonic mode for both decays using our fitted coefficients are shown in2928

Fig. 61.2929
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FIG. 3. The extracted |Vub| values from B ! ⇢l⌫̄ and B !
!l⌫̄ for di↵erent cut-o↵s q2max of the respective q2 spectrum in
the fit. The stable extraction of Vub for increasing q2 cut-o↵s
indicates that the extrapolation into the high q2 region works.

FIG. 4. The extracted |Vub| values from B ! ⇢l⌫̄ and
B ! !l⌫̄ for the fits to the individual experiments, and our
averaged spectra. The B ! ⇢l⌫̄ measurements of Belle and
BABAR exhibit a slight tension.

V. PREDICTIONS IN THE STANDARD
MODEL AND BEYOND

Using our combined fit, in Table V we provide SM
predictions for the lepton universality ratios R(⇢) and
R(!), defined as usual as

R(V ) =
�(B ! V ⌧ ⌫̄)

�(B ! V `⌫̄)
. (18)

The combined fit improves the prediction for these ob-
servables over using the LCSR fit results alone by 24%
and 13%, respectively. It is further interesting to con-
sider phase space constrained lepton universality ratios,

as pointed out by Refs. [29, 30],

eR(V ) =

R t�
m2

⌧
dq

2 [d�(B ! V ⌧ ⌫̄)/dq2]
R t�
m2

⌧
dq2 [d�(B ! V l⌫̄)/dq2]

, (19)

i.e. restricting the light lepton mode to m
2
⌧  q

2


(mB � mV )2 ⌘ t�, such that the phase space suppres-
sion of the ⌧ mode is lifted. In eR(V ), the correlation is
increased between nominator and denominator and thus
a larger cancellation of uncertainties is possible, but a
small dependence on the actual shape of the light-lepton
di↵erential rate is introduced by the cut-o↵ at m2

⌧ . eR(V )
is insensitive to the low q

2
 m

2
⌧ ' 3.16GeV2 regime,

reducing its sensitivity to data in the nominal regime of
validity of the light-cone expansion q

2 . 14GeV2. How-
ever, we see in Table V that the LCSR predictions for
eR(⇢) and eR(!) are in good agreement with the combined
fit, suggesting that the experimental data does not pull
the (extrapolation of the) LCSR fit results significantly
in the higher q2 regime.
We also calculate SM predictions for several angular

observables, utilizing our combined fit result for the form
factors. First, we consider the vector meson longitudinal
polarization fraction

FL,l(V ) =
��=0(B ! V l⌫̄)

�(B ! V l⌫̄)
, (20)

with � the helicity of the vector meson V = ⇢, !. As
an aside, in the B ! (⇢ ! ⇡⇡)l⌫̄ decay, it is well-known
that the longitudinal polarization of the ⇢ arises in the
di↵erential rate with respect to the pion polar helicity
angle, as in Eq. (A10). One may derive a similar result
for the ! longitudinal polarization in B ! (! ! ⇡⇡⇡)l⌫̄,
via the Dalitz-type analysis provided in App. A, yielding

1

�

d�

d cos ✓+
=

3

8

⇥
1�FL(!)

⇤
(1+cos2 ✓+)+2FL(!) sin

2
✓+

�
,

(21)
in which the ✓+ helicity angle defines the angle between
the ⇡

+ momentum and the B momentum pB in the !

rest frame. Second, we calculate the ⌧ polarization (see
e.g. [2])

P⌧ (V ) =
�+(B ! V ⌧ ⌫̄)� ��(B ! V ⌧ ⌫̄)

�+(B ! V ⌧ ⌫̄) + ��(B ! V ⌧ ⌫̄)
, (22)

in which the ± subscript labels the ⌧ helicity, as well as
the forward-backward asymmetry

AFB,l(V ) =
�[0,1](B ! V l⌫̄)� �[�1,0](B ! V l⌫̄)

�[0,1](B ! V l⌫̄) + �[�1,0](B ! V l⌫̄)
, (23)

in which �L =
R
L dcos ✓l [d�/dcos ✓l]. The predicted cen-

tral values and uncertainties for these observables are
shown in Table V. Using the fitted form factors improves
the prediction for these angular observables over using
the LCSR fit results alone by up to 21%.

Table 93: Correlation matrix for |Vub| and the BSZ parameters to the averaged B ! !`⌫`
spectrum and the LCSR data.

|Vub| ↵A0
1 ↵A0

2 ↵A1
0 ↵A1

1 ↵A1
2 ↵A12

0 ↵A12
1 ↵A12

2 ↵V

0 ↵V

1 ↵V

2 ↵T1
0 ↵T1

1 ↵T1
2 ↵T2

1 ↵T2
2 ↵T23

0 ↵T23
1 ↵T23

2

|Vub| 1.00 -0.22 0.08 -0.48 0.04 0.04 -0.80 -0.28 -0.20 -0.46 0.06 -0.04 -0.43 0.06 -0.05 0.05 0.05 -0.61 -0.24 -0.19
↵A0
1 -0.22 1.00 -0.48 0.12 0.04 0.03 0.47 0.93 0.85 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.49 0.92 0.81

↵A0
2 0.08 -0.48 1.00 0.03 0.05 0.10 -0.27 -0.52 -0.39 0.07 -0.01 0.18 -0.02 -0.02 0.21 0.05 0.16 -0.30 -0.40 -0.10

↵A1
0 -0.48 0.12 0.03 1.00 0.61 0.46 0.24 0.05 -0.10 0.94 0.60 -0.46 0.93 0.61 -0.48 0.61 0.45 0.26 0.21 0.13

↵A1
1 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.61 1.00 0.84 -0.08 -0.02 -0.24 0.59 0.97 -0.51 0.58 0.97 -0.55 0.99 0.81 -0.02 0.12 -0.05

↵A1
2 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.46 0.84 1.00 -0.07 -0.00 -0.13 0.41 0.87 -0.16 0.40 0.86 -0.22 0.84 0.95 -0.02 0.09 0.01

↵A12
0 -0.80 0.47 -0.27 0.24 -0.08 -0.07 1.00 0.59 0.46 0.21 -0.10 0.12 0.20 -0.09 0.13 -0.09 -0.08 0.76 0.47 0.32

↵A12
1 -0.28 0.93 -0.52 0.05 -0.02 -0.00 0.59 1.00 0.89 -0.01 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.51 0.89 0.75

↵A12
2 -0.20 0.85 -0.39 -0.10 -0.24 -0.13 0.46 0.89 1.00 -0.16 -0.14 0.19 -0.13 -0.12 0.16 -0.22 -0.10 0.36 0.70 0.73
↵V

0 -0.46 0.05 0.07 0.94 0.59 0.41 0.21 -0.01 -0.16 1.00 0.61 -0.52 0.93 0.59 -0.50 0.60 0.41 0.21 0.14 0.07
↵V

1 0.06 0.11 -0.01 0.60 0.97 0.87 -0.10 0.06 -0.14 0.61 1.00 -0.52 0.59 0.99 -0.56 0.98 0.85 -0.03 0.18 0.01
↵V

2 -0.04 0.08 0.18 -0.46 -0.51 -0.16 0.12 0.05 0.19 -0.52 -0.52 1.00 -0.54 -0.51 0.95 -0.53 -0.07 0.13 0.08 0.30
↵T1
0 -0.43 0.08 -0.02 0.93 0.58 0.40 0.20 0.02 -0.13 0.93 0.59 -0.54 1.00 0.62 -0.60 0.61 0.39 0.21 0.15 0.04

↵T1
1 0.06 0.14 -0.02 0.61 0.97 0.86 -0.09 0.08 -0.12 0.59 0.99 -0.51 0.62 1.00 -0.58 0.99 0.85 -0.02 0.21 0.03

↵T1
2 -0.05 0.03 0.21 -0.48 -0.55 -0.22 0.13 0.01 0.16 -0.50 -0.56 0.95 -0.60 -0.58 1.00 -0.59 -0.13 0.11 0.03 0.26

↵T2
1 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.61 0.99 0.84 -0.09 -0.02 -0.22 0.60 0.98 -0.53 0.61 0.99 -0.59 1.00 0.82 -0.03 0.12 -0.05

↵T2
2 0.05 0.08 0.16 0.45 0.81 0.95 -0.08 0.01 -0.10 0.41 0.85 -0.07 0.39 0.85 -0.13 0.82 1.00 -0.02 0.16 0.13

↵T23
0 -0.61 0.49 -0.30 0.26 -0.02 -0.02 0.76 0.51 0.36 0.21 -0.03 0.13 0.21 -0.02 0.11 -0.03 -0.02 1.00 0.53 0.32

↵T23
1 -0.24 0.92 -0.40 0.21 0.12 0.09 0.47 0.89 0.70 0.14 0.18 0.08 0.15 0.21 0.03 0.12 0.16 0.53 1.00 0.86

↵T23
2 -0.19 0.81 -0.10 0.13 -0.05 0.01 0.32 0.75 0.73 0.07 0.01 0.30 0.04 0.03 0.26 -0.05 0.13 0.32 0.86 1.00

Figure 61: The differential decay rates for the leptonic and tauonic mode with our fit result for
the BSZ coefficients for B ! ⇢`⌫` and B ! !`⌫`.
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Figure 58: Fit of the BCL parametrization to the averaged q2 spectrum from BABAR and Belle
and the LQCD and LCSR calculations. The error bands represent the 1 � (dark green) and
2 � (light green) uncertainties of the fitted spectrum.

Table 85: Covariance matrix for the combined fit to data, LQCD and LCSR results.

Parameter |Vub| b0 b1 b2
|Vub| 2.064⇥ 10�8

�1.321⇥ 10�6
�1.881⇥ 10�6 7.454⇥ 10�6

b0 1.390⇥ 10�4 8.074⇥ 10�5
�8.953⇥ 10�4

b1 1.053⇥ 10�3
�2.879⇥ 10�3

b2 1.673⇥ 10�2
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Table 93: Correlation matrix for |Vub| and the BSZ parameters to the averaged B ! !`⌫`
spectrum and the LCSR data.

|Vub| ↵A0
1 ↵A0

2 ↵A1
0 ↵A1

1 ↵A1
2 ↵A12

0 ↵A12
1 ↵A12

2 ↵V

0 ↵V

1 ↵V

2 ↵T1
0 ↵T1

1 ↵T1
2 ↵T2

1 ↵T2
2 ↵T23

0 ↵T23
1 ↵T23

2

|Vub| 1.00 -0.22 0.08 -0.48 0.04 0.04 -0.80 -0.28 -0.20 -0.46 0.06 -0.04 -0.43 0.06 -0.05 0.05 0.05 -0.61 -0.24 -0.19
↵A0
1 -0.22 1.00 -0.48 0.12 0.04 0.03 0.47 0.93 0.85 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.49 0.92 0.81

↵A0
2 0.08 -0.48 1.00 0.03 0.05 0.10 -0.27 -0.52 -0.39 0.07 -0.01 0.18 -0.02 -0.02 0.21 0.05 0.16 -0.30 -0.40 -0.10

↵A1
0 -0.48 0.12 0.03 1.00 0.61 0.46 0.24 0.05 -0.10 0.94 0.60 -0.46 0.93 0.61 -0.48 0.61 0.45 0.26 0.21 0.13

↵A1
1 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.61 1.00 0.84 -0.08 -0.02 -0.24 0.59 0.97 -0.51 0.58 0.97 -0.55 0.99 0.81 -0.02 0.12 -0.05

↵A1
2 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.46 0.84 1.00 -0.07 -0.00 -0.13 0.41 0.87 -0.16 0.40 0.86 -0.22 0.84 0.95 -0.02 0.09 0.01

↵A12
0 -0.80 0.47 -0.27 0.24 -0.08 -0.07 1.00 0.59 0.46 0.21 -0.10 0.12 0.20 -0.09 0.13 -0.09 -0.08 0.76 0.47 0.32

↵A12
1 -0.28 0.93 -0.52 0.05 -0.02 -0.00 0.59 1.00 0.89 -0.01 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.51 0.89 0.75

↵A12
2 -0.20 0.85 -0.39 -0.10 -0.24 -0.13 0.46 0.89 1.00 -0.16 -0.14 0.19 -0.13 -0.12 0.16 -0.22 -0.10 0.36 0.70 0.73
↵V

0 -0.46 0.05 0.07 0.94 0.59 0.41 0.21 -0.01 -0.16 1.00 0.61 -0.52 0.93 0.59 -0.50 0.60 0.41 0.21 0.14 0.07
↵V

1 0.06 0.11 -0.01 0.60 0.97 0.87 -0.10 0.06 -0.14 0.61 1.00 -0.52 0.59 0.99 -0.56 0.98 0.85 -0.03 0.18 0.01
↵V

2 -0.04 0.08 0.18 -0.46 -0.51 -0.16 0.12 0.05 0.19 -0.52 -0.52 1.00 -0.54 -0.51 0.95 -0.53 -0.07 0.13 0.08 0.30
↵T1
0 -0.43 0.08 -0.02 0.93 0.58 0.40 0.20 0.02 -0.13 0.93 0.59 -0.54 1.00 0.62 -0.60 0.61 0.39 0.21 0.15 0.04

↵T1
1 0.06 0.14 -0.02 0.61 0.97 0.86 -0.09 0.08 -0.12 0.59 0.99 -0.51 0.62 1.00 -0.58 0.99 0.85 -0.02 0.21 0.03

↵T1
2 -0.05 0.03 0.21 -0.48 -0.55 -0.22 0.13 0.01 0.16 -0.50 -0.56 0.95 -0.60 -0.58 1.00 -0.59 -0.13 0.11 0.03 0.26

↵T2
1 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.61 0.99 0.84 -0.09 -0.02 -0.22 0.60 0.98 -0.53 0.61 0.99 -0.59 1.00 0.82 -0.03 0.12 -0.05

↵T2
2 0.05 0.08 0.16 0.45 0.81 0.95 -0.08 0.01 -0.10 0.41 0.85 -0.07 0.39 0.85 -0.13 0.82 1.00 -0.02 0.16 0.13

↵T23
0 -0.61 0.49 -0.30 0.26 -0.02 -0.02 0.76 0.51 0.36 0.21 -0.03 0.13 0.21 -0.02 0.11 -0.03 -0.02 1.00 0.53 0.32

↵T23
1 -0.24 0.92 -0.40 0.21 0.12 0.09 0.47 0.89 0.70 0.14 0.18 0.08 0.15 0.21 0.03 0.12 0.16 0.53 1.00 0.86

↵T23
2 -0.19 0.81 -0.10 0.13 -0.05 0.01 0.32 0.75 0.73 0.07 0.01 0.30 0.04 0.03 0.26 -0.05 0.13 0.32 0.86 1.00

Figure 61: The differential decay rates for the leptonic and tauonic mode with our fit result for
the BSZ coefficients for B ! ⇢`⌫` and B ! !`⌫`.
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 prefer much lower values of …ρ/ω |Vub |

See also [FB, Markus Prim, Dean Robinson, Phys. Rev. D 104, 034032 (2021)]

BSZ: J. High Energ. Phys. (2016) 2016: 98



B(B ! X`⌫̄`) (%) B(B ! Xc`⌫̄`) (%) In Average

Belle [62] E` > 0.6GeV - 10.54± 0.31 D
Belle [62] E` > 0.4GeV - 10.58± 0.32

CLEO [64] incl. 10.91± 0.26 10.72± 0.26

CLEO [64] E` > 0.6 10.69± 0.25 10.50± 0.25 D
BaBar [61] incl. 10.34± 0.26 10.15± 0.26 D
BaBar SL [63] E` > 0.6GeV - 10.68± 0.24 D
Our Average - 10.48± 0.13

Average Belle [62] & BaBar [63] - 10.63± 0.19

(E` > 0.6GeV)

Table 2: Available measurements of the inclusive B ! X`⌫̄` and B ! Xc`⌫̄` branching
fractions, extrapolated to the full region using the correction factors in (34). The �

2 of
our average with respect to the included measurements is 2.2, corresponding to a p-value
of 52%. We do not include [65], as the analysis does not quote a partial branching fraction
corrected for FSR radiation.

q
2

cut
[GeV2]

Belle [21] 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Belle II [22] 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5

Table 3: Analyzed measured q
2 moments from Belle and Belle II.

To allow for an easier comparison with their results, we also determine Vcb using an average
based on the same branching fractions [62, 63]:

B(B ! Xc`⌫̄`) = (10.63± 0.19) · 10�2
. (37)

This value is in excellent agreement with the value obtained by Ref. [8].
We conclude this section by stressing that new branching ratio measurements are im-

perative to clarify the mild tension between these two averages. In addition, new branching
ratio measurements with (di↵erent) q2 thresholds would be the natural input for the RPI
Vcb determination. Further measurements of B ! X`⌫̄` would be highly desirable, such
that they can be directly used in our analysis by implementing both the b ! c and b ! u

in the local OPE [66]. This way uncertainties from subtracting the b ! u contributions
can be avoided, increasing the experimental precision. We plan to implement this strategy
in a future version of our analysis.
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A. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` HYBRID MC DETAILS

Figure 13 shows the generator level hybrid B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal sample for EB
` , MX , and q2 described in Section II.

FIG. 13. The generator level B ! Xu `+ ⌫` distributions EB
` , MX , and q2 for neutral (left) and charged (right) B mesons are

shown. The black histogram shows the merged hybrid model, composed of resonant and non-resonant contributions. For more
details on the used models and how the hybrid B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal sample is constructed, see Section II.

B. INPUT VARIABLES OF B ! Xc`⌫̄` SUPPRESSION BDT

The shapes of the variables used in the B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background suppression BDT are shown in Figures 14 and
17. The most discriminating variables are M2

miss, the Bsig vertex fit probability, and M2
miss,D

⇤ . Figures 15, 16 and
18 show the agreement between recorded and simulated events, taking into account the full uncertainties detailed in
Section V. More details about the BDT can be found in Section III C.

B0 → Xuℓν̄ℓ B+ → Xuℓν̄ℓ
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• Update excl. branching ratios to PDG 2020 and the masses and widths of D** decays


• Generate additional MC samples to fill the gap between the exclusive & inclusive 
measurement (assign 100% BR uncertainty in systematics covariance matrix)
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Fit for partial BFs
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FIG. 9. The post-fit projection ofMX of the two-dimensional
fit to MX : q2 on MX and the q2 distribution in the range
of MX 2 [0, 1.5]GeV are shown. The resulting yields are
corrected to correspond to a partial branching fraction with
EB

` > 1GeV. The remaining q2 distributions are given in
Figure 21 (Appendix D).

- DGE: The Dressed Gluon Approximation (short
DGE) from Andersen and Gardi [19, 20] makes pre-
dictions by avoiding the direct use of shape func-
tions, but produces predictions for hadronic observ-
ables using the on-shell b-quark mass. The calcu-
lation is carried out in the MS scheme and we use
mb(MS) = 4.19 ± 0.04 GeV.

- GGOU: The prediction from Gambino, Giordano,
Ossola, and Uraltsev [18] (short GGOU) incorpo-
rates all known perturbative and non-perturbative
e↵ects up to the order O(↵2

s �0) and O(1/m3
b), re-

spectively. The shape function dependence is incor-
porated by parametrizing its e↵ects in each struc-
ture function with a single light-cone function. The
calculation is carried out in the kinetic scheme and
we use as inputs mkin

b = 4.55 ± 0.02 GeV and

µ2 kin
⇡ = 0.46 ± 0.08 GeV2.

- ADFR: The calculation of Aglietti, Di Lodovico,
Ferrera, and Ricciardi [21, 22] makes use of the ra-
tio of B ! Xu `+ ⌫` to B ! Xc `+ ⌫` rates and
soft-gluon resummation at next-to-next-to-leading-
order and an e↵ective QCD coupling approach.
The calculation uses the MS scheme and we use
mb(MS) = 4.19 ± 0.04 GeV.

Table VI lists the decay rates and their associated uncer-
tainties for the probed regions of phase space, which we
use to extract |Vub| from the measured partial branching
fractions with Eq. 32.

C. |Vub| Results

From the partial branching fractions with EB
` > 1 GeV

and MX < 1.7 GeV determined from fitting MX we find

|Vub| (BLNP) = (3.90 ± 0.08 ± 0.15 ± 0.21) ⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (DGE) =
⇣
4.08 ± 0.09 ± 0.16+0.20

�0.26

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (GGOU) =
⇣
3.97 ± 0.08+0.15

�0.16
+0.15
�0.16

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (ADFR) = (3.63 ± 0.08 ± 0.14 ± 0.17) ⇥ 10�3 .
(33)

The uncertainties denote the statistical uncertainty, the
systematic uncertainty and the theory error from the par-
tial rate prediction. For the partial branching fraction
with EB

` > 1 GeV, MX < 1.7 GeV, and q2 > 8 GeV2 we
find

|Vub| (BLNP) =
⇣
4.24+0.22

�0.23
+0.30
�0.32

+0.26
�0.28

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (DGE) =
⇣
4.16+0.22

�0.23
+0.29
�0.31

+0.18
�0.21

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (GGOU) =
⇣
4.25+0.22

�0.24
+0.30
�0.32

+0.24
�0.26

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (ADFR) =
⇣
3.68+0.19

�0.20
+0.26
�0.28 ± 0.17

⌘
⇥ 10�3 . (34)

Finally, the most inclusive determination with EB
` >

1 GeV from the two-dimensional fit of MX and q2 results
in

|Vub| (BLNP) =
⇣
4.05 ± 0.09+0.21

�0.22
+0.18
�0.20

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (DGE) =
⇣
4.16 ± 0.09+0.21

�0.22
+0.11
�0.12

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (GGOU) =
⇣
4.15 ± 0.09+0.21

�0.22
+0.08
�0.09

⌘
⇥ 10�3 ,

|Vub| (ADFR) =
⇣
4.05 ± 0.09+0.21

�0.22 ± 0.18
⌘
⇥ 10�3 .

(35)

In order to quote a single value for |Vub| we adapt the
procedure of Ref. [67] and calculate a simple arithmetic
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D. NUISANCE PARAMETER PULLS AND ADDITIONAL FIT PLOTS

Figures 19 and 20 show the nuisance parameter pulls for each fit category k and bin i defined as

⇣
b✓ik � ✓ik

⌘
/
q

⌃k,ii , (52)

of the partial branching fraction fits, with b✓ (✓) corresponding to the post-fit (pre-fit) value of the nuisance parameter.
Note that uncertainties of each pull shows the post-fit error

q
b⌃k,ii (53)

normalized to the pre-fit constraint

q
⌃k,ii . (54)

Figure 21 shows the post-fit q2 distributions of the two-dimensional fit to MX : q2 on MX .

FIG. 19. The nuisance parameter pulls on the 1D fits of MX , q2, and EB
` with and without MX < 1.7 GeV events separated

out, are shown from left to right.

FIG. 20. The nuisance parameter pulls on the 2D fit of MX : q2 is shown.

Subtraction of bkg in fit with coarse binning 

to minimize Xu modelling dependence 
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FIG. 4. The shape of the background suppression classifier
OBDT is shown. MC is divided into B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal, the
dominant B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` background, and all other contribu-
tions. To increase visibility, the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` component
is shown with a scaling factor (red dashed line). The uncer-
tainties on the MC contain the full systematic errors and are
further discussed in Section V.

TABLE II. The selection e�ciencies for B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal,
B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and for data are listed after the reconstruc-
tion of the Btag and lepton candidate. The nominal selection
requirement on the BDT classifier OBDT is 0.85. The other
two requirements were introduced to test the stability of the
result, cf. Section VIII.

Selection B ! Xu `+ ⌫` B ! Xc `
+ ⌫` Data

Mbc > 5.27GeV 84.8% 83.8% 80.2%

OBDT > 0.85 18.5% 1.3% 1.6%

OBDT > 0.83 21.9% 1.7% 2.1%

OBDT > 0.87 14.5% 0.9% 1.1%

D. Tagging E�ciency Calibration

The reconstruction e�ciency of the hadronic full re-
construction algorithm of Ref. [59] di↵ers between simu-
lated samples and the reconstructed data. This di↵erence
mainly arises due to imperfections, e.g. in the simulation
of detector responses, particle identification e�ciencies,
or incorrect branching fractions in the reconstructed de-
cay cascades. To address this, the reconstruction e�-
ciency is calibrated using a data-driven approach and we
follow closely the procedure outlined in Ref. [32]. We re-
construct full reconstruction events by requiring exactly
one lepton on the signal side, and apply the same Btag

and lepton selection criteria outlined in the previous sec-
tion. This B ! X `+ ⌫` enriched sample is divided into
groups of subsamples according to the Btag decay chan-
nel and the multivariate classifier output OFR used in
the hierarchical reconstruction. Each of these groups of
subsamples is studied individually to derive a calibration
factor for the hadronic tagging e�ciency: the calibra-

TABLE III. The binning choices of the four fits are given.

Fit variable Bins

MX [0, 1.5, 1.9, 2.5, 3.1, 5.0]GeV

q2 [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 26]GeV2

EB
` 15 equidist. bins in [1, 2.5]GeV & [2.5, 2.7]GeV

MX : q2 [0, 1.5]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 26]GeV2

[1.5, 1.9]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 4, 6, 26]GeV2

[1.9, 2.5]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 4, 26]GeV2

[2.5, 4.0]GeV ⇥[0, 2, 26]GeV2

tion factor is obtained by comparing the number of in-
clusive semileptonic B-meson decays, N(B ! X `+ ⌫`),
in data with the expectation from the simulated sam-
ples, NMC(B ! X `+ ⌫`). The semileptonic yield is de-
termined via a binned maximum likelihood fit using the
the lepton energy spectrum. To reduce the modeling de-
pendence of the B ! X `+ ⌫` sample this is done in a
coarse granularity of five bins. The calibration factor of
each these groups of subsamples is given by

Ctag(Btag mode,OFR) =
N(B ! X `+ ⌫`)

NMC(B ! X `+ ⌫`)
. (19)

The free parameters in the fit are the yield of the semilep-
tonic B ! X `+ ⌫` decays, the yield of backgrounds from
fake leptons and the yield of backgrounds from true lep-
tons. Approximately 1200 calibration factors are deter-
mined this way. The leading uncertainty on the Ctag

factors is from the assumed B ! X `+ ⌫` composition
and the lepton PID performance, cf. Section V. We also
apply corrections to the continuum e�ciency. These are
derived by using the o↵-resonance sample and compar-
ing the number of reconstructed o↵-resonance events in
data with the simulated on-resonance continuum events,
correcting for di↵erences in the selection.

IV. FITTING PROCEDURE

In order to determine the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal yield
and constrain all backgrounds, we perform a binned like-
lihood fit in the discriminating variables. To reduce the
dependence on the precise modeling of the B ! Xu `+ ⌫`
signal, we use coarse bins over regions that are very sen-
sitive to the admixture of resonant and non-resonant de-
cays, cf. Section II. The total likelihood function is con-
structed as the product of individual Poisson distribu-
tions P,

L =
binsY

i

P (ni; ⌫i) ⇥

Y

k

Gk , (20)

with ni denoting the number of observed data events and
⌫i the total number of expected events in a given bin i.Signal and Bkg shape errors included in 

Fit via NPs
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TABLE VI. The theory rates ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`) from various theory calculations are listed. The rates are given in units of
ps�1.

Phase-space region BLNP [17] DGE [19, 20] GGOU [18] ADFR [21, 22]

MX < 1.7GeV 45.2+5.4
�4.6 42.3+5.8

�3.8 43.7+3.9
�3.2 52.3+5.4

�4.7

MX < 1.7GeV, q2 > 8GeV2 23.4+3.4
�2.6 24.3+2.6

�1.9 23.3+3.2
�2.4 31.1+3.0

�2.6

EB
` > 1GeV 61.5+6.4

�5.1 58.2+3.6
�3.0 58.5+2.7

�2.3 61.5+5.8
�5.1

average of the most precise determinations in Eq. 35 to
obtain

|Vub| = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�3 . (36)

This value is larger, but compatible with the ex-
clusive measurement of |Vub| from B ! ⇡ `+ ⌫` of
|Vub| = (3.67 ± 0.09 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3 within 1.3 standard
deviations.

D. Stability Checks

To check the stability of the result we redetermine the
partial branching fractions using two additional working
points. We change the BDT selection to increase and
decrease the amount of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` and other back-
grounds, and repeat the full analysis procedure. The
resulting values of �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) are determined us-
ing the two-dimensional fit of MX : q2 and are shown
in Figure 10. The background contamination changes by

FIG. 10. The stability of the determined partial branching
fraction �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) using the MX : q2 fit is studied
as a function of the BDT selection requirement. The clas-
sifier output selection of 0.83 and 0.87 correspond to signal
e�ciencies after the pre-selection of 22% and 15%, respec-
tively. These selections increase, or decrease the background
from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other processes by 37% and 33%,
respectively. The grey and yellow bands show the total and
statistical error, respectively, with the nominal BDT working
point of 0.85.

+37% and �33%, respectively. The small shifts in cen-
tral value are well contained within the quoted system-
atic uncertainties. To further estimate the compatibility
of the result we determine the full statistical and sys-
tematic correlations of the results and recover that the
partial branching fraction with looser and tighter BDT
selection are in agreement with the nominal result within
1.1 and 1.4 standard deviations, respectively.

E. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` Charged Pion Multiplicity

The modeling the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal composition is
crucial to all presented measurements. One aspect dif-
ficult to assess is the Xu fragmentation simulation: the
charmless Xu state can decay via many di↵erent channels
producing a number of charged or neutral pions or kaons.
In Section V we discussed how we assess the uncertainty
on the number of ss̄ quark pairs produced in the Xu frag-
mentation. Due to the BDT removing such events to sup-
press the dominant B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background, no signal-
enriched region can be easily obtained. The accuracy of
the fragmentation into the number of charged pions can
be tested in the signal enriched region of MX < 1.7 GeV.
Figure 11 compares the charged pion multiplicity be-
tween simulated signal and background processes and
data. The signal and background predictions are scaled
to their respective normalizations obtained from the two-

FIG. 11. The post-fit charged pion multiplicity is shown for
events with MX < 1.7 GeV. The uncertainties on the MC
stack include all systematic uncertainties.

Projections of 2D fit in mX : q2

Resonance region

Resonance region

(low mX, high q2)

Unfold measured yields to 

3 phase-space regions:
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TABLE V. The fitted signal yields in (b⌘sig) and outside (b⌘sig�out) the measured phase-space regions, the background yields
(b⌘bkg) and the product of tagging and selection e�ciency are listed.

Phase-space region Additional Selection Fit variable(s) b⌘sig b⌘sig�out b⌘bkg 103
�
✏tag · ✏sel

�

MX < 1.7 GeV,

EB
` > 1 GeV

-
MX fit 1558± 66± 72 364± 51 6912± 138 0.26± 0.07

MX < 1.7 GeV,

EB
` > 1 GeV

MX < 1.7GeV EB
` fit 1285± 68± 136 22± 3 1362± 153 0.21± 0.07

MX < 1.7 GeV,

q2 > 8 GeV2,

EB
` > 1 GeV

MX < 1.7GeV q2 fit 938± 101± 98 474± 58 1253± 194 0.14± 0.07

EB
` > 1 GeV MX < 1.7GeV EB

` fit 1303± 69± 138 - 1366± 154 0.21± 0.19

EB
` > 1 GeV MX : q2 fit 1801± 81± 127 - 7032± 167 0.31± 0.12

by fitting EB
` , covering the same phase space (c.f. Fig-

ure 8):

�B(B ! Xu`+ ⌫`) = (1.69 ± 0.09 ± 0.26) ⇥ 10�3 . (31)

The uncertainties are larger, but both results are
compatible. The nuisance parameter pulls of all fits
are provided in Appendix D. The result of Eq. 30
can be further compared with the most precise mea-
surement to date of this region of Ref. [66], where
�B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.55 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3, and shows
good agreement. The measurement can also be com-
pared to Ref. [15] using a similar experimental approach.
The measured partial branching fraction of EB

` > 1 GeV
is �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.82 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�3, which is
compatible with Eq. 30 within 0.9 standard deviations.
Belle previously reported in Ref. [16] using also a similar
approach for the same phase space a higher value of
�B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.96 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�3. We cannot
quantify the statistical overlap between both results, but
by comparing the number of determined signal events
one can estimate it to be below 55%. The dominant
systematic uncertainties of Ref. [16] were evaluated
using di↵erent approaches, but fully correlating the
dominant systematic uncertainties and assuming a
statistical correlation of 55% we obtain a compatibility
of 1.7 standard deviations. The main di↵erence of this
analysis with Ref. [16] lies in the modeling of signal
and background processes: since its publication our
understanding improved and more precise measurements
of branching fractions and form factors were made
available. Further, for the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal process
in this paper a hybrid approach was adopted (see
Section II and Appendix A), whereas Ref. [16] used
an alternative approach to model signal as a mix of
inclusive and exclusive decay modes. Note that this
work supersedes Ref. [16].

B. |Vub| Determination

We determine |Vub| from the measured partial branch-
ing fractions using a range of theoretical rate predictions.
In principle, the total B ! Xu `+ ⌫` decay rate can be
calculated using the same approach as B ! Xc `+ ⌫` us-
ing the heavy quark expansion (HQE) in inverse pow-
ers of mb. Unfortunately, the measurement requirements
necessary to separate B ! Xu `+ ⌫` from the dominant
B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background spoil the convergence of this
approach. In the predictions for the partial rates cor-
responding to our measurements, perturbative and non-
perturbative uncertainties are largely enhanced and as
outlined in the introduction the predictions are sensitive
to the shape function modeling.

The relationship between measured partial branching
fractions, predictions of the rate (omitting CKM factors)
��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`), and |Vub| is

|Vub| =

s
�B(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`)

⌧B · ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`)
. (32)

with ⌧B = (1.579 ± 0.004) ps denoting the average of the
charged and neutral B meson lifetime [37]. We use four
predictions for the theoretical partial rates. All predic-
tions use the same input values as Ref. [6] chooses for
their world averages. The four predictions are:

- BLNP: The prediction of Bosch, Lange, Neubert,
and Paz (short BLNP) of Ref. [17] provides a pre-
diction at next-to-leading-order accuracy in terms
of the strong coupling constant ↵s and incorporates
all known corrections. Predictions are interpolated
between the shape-function dominated region (end-
point of the lepton spectrum, small hadronic mass)
to the region of phase space, that can be described
via the operator product expansion (OPE). As in-
put we use mSF

b = 4.58 ± 0.03 GeV and µ2 SF
⇡ =

0.20+0.09
�0.10 GeV2.
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A. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` HYBRID MC DETAILS

Figure 13 shows the generator level hybrid B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal sample for EB
` , MX , and q2 described in Section II.

FIG. 13. The generator level B ! Xu `+ ⌫` distributions EB
` , MX , and q2 for neutral (left) and charged (right) B mesons are

shown. The black histogram shows the merged hybrid model, composed of resonant and non-resonant contributions. For more
details on the used models and how the hybrid B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal sample is constructed, see Section II.

B. INPUT VARIABLES OF B ! Xc`⌫̄` SUPPRESSION BDT

The shapes of the variables used in the B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background suppression BDT are shown in Figures 14 and 16.
The most discriminating variables are M2

miss, the Bsig vertex fit probability, and M2
miss,D

⇤ . Figures 15 and 17 show
the agreement between recorded and simulated events, taking into account the full uncertainties detailed in Section V.
More details about the BDT can be found in Section III C.

π ρ nonres. Xu

W/o detector smearing
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We report measurements of partial branching frac-
tions with di↵erent requirements on the properties of the
hadronic system of the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` decay and with
a lepton energy of EB

` > 1 GeV in the B rest-frame,
covering 31-86% of the available phase space. The size-
able background from semileptonic B ! Xc `+ ⌫` de-
cays is suppressed using multivariate methods in the
form of a BDT. This approach allows us to reduce such
backgrounds to an acceptable level, whilst retaining a
high signal e�ciency. Signal yields are obtained using a
binned likelihood fit in either the reconstructed hadronic
mass MX , the four-momentum-transfer squared q2, or
the lepton energy EB

` . The most precise result is ob-
tained from a two-dimensional fit of MX and q2. Trans-
lated to a partial branching fraction for EB

` > 1 GeV we
obtain

�B(B ! Xu`+ ⌫`) = (1.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.17) ⇥ 10�3 , (50)

with the errors denoting statistical and systematic un-
certainties. The partial branching fraction is compatible
with the value obtained by a fit of the lepton energy
spectrum EB

` and with the most precise determination
of Ref. [66]. In addition, it is stable under variations
of the background suppression BDT. From this partial
branching fraction we obtain a value of

|Vub| = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�3 (51)

from an average over four theoretical calculations. This
value is higher than, but compatible with, the value
of |Vub| from exclusive determinations by 1.3 standard
deviations. The compatibility with the value expected
from CKM unitarity from a fit of Ref. [73] of |Vub| =⇣
3.62+0.11

�0.08

⌘
⇥ 10�3 is 1.6 standard deviations. Fig-

ure 12 summarizes the situation. The result presented
here supersedes Ref. [16]: this paper uses a more e�-
cient tagging algorithm, incorporates improvements of
the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal and B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background
descriptions, and analyzes the full Belle data set of 711
fb�1. The measurement of kinematic di↵erential shapes
of MX , q2, and other properties are left for future work.
These results will be crucial for future direct measure-
ments with Belle II that will attempt to use data-driven
methods to directly constrain the shape function using
B ! Xu `+ ⌫` information.
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TABLE V. The fitted signal yields in (b⌘sig) and outside (b⌘sig�out) the measured phase-space regions, the background yields
(b⌘bkg) and the product of tagging and selection e�ciency are listed.

Phase-space region Additional Selection Fit variable(s) b⌘sig b⌘sig�out b⌘bkg 103
�
✏tag · ✏sel

�

MX < 1.7 GeV,

EB
` > 1 GeV

-
MX fit 1558± 66± 72 364± 51 6912± 138 0.26± 0.07

MX < 1.7 GeV,

EB
` > 1 GeV

MX < 1.7GeV EB
` fit 1285± 68± 136 22± 3 1362± 153 0.21± 0.07

MX < 1.7 GeV,

q2 > 8 GeV2,

EB
` > 1 GeV

MX < 1.7GeV q2 fit 938± 101± 98 474± 58 1253± 194 0.14± 0.07

EB
` > 1 GeV MX < 1.7GeV EB

` fit 1303± 69± 138 - 1366± 154 0.21± 0.19

EB
` > 1 GeV MX : q2 fit 1801± 81± 127 - 7032± 167 0.31± 0.12

by fitting EB
` , covering the same phase space (c.f. Fig-

ure 8):

�B(B ! Xu`+ ⌫`) = (1.69 ± 0.09 ± 0.26) ⇥ 10�3 . (31)

The uncertainties are larger, but both results are
compatible. The nuisance parameter pulls of all fits
are provided in Appendix D. The result of Eq. 30
can be further compared with the most precise mea-
surement to date of this region of Ref. [66], where
�B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.55 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3, and shows
good agreement. The measurement can also be com-
pared to Ref. [15] using a similar experimental approach.
The measured partial branching fraction of EB

` > 1 GeV
is �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.82 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�3, which is
compatible with Eq. 30 within 0.9 standard deviations.
Belle previously reported in Ref. [16] using also a similar
approach for the same phase space a higher value of
�B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) = (1.96 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�3. We cannot
quantify the statistical overlap between both results, but
by comparing the number of determined signal events
one can estimate it to be below 55%. The dominant
systematic uncertainties of Ref. [16] were evaluated
using di↵erent approaches, but fully correlating the
dominant systematic uncertainties and assuming a
statistical correlation of 55% we obtain a compatibility
of 1.7 standard deviations. The main di↵erence of this
analysis with Ref. [16] lies in the modeling of signal
and background processes: since its publication our
understanding improved and more precise measurements
of branching fractions and form factors were made
available. Further, for the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal process
in this paper a hybrid approach was adopted (see
Section II and Appendix A), whereas Ref. [16] used
an alternative approach to model signal as a mix of
inclusive and exclusive decay modes. Note that this
work supersedes Ref. [16].

B. |Vub| Determination

We determine |Vub| from the measured partial branch-
ing fractions using a range of theoretical rate predictions.
In principle, the total B ! Xu `+ ⌫` decay rate can be
calculated using the same approach as B ! Xc `+ ⌫` us-
ing the heavy quark expansion (HQE) in inverse pow-
ers of mb. Unfortunately, the measurement requirements
necessary to separate B ! Xu `+ ⌫` from the dominant
B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background spoil the convergence of this
approach. In the predictions for the partial rates cor-
responding to our measurements, perturbative and non-
perturbative uncertainties are largely enhanced and as
outlined in the introduction the predictions are sensitive
to the shape function modeling.

The relationship between measured partial branching
fractions, predictions of the rate (omitting CKM factors)
��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`), and |Vub| is

|Vub| =

s
�B(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`)

⌧B · ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`)
. (32)

with ⌧B = (1.579 ± 0.004) ps denoting the average of the
charged and neutral B meson lifetime [37]. We use four
predictions for the theoretical partial rates. All predic-
tions use the same input values as Ref. [6] chooses for
their world averages. The four predictions are:

- BLNP: The prediction of Bosch, Lange, Neubert,
and Paz (short BLNP) of Ref. [17] provides a pre-
diction at next-to-leading-order accuracy in terms
of the strong coupling constant ↵s and incorporates
all known corrections. Predictions are interpolated
between the shape-function dominated region (end-
point of the lepton spectrum, small hadronic mass)
to the region of phase space, that can be described
via the operator product expansion (OPE). As in-
put we use mSF

b = 4.58 ± 0.03 GeV and µ2 SF
⇡ =

0.20+0.09
�0.10 GeV2.

Arithmetic average:  
|Vub | = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) × 10−3

CKM Unitarity:  
|Vub | = (3.62+0.11

−0.08) × 10−3

Exclusive Average for  : B → πℓν̄ℓ
|Vub | = (3.67 ± 0.09 ± 0.12) × 10−3
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TABLE VI. The theory rates ��(B ! Xu `+ ⌫`) from various theory calculations are listed. The rates are given in units of
ps�1.

Phase-space region BLNP [17] DGE [19, 20] GGOU [18] ADFR [21, 22]

MX < 1.7GeV 45.2+5.4
�4.6 42.3+5.8

�3.8 43.7+3.9
�3.2 52.3+5.4

�4.7

MX < 1.7GeV, q2 > 8GeV2 23.4+3.4
�2.6 24.3+2.6

�1.9 23.3+3.2
�2.4 31.1+3.0

�2.6

EB
` > 1GeV 61.5+6.4

�5.1 58.2+3.6
�3.0 58.5+2.7

�2.3 61.5+5.8
�5.1

average of the most precise determinations in Eq. 35 to
obtain

|Vub| = (4.10 ± 0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�3 . (36)

This value is larger, but compatible with the ex-
clusive measurement of |Vub| from B ! ⇡ `+ ⌫` of
|Vub| = (3.67 ± 0.09 ± 0.12) ⇥ 10�3 within 1.3 standard
deviations.

D. Stability Checks

To check the stability of the result we redetermine the
partial branching fractions using two additional working
points. We change the BDT selection to increase and
decrease the amount of B ! Xc `+ ⌫` and other back-
grounds, and repeat the full analysis procedure. The
resulting values of �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) are determined us-
ing the two-dimensional fit of MX : q2 and are shown
in Figure 10. The background contamination changes by

FIG. 10. The stability of the determined partial branching
fraction �B(B ! Xu` ⌫`) using the MX : q2 fit is studied
as a function of the BDT selection requirement. The clas-
sifier output selection of 0.83 and 0.87 correspond to signal
e�ciencies after the pre-selection of 22% and 15%, respec-
tively. These selections increase, or decrease the background
from B ! Xc `

+ ⌫` and other processes by 37% and 33%,
respectively. The grey and yellow bands show the total and
statistical error, respectively, with the nominal BDT working
point of 0.85.

+37% and �33%, respectively. The small shifts in cen-
tral value are well contained within the quoted system-
atic uncertainties. To further estimate the compatibility
of the result we determine the full statistical and sys-
tematic correlations of the results and recover that the
partial branching fraction with looser and tighter BDT
selection are in agreement with the nominal result within
1.1 and 1.4 standard deviations, respectively.

E. B ! Xu `+ ⌫` Charged Pion Multiplicity

The modeling the B ! Xu `+ ⌫` signal composition is
crucial to all presented measurements. One aspect dif-
ficult to assess is the Xu fragmentation simulation: the
charmless Xu state can decay via many di↵erent channels
producing a number of charged or neutral pions or kaons.
In Section V we discussed how we assess the uncertainty
on the number of ss̄ quark pairs produced in the Xu frag-
mentation. Due to the BDT removing such events to sup-
press the dominant B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background, no signal-
enriched region can be easily obtained. The accuracy of
the fragmentation into the number of charged pions can
be tested in the signal enriched region of MX < 1.7 GeV.
Figure 11 compares the charged pion multiplicity be-
tween simulated signal and background processes and
data. The signal and background predictions are scaled
to their respective normalizations obtained from the two-

FIG. 11. The post-fit charged pion multiplicity is shown for
events with MX < 1.7 GeV. The uncertainties on the MC
stack include all systematic uncertainties.

Stability as a function of BDT cut:


33%  
more Bkg

37%  
less Bkg
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selection are in agreement with the nominal result within
1.1 and 1.4 standard deviations, respectively.
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crucial to all presented measurements. One aspect dif-
ficult to assess is the Xu fragmentation simulation: the
charmless Xu state can decay via many di↵erent channels
producing a number of charged or neutral pions or kaons.
In Section V we discussed how we assess the uncertainty
on the number of ss̄ quark pairs produced in the Xu frag-
mentation. Due to the BDT removing such events to sup-
press the dominant B ! Xc `+ ⌫` background, no signal-
enriched region can be easily obtained. The accuracy of
the fragmentation into the number of charged pions can
be tested in the signal enriched region of MX < 1.7 GeV.
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to their respective normalizations obtained from the two-
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Post-fit  distribution:Nπ+

Fit kinematic distributions and 
measure partial BF
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Into the tool shed: EvtGen & Pythia8
Many analyses need generic B-Meson decay samples

* Pythia8 hadronized modes make up ca. 48% (!) of all simulated decays
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Combined Extractions
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FIG. 2. The measured B ! D
(⇤)

l⌫̄ decay distributions [54, 56] compared to the best fit contours

(dark blue curves) for the “Lw�1+SR” fit, using LQCD at all w and QCDSR constraints. The blue

bands show the 68% CL regions. The orange curves and bands show the central values and the

68% CL regions of the fit predictions for d�(B ! D
(⇤)

⌧ ⌫̄)/dw.

44%. For |Vcb| the fit gives

|Vcb| = (39.3± 1.0)⇥ 10�3 . (40)

This is higher than the “Lw=1+SR” result, because the value of ⇢̄2⇤ is also higher.

The correlation matrices for all fits are shown in Appendix B. In the “Lw=1” and “Lw�1”
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44%. For |Vcb| the fit gives

|Vcb| = (39.3± 1.0)⇥ 10�3 . (40)

This is higher than the “Lw=1+SR” result, because the value of ⇢̄2⇤ is also higher.

The correlation matrices for all fits are shown in Appendix B. In the “Lw=1” and “Lw�1”
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Interesting if heavy quark symmetry 
inspired Form Factors are used:

B. B ! D(⇤) form factors

We use the standard definitions of the form factors. For B ! D decays,

hD| c̄ b |Bi =
p
mBmD hS (w + 1) , (10a)

hD| c̄�5b |Bi = hD| c̄�µ�5b |Bi = 0 , (10b)

hD| c̄�µb |Bi =
p
mBmD

⇥
h+(v + v0)µ + h�(v � v0)µ

⇤
, (10c)

hD| c̄�µ⌫b |Bi = i
p
mBmD

⇥
hT (v0µv⌫ � v0⌫vµ)

⇤
, (10d)

while for the B ! D⇤ transitions,

hD⇤
| c̄b |Bi = 0 , (11a)

hD⇤
| c̄�5b |Bi = �

p
mBmD⇤ hP (✏⇤ · v) , (11b)

hD⇤
| c̄�µb |Bi = i

p
mBmD⇤ hV "µ⌫↵� ✏⇤⌫v

0
↵v� , (11c)

hD⇤
| c̄�µ�5b |Bi =

p
mBmD⇤

⇥
hA1(w + 1)✏⇤µ � hA2(✏

⇤
· v)vµ � hA3(✏

⇤
· v)v0µ

⇤
, (11d)

hD⇤
| c̄�µ⌫b |Bi = �

p
mBmD⇤ "µ⌫↵�

⇥
hT1✏

⇤
↵(v + v0)� + hT2✏

⇤
↵(v � v0)� + hT3(✏

⇤
· v)v↵v

0
�

⇤
.

(11e)

The i, �1, and w+1 factors are chosen such that in the heavy quark limit each form factor

either vanishes or equals the leading order Isgur-Wise function,

h� = hA2 = hT2 = hT3 = 0 ,

h+ = hV = hA1 = hA3 = hS = hP = hT = hT1 = ⇠ . (12)

Using Eqs. (4) and (9), one can compute all form factors to order O(⇤QCD/mc,b) and

O(↵s). It is convenient to factor out ⇠(w), defining

ĥ(w) = h(w)/⇠(w) . (13)

By virtue of Eq. (6), the B ! Dl⌫̄ form factors only depend on two linear combinations of

subleading Isgur-Wise functions, L̂1 and L̂4,

ĥ+ = 1 + ↵̂s

h
CV1 +

w + 1

2
(CV2 + CV3)

i
+ ("c + "b) L̂1 ,

ĥ� = ↵̂s
w + 1

2
(CV2 � CV3) + ("c � "b) L̂4 ,

ĥS = 1 + ↵̂s CS + ("c + "b)

✓
L̂1 � L̂4

w � 1

w + 1

◆
,
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Using Eqs. (4) and (9), one can compute all form factors to order O(⇤QCD/mc,b) and

O(↵s). It is convenient to factor out ⇠(w), defining

ĥ(w) = h(w)/⇠(w) . (13)

By virtue of Eq. (6), the B ! Dl⌫̄ form factors only depend on two linear combinations of

subleading Isgur-Wise functions, L̂1 and L̂4,

ĥ+ = 1 + ↵̂s

h
CV1 +

w + 1

2
(CV2 + CV3)

i
+ ("c + "b) L̂1 ,

ĥ� = ↵̂s
w + 1

2
(CV2 � CV3) + ("c � "b) L̂4 ,

ĥS = 1 + ↵̂s CS + ("c + "b)

✓
L̂1 � L̂4

w � 1

w + 1

◆
,

6

ĥT = 1 + ↵̂s

�
CT1 � CT2 + CT3

�
+ ("c + "b)

�
L̂1 � L̂4

�
. (14)

For the B ! D⇤l⌫̄ form factors we obtain

ĥV = 1 + ↵̂s CV1 + "c
�
L̂2 � L̂5

�
+ "b

�
L̂1 � L̂4

�
,

ĥA1 = 1 + ↵̂s CA1 + "c

✓
L̂2 � L̂5

w � 1

w + 1

◆
+ "b

✓
L̂1 � L̂4

w � 1

w + 1

◆
,

ĥA2 = ↵̂s CA2 + "c
�
L̂3 + L̂6

�
,

ĥA3 = 1 + ↵̂s

�
CA1 + CA3

�
+ "c

�
L̂2 � L̂3 + L̂6 � L̂5

�
+ "b

�
L̂1 � L̂4

�
,

ĥP = 1 + ↵̂s CP + "c
⇥
L̂2 + L̂3(w � 1) + L̂5 � L̂6(w + 1)

⇤
+ "b

�
L̂1 � L̂4

�
,

ĥT1 = 1 + ↵̂s

h
CT1 +

w � 1

2

�
CT2 � CT3

�i
+ "cL̂2 + "bL̂1 ,

ĥT2 = ↵̂s
w + 1

2

�
CT2 + CT3

�
+ "cL̂5 � "bL̂4 ,

ĥT3 = ↵̂s CT2 + "c
�
L̂6 � L̂3

�
. (15)

In Eqs. (14) and (15), the relations for the SM currents — that is, h+, h�, hV , hA1 , hA2 ,

and hA3 — agree with the literature, e.g., Refs. [16, 20]. Because of Luke’s theorem, the

O(⇤QCD/mc,b) corrections to h+, hS, hA1 , and hT1 vanish at zero recoil. To the best of our

knowledge, the expressions for hT and hT1,2,3 cannot be found in the literature. For hT2 and

hT3 , which start at order ⇤QCD/mc,b, the partial results used in the literature (e.g., Ref. [28])

kept and left out terms, which are both order O(⇤QCD/mc,b).

The scalar and vector matrix elements in B ! D transitions, and the pseudoscalar and

axial vector ones in B ! D⇤, are related by the equations of motion

[mb(µ)�mc(µ)] hD| c̄ b |Bi = hD| c̄ /q b |Bi ,

�[mb(µ) +mc(µ)] hD
⇤
| c̄�5b |Bi = hD⇤

| c̄ /q�
5 b |Bi , (16)

in which mQ(µ) are the MS quark masses at a common scale µ, obeying

mQ = mQ(µ)


1 + ↵̂s

✓
4

3
� ln

m2
Q

µ2

◆
+ . . .

�
. (17)

One can verify using mb = mB � ⇤̄+O(⇤2
QCD/mb) and mc = mD(⇤) � ⇤̄+O(⇤2

QCD/mc) that

the form factor expansions in Eqs. (14) and (15) satisfy these relations, including all O("c,b)

and O(↵s) terms. We emphasize that this only holds using the MS masses at the common

scale µ. Using mb(mb) and mc(mc) [29] in Eqs. (16), as done in some papers, is inconsistent.

7

B
→

D
ℓν̄

ℓ
B

→
D

*ℓ
ν̄ ℓ

Lw=1 Lw=1+SR NoL NoL+SR Lw�1 Lw�1+SR th:Lw�1+SR

�
2 40.2 44.0 38.7 43.1 49.0 53.8 7.4

dof 44 48 43 47 48 52 4

|Vcb|⇥ 103 38.8± 1.2 38.5± 1.1 — — 39.1± 1.1 39.3± 1.0 —

G(1) 1.055± 0.008 1.056± 0.008 — — 1.060± 0.008 1.061± 0.007 1.052± 0.008

F(1) 0.904± 0.012 0.901± 0.011 — — 0.898± 0.012 0.895± 0.011 0.906± 0.013

⇢̄
2
⇤ 1.17± 0.12 1.19± 0.07 1.06± 0.15 1.19± 0.08 1.33± 0.11 1.24± 0.06 1.24± 0.08

�̂2(1) �0.26± 0.26 �0.07± 0.02 0.36± 0.62 �0.06± 0.02 0.13± 0.22 �0.06± 0.02 �0.06± 0.02

�̂
0
2(1) 0.21± 0.38 �0.00± 0.02 0.14± 0.39 �0.00± 0.02 �0.36± 0.28 �0.00± 0.02 �0.00± 0.02

�̂
0
3(1) 0.02± 0.07 0.05± 0.02 0.18± 0.19 0.04± 0.02 0.09± 0.07 0.05± 0.02 0.04± 0.02

⌘(1) 0.30± 0.04 0.30± 0.03 �0.56± 0.80 0.35± 0.14 0.30± 0.04 0.30± 0.03 0.31± 0.04

⌘
0(1) 0 (fixed) �0.12± 0.16 0 (fixed) �0.11± 0.18 0 (fixed) �0.05± 0.09 0.05± 0.10

m
1S
b [GeV] 4.70± 0.05 4.70± 0.05 4.71± 0.05 4.70± 0.05 4.71± 0.05 4.71± 0.05 4.71± 0.05

�mbc [GeV] 3.40± 0.02 3.40± 0.02 3.40± 0.02 3.40± 0.02 3.40± 0.02 3.40± 0.02 3.40± 0.02

TABLE II. Summary of the results for the fit scenarios considered. The correlations are shown in

Appendix B.

for 48 dof, corresponding to a fit probability of 8%, which is still an acceptable fit. The

slope parameter becomes ⇢̄2⇤ = 0.93 ± 0.05, below those obtained including the ⇤QCD/mc,b

corrections. The uncertainty of ⇢̄2⇤ is noticeably smaller due to the smaller number of degrees

of freedom in this fit. The value of |Vcb| is only weakly a↵ected by this shift in ⇢̄2⇤.

In the “NoL” fits, using no LQCD inputs, we use only shape information to disentangle ⇢̄2⇤

from the subleading contributions, while allowing the B ! Dl⌫̄ and B ! D⇤l⌫̄ channels to

each have arbitrary normalizations (these fits cannot determine |Vcb|). This results in large

uncertainties in the QCDSR unconstrained fit. Again, ⌘0(1) and ⇢̄2⇤ are strongly correlated,

so the former is fixed at zero. Including the QCDSR constraints in the “NoL+SR” fit yields

results close to those in the “Lw=1+SR” fit.

In the “th:Lw�1+SR” scenario, which uses no experimental data, fitting the parametrized

⇠(w) to the six lattice points for f+,0(w) in Table III and F(1) in Eq. (35), results in a slope

parameter

⇢̄2⇤ = 1.24± 0.08 . (38)

The fitted w spectra are shown in Fig. 1 (gray curves), together with the lattice data points.

The �2 of the fit is 7.4, corresponding to a fit probability of 11% with 7 � 3 = 4 degrees
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parameters

Leading Isgur-Wise

function
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LHCb Systematics

their shapes, the B0
s ! D!!!

s !""! channels are grouped
with Bs ! D!

s DX decays, while B0
s ! D!

s #"#! !""!"̄#$"#
is combined with Bu;d ! D!

s DX decays.
The corrected mass distributions of the signal and

normalization candidates are shown in Fig. 1, with the
binned maximum-likelihood fit projections overlaid.
The B0

s ! K!!""! yields for q2 < 7 and q2 >
7 GeV2=c4 regions are found to be NK % 6922& 285
and 6399& 370, respectively, while the B0

s ! D!
s !""!

yield is NDs
% 201450& 5200. The uncertainties include

both the effect of the limited dataset and the finite size of
the samples used to derive the fit templates. Unfolding the
two effects in quadrature shows that they have similar sizes.
This is the first observation of the decay B0

s ! K!!""!.
The ratio of branching fractions is inferred as

RBF!
B#B0

s !K!!""!$
B#B0

s !D!
s !""!$

% NK

NDs

$Ds

$K
!B#D!

s !K"K!%!$;

#2$

with B#D!
s ! K"K!%!$ % #5.39& 0.15$% [26] and gives

RBF#low$ % '1.66& 0.08#stat$ & 0.07#syst$
& 0.05#Ds$( ! 10!3;

RBF#high$ % '3.25& 0.21#stat$"0.16
!0.17#syst$

& 0.09#Ds$( ! 10!3;

RBF#all$ % '4.89& 0.21#stat$"0.20
!0.21#syst$

& 0.14#Ds$( ! 10!3;

where the uncertainties are statistical, systematic, and due
to the D!

s ! K"K!%! branching fraction. Table I summa-
rizes the systematic uncertainties. It includes uncertainties
on the calibration and correction of the track reconstruction,
trigger, particle identification, selection variables, migra-
tion of events between q2 regions, efficiencies, and the fit

template distributions. The largest systematic uncertainty
originates from the fit templates and is evaluated by varying
the shape of the fit components according to alternative
models and also by modifying within its uncertainty the
mixture of exclusive decays representing some of the
background contributions. In particular, the signal shape
is varied using various form factor models [29–32]. A
similar procedure is applied to the normalization channel.
The tracking uncertainty comprises the limited precision on
tracking efficiency corrections obtained from control sam-
ples in data and the uncertainty on modeling the hadronic
interactions with the detector material. The uncertainty on
the q2 migration is related to the limited accuracy of the
evaluation of the cross feed between low- and high-q2

regions in simulation.
To determine the branching fraction B#B0

s ! K!!""!$
and the ratio jVubj=jVcbj, the predicted integrals of the
form factors FFY % jVxbj!2

R
'd!#B0

s ! Y!""!$=dq2(dq2
(Y % K!, D!

s ; x % u, c) are required. The absolute
branching fraction is calculated as B#B0

s ! K!!""!$ %
#Bs

! jVcbj2 ! FFDs
! RBF. The inputs are the exclusive

value of jVcbj % #39.5& 0.9$ ! 10!3 [26], the B0
s meson

lifetime #Bs
% 1.515& 0.004 ps [26], and the form factor

integral FFDs
% 9.15& 0.37 ps!1 based on a recent LQCD

computation [28]. This leads to

B#B0
s ! K!!""!$ % '1.06& 0.05#stat$ & 0.04#syst$

& 0.06#ext$ & 0.04#FF$( ! 10!4;

where the uncertainties are statistical, systematic, from
the external inputs (D!

s branching fraction, B0
s lifetime,

and jVcbj), and the B0
s ! D!

s form factor integral, respec-
tively. Combining the systematic uncertainties, the branch-
ing fraction is B#B0

s ! K!!""!$ % '1.06& 0.05#stat$&
0.08#syst$( ! 10!4.
The ratio of CKM elements jVubj=jVcbj is obtained

through the relation RBF % jVubj2=jVcbj2 ! FFK=FFDs
. For

the FFK value, a recent LQCD prediction is used for the
high-q2 range, FFK#q2 > 7 GeV2=c4$ % 3.32& 0.46 ps!1

[31], while a LCSR calculation [32] is used for the low-q2

range, FFK#q2 < 7GeV2=c4$ % 4.14& 0.38 ps!1, due to
the lower accuracy of LQCD calculations in this region.
The obtained values are

jVubj=jVcbj#low$ % 0.0607& 0.0015#stat$ & 0.0013#syst$
& 0.0008 #Ds$ & 0.0030 #FF$;

jVubj=jVcbj#high$ % 0.0946& 0.0030#stat$"0.0024
!0.0025#syst$

& 0.0013 #Ds$ & 0.0068 #FF$;

where the latter two uncertainties are from the D!
s branch-

ing fraction and the form factor integrals. The discrepancy
between the values of jVubj=jVcbj for the low- and high-q2

TABLE I. Relative systematic uncertainties on the ratio
B#B0

s ! K!!""!$=B#B0
s ! D!

s !""!$, in percent.

Uncertainty All q2 Low q2 High q2

Tracking 2.0 2.0 2.0
Trigger 1.4 1.2 1.6
Particle identification 1.0 1.0 1.0
&#mcorr$ 0.5 0.5 0.5
Isolation 0.2 0.2 0.2
Charged BDT 0.6 0.6 0.6
Neutral BDT 1.1 1.1 1.1
q2 migration ) ) ) 2.0 2.0
Efficiency 1.2 1.6 1.6
Fit template "2.3

!2.9
"1.8
!2.4

"3.0
!3.4

Total "4.0
!4.3

"4.3
!4.5

"5.0
!5.3
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Table 7: Summary of the uncertainties a↵ecting the measured parameters. The upper section reports the systematic uncertainties due to the
external inputs (ext), the middle section those due to the experimental methods (syst), and the lower section the statistical uncertainties (stat).
For the first source of uncertainty the multiplication by ⌧ holds only for the |Vcb| fits.

Source

Uncertainty

CLN parametrization BGL parametrization

|Vcb| ⇢
2(D�

s ) G(0) ⇢
2(D⇤�

s ) R1(1) R2(1) |Vcb| d1 d2 G(0) b1 c1 a0 a1 R R⇤

[10�3] [10�1] [10�2] [10�1] [10�1] [10�1] [10�3] [10�2] [10�1] [10�2] [10�1] [10�3] [10�2] [10�1] [10�1] [10�1]

fs/fd ⇥ B(D�
s ! K

+
K

�
⇡
�)(⇥⌧) 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4

B(D� ! K
�
K

+
⇡
�) 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3

B(D⇤� ! D
�
X) 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 – 0.2

B(B0 ! D
�
µ
+
⌫µ) 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.7 – –

B(B0 ! D
⇤�
µ
+
⌫µ) 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 – –

m(B0
s ), m(D(⇤)�) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 – –

⌘EW 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 – –
hA1(1) 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.5 – –

External inputs (ext) 1.2 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 1.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.5

D
�
(s) ! K

+
K

�
⇡
� model 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4

Background 0.4 0.3 2.2 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.2 2.3 0.7 2.0 0.5 2.0 0.4 0.6
Fit bias 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0
Corrections to simulation 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
Form-factor parametrization – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 0.0 0.1

Experimental (syst) 0.9 0.3 2.2 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.2 2.3 0.7 2.1 0.5 2.0 0.6 0.7

Statistical (stat) 0.6 0.5 3.4 1.7 2.5 1.6 0.8 0.7 0.5 3.4 0.7 2.2 0.9 2.6 0.5 0.5
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